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(i) 

ABSTRACT~ 

A comparison is made between the manner in which motherhood is 

perceived from a liberal feminist point of view within the 

patriarchal framework of modern western society, and the way in 

which it is viewed in ultra-orthodox Judaism among middle-class 

women. In considering some aspects of motherhood and marriage, a 

comparison is made between the ethics of liber 1-£eminism, rooted 

as they are in liberal ideology, and the ethics of ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism. The problem of the exploitation of women during child

rearing and child-bearing years, as a result of financial 

dependence on an individual man, and the lack of legislation and 

protection for women in the private sphere regarding physical and 

mental abuse in marriage, is considered and compared with that of 

ul tra-Orthodox Judaism where the private sphere is religiously 

legislated. 



(ii) 

PREFACE 

participation in the Women's Studies course created an awareness 

in me of certain divergent theoretical approaches to feminism 

that prevail today and stimulated a particular interest in 

liberal feminism. Despi te thirty years of acti vi ty and marked 

progress and success in the political or public sphere, there 

remain within the parameters of liberal feminist thinking, facets 

within the private sphere which are still considered by certain 

liberal feminists to be problematic for some women. - ~ - .--~ 
Motherhood 

and career conflict, and male dependence during child-bearing and 

child-rearing periods are some of the issues referred to. This 

study is a description of the attitudes and practices of a small .---
gro p~of ultra-Orthodox Jewish women who contend with motherhood 

and career choices in a manner which is largely prescribed by 

thei~ religion. 
.r - ~ 

The hypothesis in this st"udy is tha,t a 

comparison between liberal feminist ethics, within the framework 

:;; western, capitalistic democracy, and the ethics of ultr - ,I;' 
Orthodox Judaism indicates certain differences which qre p~rhaps 

',- ---
relevant to women's attitudes to motherhood'. The comparison, as 

carried out in this study, is onl relevant within the arameters 

of liberal feminist theor. The reason for this is that 

alternative feminist theories such as socialist, Marxist and 

r:.-a::.d=-=i-=c-=a:.:l=-=f-=ec.-m..:::..=i~.........,,,,--=embod y eth i c sand ideo 1 og i e s ~h i ch d iff e r 

somewhat from that of liberalism and would therefore not be 

~imilarly comparable. These other ideologies would offer 



(iii) 

theories and propositions which would not be ideally operable 

wi thin the framework of the status quo, unlike both liberal 

feminism and ultra-Orthodox Judaism. An aspect of this study is 

a consideration of the fact that, unlike · modern western 

capitalist democrag~, where there is little legislation 

pertaining to what ~s understood as the private sphere, tpe 

private spher~ in ultra-Orthodox Judaism is subject to religious 

law dictating the behaviour of the people within marriage. Some 

the treatment of women are perused, 

p~rticularLy those in relation to sexual behaviour in marriage. 

The recognition and discussion of the problems defined in this 

study are carried out in the spirit of Women's Studies. 

As Bowles has pointed out 

Women's Studies emerged out of a political 
movement and very practical concerns. To pose the 
problem first and then devise the method has 
always been our way and I would not like to see 
these origins in experience change. For me, then, 
the choice of the problem is crucial. (Of course, 
this assumes an ability to recognize problems.) 
For me that means what do we need to know in order 
to survive? (This takes us to such 'problems' as 
nuclear power and ecology.) And, if we do 
survive, what do we have to know in order to live 
relatively peacefully and happily together? (This 
takes us to such 'problems' as the relationships 
between people of different sexes and races and 
classes.) Now these are very large questions and 
very political ones. They are quite unlike .most 
of ~he questions the academic disciplines are 
ask~ng now. Yet our concepts of Women's Studies 
force these questions upon us. These are the 



questions which are real to us, we who are both 
scholars and members of the women's community. 
Our constant reassert ion of this link, a 
vigilance, .even, will help to keep women's studies 
from becoming just another academic discipline, 
removed from the daily worlds of all of us. 

(iv) 

Unless indicated to the contrary in the text, this 
dissertation is representative of my own work . . 

1 Bowles, G. and Klein, R.D. ed. Theories of Women's Studies 
(Routledge London, N.Y. 1983) Bowles, G. "Is Women's Studies 
an Academic Discipline?" 
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INTRODUCTION 

In elucidating and evaluating the attitudes of Ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism towards motherhood and child-rearing, a comparison 

will be made with some of the attitudes and concerns of 

certain well-known liberalv feminist with regard to these 

issues. 2 

Liberal feminism is, of course, simply one of the modes of 

modern feminism. Its use in this thesis as the one pole of 

comparison therefore needs to be explained. First to deal 

with all the strands of feminism would entail going beyond the 

nature and scope of this thesis which is ~ of course-work 

for a Masters degree. At the same time, it is argued that the 

position of liberal feminism, especially insofar as it 

advocates a distinction between the private and public 

spheres, makes it especially appropriate as a contrast to 

Ultra-Orthodox Judaic law which penetrates the private realm, 

regulating all aspects of the relationship between women and 

men. It is, of course, true that 

~minism co31ld equally be used as a basis of comparison, 3 but 

the fact that liberal feminism addresses itself specifically 

to ~ ~las~ women endorses the perspective chosen, given 

that the Ultra-Orthodox women selected as case studies are 

themselves members of that class. 

Liberal feminism has made enormous strides in improving legal 

and economic conditions for women in the public sphere, but 
i 

has failed to eradicate certai~ problems in th~ private 
) ~-
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sphere. It is with some of these problems and the manner in 

which they are dealt with by married Ultra-Orthodox Jewish 

women that this study is concerned. 

main concerning women in marriage will be 

considered here. The ~s~ is that western societ attaches - -/ 
low_ status to housewor ------- and child-care : This study is 

-

concerned with middle-class, white South Africans. The 

situation in South African society is aggravated because 

housework and child-care are tasks which are usually carried 

out by lowly paid Black women, thus increasing the reluctance 

of many men to become involved in these tasks. ultra-orthodox f 

Jewish women opt for motherhood as a priority J although they ~ 

frequently simultaneously pursue careers. They live with a 

value system which has motherhood and child-rearing as its 

, highest spiritual level ~ The contention is that this 

spiritual elevation serves to diminish their conflict between 

motherhood and career. 4 In modern western society, status and 

prestige are measured by success in the public sphere. 
r-
Motherhood and family life do not rank high, therefore, within 

this value system, on the ladder of esteem. Some of the 

e conomic and social conditions which have led to this 

devaluation will be explored. 

Because the home had gained an array of new 
functions by the early 19th Century a cult of 
domestici ty came into being. Because the home 
represented values antithetical to those of market 
capitalism, domesticity fuelled reform energies in 
the antebellum years. Because the home enjoyed 
such esteem in the culture, women could use it to 
justify their activism in the public sphere. But 
even as the wo~d 'hom~' was being invoked by both 
men and women ~n the~r pleas for various reforms 
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in the late nineteenth century, its capacity to 
play this overarching role was bein~ undermine~: 
the instituti~n of the American home ltse1f was ln 
rapid flux, and the society that came into being 
during the Gilded Age .made much of the context for 
the ideology of domesticity obso1ete. 5 

The second facet which will be considered is that of 

legislation. Western society, given its liberal ideology, 

fails largely to legislate behaviour in the private sphere. 6 

By contrast 

The /Jewish ~e1igion is unique~in that it controls 
and regulates every- ph-ase of daily life. Its 
rules of conduct regulate dealings with people, 
every-day actions-l the conduct of one's private 
life and home.? 

Every facet of personal life and personal relationships are 

legislated for in ha1akhic law. 8 The pressure to abide by 

ha1akhic law is exerted by the fact that it is believed by 

observers to be divinely inspired as it emanates from the 

Torah. 9 

Liberal feminism and Judaism will briefly be defined and the 

historical origins and certain ideological tenets of both will 

be considered. Aspects of the two philosophies pertaining to 

specific areas concerning motherhood and family life will then 
--.. 

be examined. The specifi issues which will b 

( the 

and the isolation of the woman in the nuclear family in 

~rbanized Western society. The problem of financial 
I...-,. . 

dependence on an individual male during child-rearing and 

child-care, the concepts of public versus private and finally 

the issue of sex within marriage will also be discussed. 
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six interviews form the basis of the empirical part of this 

dis s ertation. Ultra-Orthodoxy was voluntarily adopted by five 

of the abovementioned women in their adult years. They are 

all professionally qualified. The sixth interview was with a 

young, newly-qualified doctor from a traditional Jewish home 

(not Ultra- Orthodox), who had adopted some of the ethics of 

Judaism in an effort to cope with the conflict which she 

anticipates will arise between career and the prospect of 

motherhood. She intends using the family purity laws as she 

feels that they may obviate some of the common problems 

encountered in marriage regarding sexual relationships. 

Many women experience a great deal of conflict over whether tO f 

pursue their careers or take care of their i nfants.!O Young 

women today have, as a result of the success of the feminist 

struggle and also of a variety of economic, technological and 

scientific innovations (such as sophisticated birth control 

measures), gained a degree of freedom and a variety of life

style choices far beyond the wildest dreams of the previous 

generations. Desirable though they may seem, these choices 

are often the cause of great conflict in the lives of mothers. 

A considerable amount of literature has been produced on this 

subject!! and although the general contention seems to be that 

adequate and affordable child-care facilities would provide 

one answer to this problem, it is contended that it is 

not true that all women desire that al ternati ve. Moreover, 

although one finds that inadequate child-care facilities may 

be a problem in America and Europe, this is not the case in 

South Africa where most middle-class professional women would 
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not have much difficulty in obtaining adequate child-care in 

the form of a domestic worker in their own home. For some 

women, however, child-care is not the issu~ . The issue is in 

parting with their children - they ant to care for them 

personally but they experience great conflict regarding this ----
situation largely because child-care has a very low status in 

western urban society, and also because it places them in a 

positio!l of economic dependence - usually on an individual 

male. It is because these women feel that . Ultra-orthodox 

Judaism reduces some of these conflicts that it has been 

chosen as a life-styl~ despite its seemingly anti-feminist and 

patriarchal image. 
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1 The feminist views which will be considered are 
specifically those of Friedan, Hewlett, Matthews as they are 
expressed in The Second Stage, (Sphere Books, London, 1983) -
Just A Housewife (Oxford Univ. Press N.Y. 1987) and A Lesser 
~ (Michael Joseph, 1987) respectively. The work of Tong, 
Jaggar and Neustatter will also be referred to. 

2 The aspects of Judaism which will be considered will be 
confined specifically to those dictates of the religion which 
pertain to marriage, sex and motherhood. 

3 The Radical feminist slogan that "the personal is 
political," and Marxist feminism's criticisms that the liberal 
feminists' distinction between mental and manual work is a 
social construction ultimately serving the interests of the 
middle classes clearly provide foci for other comparative 
studies. 

4 Davies, Band D'arne Welsch, "Motherhood and Feminism: Are 
They Compatible? The Ambience of Mothering" ANZJS Vol. 22, 
No.3, November 1986. 

" - it is not the mothering of small children or 
motherhood per se that leads to the feeling of 
ambivalence - it is the mothering under a particular set 
of conditions and beliefs about womanhood and motherhood 
that leads to conflict and loss of self." 

5 Matthews, G., Just a Housewife, Pg. 92. 

6 In S.A. there is no legislation guarding against rape in 
marriage - it is still under discussion - The Natal Mercury, 
April 24, 1990 and The Natal Mercury, February 14, 1990. 

7 Goldin, D. H. The ' Jewish Woman in Her Home, (Hebrew Publ. 
Co. N.Y., 1941) - Pg. 72. 

8 Halakhah is the rabbinical law which governs ~very aspect 
of daily life in Judaism. 

9 The Torah is the entirety of Jewish law and knowledge and 
is considered to be God-given. I 

10 Friedan! B., The Second Stage, Hewlett, S.A., (1983). 
A Lesser L1fe, Matthews, G., Just A Housewife (1987). 

11 Friedan,.B., The Second Stag~, Hewlett, S.A., (1983). 
A Lesser L1f~,.Matthews, G., Just A Housewife (1987). 
Tong! R. Fem1n1st Thought : A Comprehensive Introduction, 
(Unw1n. Hyman, 1989). Neustatter, A. Hyenas in Petticoats, 
(Pengu1n, 1989). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LIBERAL FEMINISM'S VIEW ON MARRIAGE AND MOTHERHooD 

Three decades of feminism still finds certain feminists 

agonizing over the dilemma of motherhood. 

It is not just feminists who are confused, about 
motherhood; the received images in a male-defined 
cul ture contain their own contradictions. A 
pregnant w~ is both weak and powerful, sick and 
serene within the iconography ... seeking change 
in the circumstances of fertility and childcare 
has led to a radical search for alternative social 
possibilities both in terms of changes in 
relationships and division of activity and in 
demands for greater access and control over the 
resources of society.Hl 

Women cont inue to suffer , rape and assault within marriage and 
r--

tqanx. women are exploited by husbands during their years of 

child-bear' ng and child-raising, as a result of their 
,~ 

financial dependence during these periods. Sheila Rowbotham 

suggests that women's liberation, as a movement, created a 

political space in which women were able to consider 

motherhood as an option and not a prescribed fate . 

.J A formative tenet of the women's movement has been 
'} that there should be a conscious decision whether 

or not to have a child. 2 - -- '_ 

Given this freedom of choice, however, there is still evidence 

to indicate that, having chosen motherhood as an option, many 

women are placed in situations in which they are as vulnerable 

a...nd open to exploitation by men as they were prior to the 

existence of the feminist movement. 3 
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Further, regarding financial dependence on men, Raya Levin for 

example has argued that, 

For working-class women, their feminism depends 
basically on them having a choice between work~ng 
on terms which are acceptable to them, and be~ng 
mothers without being dependent on men. This is 
what I felt so much at Holloway. What they needed 
was financial independence. They said they 
couldn't put up with having to coax the man round 
to getting a new coat - the humi I iation - they 
would rather pinch it. They were not conformist 
women, they could bring it out much more openly. 
They didn't want to have to sweeten him up in 
order to get what they wanted. One could put it 
in a very simplistic way by saying that mothers 
should get a wage for looking after children and 
everybody else should contribute to a fund; all 
males and all female non-parents, i.e. all non
mothers, should contribute to this fund. Looking 
after children, bringing up children - women who 
want to do it - it should be open to them. Some 
or even many may not want to do it. But if they 
want to do it they should not have to fallon 
individual men. 4 

This study is not concerned with the prospect of 

, revolutionizing society through feminist ideology. Its 

concern is with women who deal with the reality of being 

~~herf!--aE.d ~aving careers ~d ~e_ conflict_ an~ fre }:lent 

that results from this situation of dependenc¥ in / 

m9dern western society for ~men who 'Choose to--:=e for their 

children themselves during their children's infancy. 

To define feminism in very broad terms is a fairly simple 

be described as a commitment to end woman's 

subordination. When it comes to a detailed analysis of how 

the basis of that SUbordination is explained, however, the 

definition becomes more complex. Bell Hooks says that 
"'-
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A central problem wi thin feminist discourse has 
been our inability to either arrive at a consensus 
of opinion about what feminism is or accept 
def ini tion (s) that could serve as points of 
unification. Without agreed-upon definition(s), 
we lack a sound foundation on which to constsuct 
theory or engage in overall meaningful praxis. 

Despite the tremendous legal and economic strides that have 

been made by liberal feminists in particular for the benefit 

of many women, there is still difficulty in defining what it 

is that feminism stands for, and for many women feminism has 

not meant "emancipation" . 

• In order to understand liberal feminism as we find it today, 

it is essential to know something of its roots. Liberalism, 

the philosophy of the em~rging middle clas~es, had as its 

brief the issue of human rights, the freedom of individuals to 

~bol'se.l ~nd the notion of ~ Whi;;;; ';;;-s defined in legal 

~nd civic terms. The liberal conceptions of the state saw its 

role as the protection of these rights in order to allow the 

maximum opportunities for individuals to exercise their 

capacity for rational choice and self fulfillment, reason 

being accorded the greatest value in society. The limits 

which liberalism therefore set to the state's authority were 

defined in accordance with the distinction between the pUbl~c 

realm, within which legislation was required to ensure the 

protection of rights,( and the private realm, held to be exempt 

from state intervention. In accordance with the value placed 

on reason, manual work was considered by liberals to be less 

valuable than the use of one's intellect, or reason, a 
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distinction which was in keeping with liberalism's historical 

association with the middle class~ 

) Feminism emerged alongside liberalism in 19th ceqtury Europe 

and America finding fertile ground in the belief that 

individuals a~ __ free ! and equal and should be emancipated from 

the existing hierarchical bonds of tradition. Although these 

ideals and aspirations were originally confined to the 

political and legal front and considered relevant to men, it 

did not take women long to seize the opportunity to adopt the 

language of equality and emancipation. Although the term 

"feminism", was only coined in the late 19th century, its 

first seeds were sown and its first shoots became evident with 

the writings of Mary Wollstonecroft as early as 1792 with her 

the treatise, Vindi9ation of the Rights of Women published in 

Britain. 6 In America, feminism was born alongside the 

movement to abolish slavery in the 1830' s. 7 It was this 

struggle for equal human rights in both continents which 

stimulated the desire for equal status for women. Political 

analysts have regarded the main catalyst for feminism as being 

~ the extension to women of philosophical notions about the 

rights and responsibilities of the individual and the ideal of 

the 'natural' sexuality of all human beings, although these 

initially excluded women. But the philosophy of individualism 

which nurtured the ideal of the importance of self, was 

adopted by feminism as a justification for the elimination of 

the subordination of women. Early liberal feminists saw their 

task as relatively straightforward. Since traditional liberal 
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theory ascribed rights to persons on the basis of their 

capacity to reason, early feminists had to argue for women's 

rights by showing that women were indeed capable of reason. 8 

Alison Jaggar characterizes liberal feminism as a logical 

extension of traditional liberalism. 

It accepts the traditional liberal conception of 
human nature and the characteristic liberal values 
of individual dignity, equality, autonomy and 
self-fulfillment. It also accepts the liberal 
ideal of creating a society which maximizes 
individual autonomy and in which all individuals 
have an equal opportunity to ~ursue their own 
interests as they perceive them. . ~ 

- I ]}) 

In the early years of feminist politics, in spite of strong 

opposi tion from both males and females to the changing of 

traditional male-female roles in society I feminists saw the 

realization of many of their claims and demands in the public 

sphere. This was probably because they were in accord with 

the general trend of social and political developments at the 

time. ~inists of the so-called first wave in the 19th 

century therefore focused mainly on education, on women's 

right to property, on ma~ed women's rights and, in 

, particular I on the vote. Indeed early feminists, including 

Wollstonecroft and John Stuart Mill, held the illusion that 

universal suffrage would emancipate women. That this was not 

the case is evidenced by tne fact that today, in spite of a 

second wave of feminism which accompanied the political 

demands for human rights in the 1950's and 1960's, wo~en's 

aspirations at achieving equality, freedom, or emancipation 

with regard to their situation in the private sphere have 

fallen short of expectation. 
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After 1920, feminism lay dormant for about 40 years until the 

re-awakening in the 1960's with the founding of The National 

Organization for Women by Betty Friedan and her followers. 

The twentieth century brought with it an awareness that 

discrimination on the basis of biological factors such as skin 

colour and sex need not be tolerated, and the struggle against 

racial differentiation and discrimination grew hand in hand 

with the fight against sexual discrimination. This time, 

however, there was an ingredient which assisted women in their 

struggle for equality with men, giving them a new-found 

possibility of freedom and a choice of whether to procreate or 

not - the advent of more advanced contraceptive technology. 

The impact therefore of industria-lization, which had the 

effect of removing many traditional female functions from the 

home, coupled with capitalism and its accompanying ethic of 

liberalism and individualism, and the new-found freedom 

brought by contraception, provided women with a readiness and 

opportunity to apply equal rights doctrines to themselves with 

fervour. At the same time, however, one saw the effect of the 

capital~st "work-ethic" alter the perceived values of 

supposedly non-productive occupations such as housework and 

child-care, resulting in lowered self-esteem for people 

performing such tasks. It is arguable that this devaluation 

of the home, caused largely by the redundancy of the family as 

an economically productive unit, has served to denigrate the 

role of motherhood and child-care. Friedan in her book, ~ 

Feminine Mystique (1963),10 deals precisely with this state of 

affairs. In interviewing many middle-class with American 
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women, Friedan showed that despite living their lives which 

supposedly exemplified domesticity, these women were, unhappy 

unfulfilled and expressed feelings of low self-esteem and 

isolation. This work therefore seemed to confirm the liberal 

feminist argument that women could not find fulfillment in the 

private sphere. Friedan advocated as her solution to the 

"problem with no name" that women enter the public sphere. In 

so doing she effectively further devalued motherhood and did 

not address the issue of how women could simultaneously pursue 

both career and motherhood. Her views are in accordance with 

liberal feminism's acceptance of the dichotomy between the 

public and private spheres. Housework and the care of 

children are regarded as unskilled and therefore not involving 

the full use of women's rational faculties. While liberal 

feminists devalue domestic work, they argue that self 

fulfillment will be achieved through the exercise of reason in 

the public sphere. 
\~V' 

Friedan's identification of the "problem with no name" 

reflected some of the changes which had affected the lives of 

middle class women in the domestic sphere. In Just a 

Housewife, Glenna Matthews suggests that marriage has not 

always been regarded as a liability for the man and as a sort 

of favour conferred upon woman, invol ving for her a life 

insurance for a minimum premium. It was regarded as a 

necessity for all, both for their personal fulfillme 

their economic benefit. Only when growi 9 industrialization - .--
transferred more and more productive activitie~ from th; home 

to the factory, when machines relieved woman of a great part 
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of her household duties, and schools took over the education 

of her children, did woman's economic value as a contributor 

to the family income decline, particularly in the middle 

classes. 

Where before women and children had assisted in providing for 

• the needs of the family, this responsibility now devolved upon - .. 
o e man Women _ and. children became an economic liability - - , 
rather than an asset, and marriage was increasingly felt to be -- -
a burden for the man. The emotional satisfaction which it may 

have offered to both man and woman was not enough to make good 

the loss of self-respect incurred on women by the knowledge of 

their economic uselessness. Thus as Glenna Matthews puts it 

I started this book (Just a Housewife) with the 
realization that while American women were 
relegated to a separate sphere in 1850, it was a 
sphere that was central to the culture. One 
hundred years later, most American women were 
still functioning as housewives in some fashion, 
but the home was no longer central, and this made 
the role of housewife much more problematic for 
uhose who filled it. In fact by the mid-twentieth 
century many women had begun to think of 
themsel ves as "just a housewife". In 1850 a 
housewife knew she was essential not only to her 
family but also to her society. History would be 
affected by the cumulative impact of women 
creating good homes. Advice books, popular 
novels, and even the wri tings of male 
intellectuals set forth this theme and elaborated 
the ideal of the "notable housewife." In 1950, 
the suburban, middle-class housewife was doubly 
isolated: physically by the nature of housing 
patterns, and spiritually, because she had become 
the general factotum for her family. She was a 
CO? in the econom~c machine, necessary for the 
~aln~enanc7 of natlonal prosperity but overlooked 
ln dlScusslons of the gross national product. The 
desperate letters sent to Betty Friedan after she 
identified "the -problem that has no na~e" - that 

\ 
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is, the emptiness of man~ housewives' 1 i ve~ -
testify to the damage infll.cte~ by the twentl.eth 
century version of domesticity. 1 

Liberal feminism's prescription for the emancipation of women 

has provoked much criticism in contemporary society and in so 

doing helped to cast doubt on the relevance of liberal 

feminism for the lives of middle class women. 12 Concerning 

the application of liberal ideology to women, Jaggar says that 

In applying this ideal to women, however, 
underlying difficulties emerge. Liberal feminists 
may not confront these difficulties directly but, 
implicitly or explicitly, their demands raise the 
questions about the viability of some of the major 
tenets of liberal theory and even about the 
consistency of the liberal theory of human 
nature. 13 

Rosemary Tong discusses the controversy which still pervades 

much of the feminist thinking regarding the concepts of 

"equali ty" and "difference". In a discussion of Friedan's 

work, she says that in The Second Stage (1983) Friedan 

reminded her readers that single mothers living on 

substantially reduced incomes cannot be said to have the same 

opportunities to compete in the market-place as do women who 

are fully supported by men. Friedan insisted that if equal 

opportunity is society's goal, then the government must 

provide single mothers, as well as widowed and/or divorced 

homemakers, with an adequate subsidy. Tong suggests that 

Friedan has been moving away from her 1960's advocation of 

gender-neutral laws as the type most likely to achieve 

equality between the sexes, in the direction, in the 1980's of 
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more gender-specific laws. Tong notes that in 1986 Friedan 

joined a coalition supporting a California law requiring 

employers to grant as much as four months unpaid leave to 

women disabled by pregnancy or child-birth. 

In taking this stand, she alienated those members 
of the National Organization for Women who 
believed that to treat men and women equally 
should mean to treat them in the same way. If men 
should not receive special treatment on account of 
their sex, then neither should women. According 
to Friedan, this line of reasoning, which she 
herself pressed in the 1960's, is misguided. It 
asks the· law to treat women as "male clones", when 
in fact there has to be a concept of equality 
that takes into account that women are the ones 
who have the babies. 14 

Concerning the issue of applying liberal principles to women 

as well as men, Jaggar notes that as well as opposing laws 

that establish different rights for women and for men, liberal 

feminists have also promoted legislation that actually 

prohibits various kinds of discrimination against women. She 

says that such ~l=e~.~== req~ires that women b~ equal to men 

regarding a variety of legal and economic situations. 

Maternity benefits and the establishment of child-care centers 

are also issues of concern. Jaggar says that 

This historical shift in the focus of liberal 
f~min.is.m, from the emphasis on opposing 
d~~cr~m~natory laws to the more recent emphasis on 
us~ng the law to oppose other forms of discrimi
nation, has some interesting consequences for 
liberal political theory and for the theory of 
human nature on which it rests. 5 

Jaggar argues that in spite of liberalism's contribution to 

feminism the liberal conception of human nature and of 
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political philosophy cannot constitute the philosophical 

foundation for an adequate theory of women's liberation. 

Jaggar draws attention to some of the problems associated with 

the liberal theory of human nature. 

My criticisms have been organized round the 
overlapping topics of normative dualism, abstract 
individualism, and rationality. • .. One of the 
fundamental problems that I have identified in 
liberal theory is its incapacit~ to provide a 
sUbstantive conception of the good life and a way 
of identifying genuine human needs. These 
questions certainly are not simple; as we shall 
see, they confront every political theory, 
including every theory of women's liberation, and 
it is far from clear that any theory has an 
entirely satisfactory answer to them. 16 

Tong suggests that liberalism may be wrong to deny the 

differences between men and women and to press for gender-

neutral laws and gender-blind policies. She sees the task of 

the liberal feminist as being to determine what liberty and 

equality mean in the lives of concrete men and women and not 

what liberty and equality are for abstract rational persons. 

She regards this as a difficult and dangerous task as she 

considers that the possibility exists that if women as a group 

are allowed special benefits, they will be open to charges of 

inferiori ty, and, at the same time, if all differences are 

denied, as has often been the case in the women's movement, 

then she sees the attention from the disadvantages which women 

labour under as being deflected. 

Is there really a way to treat women and men 
differently yet egually without falling into some 
version of the pernicious "separate but equal" 
approach that characterized official race 
relations in the United States until the early 
1960's? Or must liberal feminists work towards 
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the elimination of differences as the first step 
towards true equality? If so, should women become 
like men in order to be equal with men? Or should 
men become like women in order to be equal with 
men? Or should both men and women become 
androgynous, each person combining the co:r7ct 
blend of positive masculine and femlnlne 
characteristil~ in order to be equal with every 
other person? 

With regard to the liberal ethic of individualism, Jaggar says 

..• liberals do tend towards a general agreement on 
the probable objects of most people's desire. 
This agreement results from two assumptions that 
underlie liberal thought. One of these is the 
metaphysical assumption of the abstract 
individualism •.. According to this assumption, 
each human individual has desires, interests, etc. 
that in principle can be fulfilled quite 
separately from the desires and interests of other 
people. The second assumption is ostensibly about 
the world rather that about human nature. It is 
that the resources necessary to sustain human life 
are always limited; in other words, that humans 
always inhabit an environment of relative 
scarci ty. Gi ven these two assumptions, liberal 
oli tical theorists tend to suppose that-each ~, 
h~n -i ndividual will be motivated by the desire 
t Q secure as large an indivigual share as possible 
of the available resources. 

The implications for women of the individualistic ethic of 

liberalism is examined by Tong with reference to Jean 

Elshtain. Tong refers to Elshtain as a controversial 

poli tical theorist who has debated with many feminists the 

nature and function of the family. Although Elshtain's 

opponents claim that she is a neoconservative intent on 

redrawing the nineteenth-century boundary between a pri vate 

"female" domain and a public "male" domain. Elshtain insists 

this is not her intention. She considers her purpose as being 

to point out to liberal feminists that their emphasis on the 

priority of the individual over the community prevents people 

--
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from coming together. 19 Elshtain says that there is no way to 

create real communities out of an aggregate of 'freely' 

choosing adults. She is dissatisfied with what she perceives 

as the liberal feminist position on the individual-community 

balance and this is coupled with her dissatisfaction with what 

she perceives as the liberal feminist position on so-called 

"male" values. Tong describes 'Elshtain accusers', such as 

the Friedan of the 1960's, as equating male being with human 

being, and maqly virtue with human virtue. Tong s~s that in 

her critiqUe, _Why Can't a Woman Be More Like a Man? Elshtain 

identified what, in her opinion, were three major flaws in 

liberal feminism. They were, irstly, liberal feminism's 

claim that women~become like ~ they set their mindS~ 
~9 it; secondly, that most wome want to become like men; and 

want to become like 

men, to aspire to masculine values. She says that Elshtain 

accepts the view that some sex-based differences cannot be 

erased overnight without in some way doing violence to the 

personal identities of the men and women which they transform . . 

Elshtain believes that certain biological and psychological 

differences between men and women should be recognized 

..• unless we wish to do what Plato suggested in 
The Republic - namely, banish everyone over the 
age of twelve and begin an intensive program of 
centrally controlled and uniform socialization 
from infancy onward - we cannot hope, in just a 
few generations, to eliminate these differences 
b7tween men and women. In sum, women cann~t..-be 
l ~ke men unless they are prepared to commit 
tlieme7~es to the kind of social engip eering and 
geha~our modification that is incompatible with 
the 2scPi.rit, if not also the letter, of liberal 
law. 
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Regarding motherhood and child-care, it is very clear, from an 

historical perspective, that those issues which were discussed 

earlier relating to the devaluation of the family and the new 

freedom for women from the biological function of child

bearing, have radically changed the lives of many women. At 

the same time, however, this has resulted in increased 

conflict between motherhood and career, particularly in middle 

class women. The change in women's historical, pol i tical 

reality is that motherhood - which was once her necessity and 

passive destiny, and which confined, defined and used up her 
M~ ",' 'Z . 

whole life - is no longer necessity, but choice, but even when ( fll-1) 

chosen, no longer can define or even use up most of her life. 

However, liberal feminism has arguably tended not to make that 

conflict a priority. 

Friedan's Second Stage, which stands as an autocritique, may 

be seen as her move away from her early liberal feminist 

position. In this work she argued that younger women were 

experiencing more psychological stress than their counterparts 

in the 1950's and '60's as a result of conflict and the added 

stress of pursuing career and motherhood. She suggests that 

there is a danger in not recognizing the realities of the 

lives of many millions of women. On the contrary it has 

arguably intensified the conflict and the prospect of 

relinquishing career opportunities to take on tasks which are 

regarded by many people as "mindless" (i .e. child-care and 
" 

housework) has made this option unappealing for many women. 
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... these past few years, fulfilling my 
professional and political commitmen~s, and 
picking up the pieces of my personal l~fe, for 
which the women's movement has been the focus for 
nearly twenty years, I have been nagged by a new, 
uneasy urgency that won't let me leave. Listening 
to my own daughter and sons, and others of their 
generation whom I meet, lecturing at universities 
or professional conferences or feminist networks 
around the country and around the world, I sense 
something Q!t, out of focus, going wrong in terms 
by which they are trying to live the equality we 
fought for. 

From these daughters - getting older now, working 
hard, determined not to be trapped as their 
mothers were, and expecting so much, taking for 
granted the opportunities we had to struggle for -
I've begun to hear undertones of pain and 
puzzlement, a queasiness, and uneasiness, almost a 
bitterness that they hardly dare admit. As if 
with all those opportunities that we won for them, 
and envy them, now can they ask out loud certain 
questions, talk about certain other needs they 
aren't supposed to worry about - those old needs 
which shaped our 1 i ves , and trapped us, and 
against which we rebelled?21 

Friedan's final comment in The Second Stage is that false 

polarities should be eliminated and that the limits and true 

potential of women's power should be recognized and utilized 

in the new human politics that she expects to emerge. 

And this new human liberation will enable us to 
take back the day and the night, and use the 
precious, limited resources of our earth and the 
limitless resources of our human capital to erect 
new kinds of homes for all our dreams, affirm new 
and old family bonds that can evolve and nourish 
us through all the changes of our lives and use 
the time that is our life to enrich our human 
possibili ty sp'elling our own names, at last, as 
women and men. 22 

There is evidence that Friedan is not alone in her re-

examination of some early feminist thinking. anet is a 
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feminist who suggests that child-care, which was one of the 

main cries from the feminist movement to enable women to be 

free to pursue careers, may not provide solutions for certain 

women. 

I know people have said it's wrong to perceive the 
early women's movement as being against children 
and mothering, and I'm not saying it was actively 
against them. But what I did pick up as being 
really primary for women was to be yourself in 
your own right. And for mothers that meant not 
falling for this so-called myth of motherhood. I 
completely accepted this line. The demands we 
formulated like the one for 24-hour nurseries, 
sprang from those beliefs that mothering oppressed 
women - and children too, in fact. The assumption 
was, it wasn't good for children to be too closely 
identified with the mother, that it was good for 
children to have working mothers whose lives 
weren't focused only on them. But there was a 
clash for me, even though at the time I didn't 
allow it to surface. I loved family life - I 
wanted to re-create it along the lines of how my 
own family had been before my mother died. It was 
a very conventional aspiration. And really the 
time was not right for those feelings of the 
family, not in the women's movement of early 
seventies - or at least not in th~ socialist 
feminist part of it I identified with. 3 

These thoughts are reiterated in the words Of~ 

'I feel feminism has taken away the value of being 
a mother, but it had to be like that because the 
other thing had been so inbuilt into us. Perhaps 
we had to scream to be heard. I never f el t 
feminism should be about saying you must not be a 
mother nor did many of the liberal women I know 
think that, but for a while I felt ashamed of just 
being a mother.' .•• Turning against motherhood may 
have seemed an appropriate reaction to some women 
but other feminists who had deliberated over thi~ 
in the early Seventies began to consider the 
implications of denying themselves children. 24 

Neustatter says that for some women there was a 

childbearing is the one thing that women have 
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as uniquely their own, and that they should work harder at 

drawing men into child-care, or finding other innovative 

solutions, rather than refusing to participate in procreation. 

For women who had not altered their theoretical position on 

the oppressiveness of children in our society, she suggests 

there began to be an awareness of the positive side of having 

children, with discussion on how childbearing and the raising 

of children could be empowering in a world where power was 

denied them in many areas. One of the suggestions made by 

Neustatter25 is that there should be greater invol vement of 

the state in child-care, and consequently, in the private 

sphere. This is evidence of what Tong describes as a move 

away from the classical liberal ethic of minimal state 

intervention in the private sphere, to what she refers to as 

"welfare" or "egalitarian" liberals, although the latter were 

not advocating a revolutionary re-organization of society's 

wealth. 26 

In western urban society the devaluation, economically and 

politically, of the private sphere has resulted in a situation 

where there is arguably a need to re-evaluate the existing 

definition of th two spheres ) The desire for the personal to 

be politicized (evident in some feminist thinking) is 

indicative of the need to re-examine the manner in which these 

spheres are defined. Elshtain notes that there are no neatly 

defined limits on the boundaries of what we regard as 

political and what is not political. She points out that the 

boundary shifts in the understanding of what is political and 

therefore what is public and what is private have taken place 
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throughout the history of western life and thought. She 

contends that if all conceptual boundaries are blurred and all 

distinctions between public and private are eliminated, no 

politics can exist by definition. 

Feminist analysts, be they radical, liberal 
Marxist, and psychoanalytic, share one overrid~ng 
imperative and that is that they would redefl.ne 
the boundaries of the public and the private, the 
personal and the political, in a manner that opens 
up certain questions of inquiry.27 

At present, in modern western society the area which is 

understood as private, including the area pertaining to the 

relationships between husband and wife, parents and children, 

is subjected to a minimal amount of legislation. The 

regulation of relationships wi thin this area is reliant 

largely on the goodwill of the individuals concerned. It is 

in this regard that one of the main problem areas exists 

concerning the dependence of women on individual men during 

child-bearing and child-care. There is evidence of abuse in 

this connection by men who take advantage of this dependence 

and this frequently results in untold suffering on the part of 

unprotected women. Women are often not given adequate money 

for their personal requirements are frequently subjected to 

e the humiliation" of having to ask for money from the man on 

whom they are dependent. Rape within marriage and a variety 

of other forms of brutality are not always legislated against 

in western society because they take place in the private, 

domestic sphere. In Judaism, however, the ri~te sphere is 

( highlY regulated and subject to_ very strict laws and it is 

their effects on women that are perused in the following 

Chapter. 

) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ULTRA-ORTHODOX JEWISH VIEWS ON MARRIAGE AMP MOTHERHOOD 

In this chapter some of the basic tenets of Judaism, as they 

pertain to marriage and motherhood are described and 

discussed. The particular interpretation of Jewish law and 

ethics which is utilized in this thesis is derived largely 

from the Ohr somayach Community 1 in Johannesburg. 

Despite the fact that the central core of the Jewish ethic has 

remained unchanged since biblical times, there is a certain 

degree of flexibility with regard to the interpretation of 

some laws. David Bleich says that 

Jewish teaching recognizes that two conflicting 
conclusions may at times, be derived from 
identical sources by different scholars. Which is 
correct? Both are correct! If two conflicting 
conclusions may be derived by the same corpus of 
law, then both must be inherent therein. In the 
realm of theory both are correct, both are Torah. 2 

It is this flexibility of interpretation which has allowed 

young, professional Jews to re-interpret Jewish law in 

accordance with modern thinking and at times, along the lines 

of certain feminist principles and attitudes. The 

interpretation of existing laws have altered, without change 

in the laws as such. 

Although the Torah itself is immutable the sages 
teach that the interpretation of its many laws and 
regula~ions is entirely within the province of 
human lntellect. Torah is divine but .. it is not 
~n the heavens." (Deut. 30:12) it is to be 
lnterpreted and applied by human beings. 3 
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An example of how modern p I tra-Orthodox women have re

interpreted Jewish law to their advantage is evident in the 

~nner in which they carry out the law which prescribes that 

married women should cover their heads in public. In the past 

this was an example of discriminatory practice. 

A woman's hair is often referred to as her "crowning glory", 

and the directive to cover the hair after marriage had the 

effect of minimizing a wom~n's attractiveness in public. 

Ul tra-Orthodox women today use this directive to their 

advantage. They abide by the law of covering their heads with 

scarves and wigs which enhance their looks rather than detract 

from them which was the case until recent times. This, of 

course, defeats the purpose for which the law was originally 

intended. 

In Rabbi Tatz's interpretation, the concepts male and female 

form the complements of any creative process. The male is 

representative of the source of the spark of inspiration and 

the female is representative of the power to accept this spark 

and nurture it, while maintaining it alive as a generati ve 

force, into an independent entity which is itself alive and 

capable of further creation. 

The least abstracted model for this interacting 
duality is the biological relationship between man 
and woman, and the parallel is not simply an 
analogy, but is identical to and of the essence of 
the concept. The male contributes the seminal 
spark, microscopic in dimension and yet containing 
the germ of that which is to develop. The female 
has the ability to hold this speck of almost
nothing within herself and build it, consistently 
and over an extended period of time, into a 
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complete life. She contributes its to~al 
environment its nutrition and thus all 1. ts 
physical co~position with the exception of the 
infini testimally small contribution of the male, 
she is the source of maintenance of life itself 
for the concepts, and the transi tion ~rom 
dependence to independence as a complete ent1. ty , 
birth, is from her being. ... Maleness tends. to 
the pole of infinite conceptual genes1.s, 
femaleness to the pole of the I.taterializing 
forces, the construction of reality. 

Despite this differentiation between maleness and femaleness, 

Tatz also claims that: 

In the practical world there is no pure expression 
of either maleness or femaleness, both men and 
women contain elements of each other's identity 
and their relationship is therefore a complex and 
tightly interdependent resonance .... There is a 
tremendous respect of each partner for the 
abilities of the other; each has a power far 
distant from the realm of the other, a man cannot 
nurture a pregnancy and give birth and similarly 
he is not emotionally and spiritually equipped for 
the non-physical correlates of these acti vi ties. 
Only a fool would argue about which set of 
function is "better" or envy the other's; a wise 
person chooses to develop his or her particular 
sphere of expertise to the maximum and thrives on 
the complementary function of a partner in a 
relationship which is an organic unity.5 

This conception has implications for the roles played by men 

and women within the family. Rabbi Tatz explains that what is 

important in a marriage, and in6 the perpetuation of 

tradi tional family life, is that certain functions are 

performed by certain individuals. This division of labour 

need not necessarily be based on the biological characteristic 

of sex. He says that although the generalizations dealt with 

above, may act as a guideline for role division within a 

family, it is far more important to allocate role according to 
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, individual talent rather than to the prescribed factor of sex . ... 
In his view, if the female partner in a marriage has the 

ability to "be a brain surgeon", then the male partner should 

assist her in performing this role and he should take on 

greater responsibility regarding child-care and other domestic 

responsibilities. He stresses that what is important is not 

who performs the roles, or tasks, but that these roles, or 

tasks, must be performed. For instance, the children must be 

educated in accordance with certain ethics and principles, and 

the home must be run in accordance with certain religious 

regulations, and there should always be a clear understanding 

of who performs which tasks and there should be no uncalled-- - -- - -

for interfe~ence by ~n~ partner or the other in these spheres 

of responsibility. _Role-division _is _regar_ded as imperative in 

family life, but that it should be based on individual 

ability, desire and talent, rather than on se ..is further ---
evidence of the manner in which feminist attitudes have 

influenced the interpretation of modern Ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism. 

Perhaps some of the most discriminatory words against women in 

Jewish lore are contained in the morning prayer recited by 

men. "Blessed are Thou who has not made me a woman". In the 

light of the Women's Movement, scholars have therefore tried 

to explain away that discrimination by focusing on women's 

role as mother and its 'attendant blessings in a posi ti ve 

light. Thus, for example, Brayer argues, 
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Men do not have to suffer physically, as women do, 
in fulfilling their function of child-bearing ~nd 
child-raising. When women say their own mornl.ng 
blessing "Blessed art Thou •.. who has made me 
according to Thy will," the belief is held that, 
although the functions of the woman are filled 
with pain, her recompense is a joy that no man, no 
matter how tender and loving a father, can 
experience. 7 

Traditionally the Jewish view of menstruation as expressed in 

Leviticus was that it rendered woman unclean. Hence the need 

for the ritual bath or Mikvah which women were obliged to take 

after seven days in order to be purified or become "clean" 

again. Feminists have analysed widespread taboos against 

menstruation in an attempt to illustrate how these 

discriminate against women. Blu Greenberg shows how Judaism 

has been influenced by feminist ideas and thus she speaks of 

"white" rather than "clean", thereby avoiding the connotations 

surrounding the latter word. 

(A word about the use of the term "whites" I do 
not like the term seven "clean" days, which all of 
the English sources employ, for it evokes its 
counterpart, "unclean". I therefore prefer 
"whites", which is the literal translation of the 
talmudic 8 "leyanim", the white garments that 
women were required to wear during those seven 
days in order to facilitate the search for 
stains.) 9 

While acknowledging the possibility of reinterpretation within 

Jewish law, it is clear that from a feminist point of view the 

fundamental tenet that a woman's role is essentially that of 

wife and mother has not significantly been challenged, in any 

of the examples above. Thus despite Rabbi 'Tatz's support of 

the possibility of role models being changed, such a situation 
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would be the exception rather than the rule. What feminism 

has done is to provide an approbatory ideology which will 

presumably reward women for their roles by exalting. a woman's 

st~tus as wife and mother. In the final analysis there can be 

no question of that traditional family pattern being changed. 

Judaism is a patriarchal religion and the Jewish family 

upholds and reinforces male authority. Judaism lays great 

stress on the family which plays an important role in the 

perpetuation of the Judaic ethic. It is therefore essential 

that family unity be upheld. Hence the central role of the 

woman. But given the advent of the woman's movement Judaism 

has been forced to acknowledge its impact on the lives of 

women and especially middle-class Jewish women who pursue 

careers. Thus it has had to deal with overt instances of 

discrimination which are supposedly compensated for by an 

affirming justification of traditional roles. 

In an explanation of some of the religious principles of 

Judaism, Rabbi Tatz notes that Torah values are almost 

invariably the direct opposite to the values of the secular 

world. There is a considerable amount of evidence to 

sUbstantiate this view when one contrasts some of the 

principles on which liberal thinking for instance, are based, 

with certain Jewish ethics and beliefs. Two of the basic, or 

prime tenets of liberalism, are firstly, the importance of the 

individual and individual rights in society, and secondly, the 

basic premise that human beings are rational and will behave 

in a rational manner towards one another, which finds its 

concomitant in minimal legislation in the private sphere. On 
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both these issues Judaism holds views which are directly 

opposite to this manner of thinking. On the first issue, that 

of individualism and the importance of individual rights, the 

Jewish belief is held that , although the individual is 

important, the behaviour of the individual must be governed by 

an attitude of concern for others rather than for oneself. 

The concept of individual "rights" is contrasted with a 

concern for individual "obligations". Rabbi Tatz explains 

this view as follows. 10 Contracts between people is the ideal 

consti tutional model on which much of Western democracy is 

based, and it is considered to be a formula for good political 

and human relationships. It is based on the indi vidual's 

right to "take" from society what is due to her/him. This 

involves the individual's rights to free speech, rights to 

free assembly, rights to property ownership and so on. (There 

are, of course, obligations as well as rights in western 

society, but in the Torah there is never a mention of rights, 

there are only obligations). There is evidence that demands 

for rights often leads to conflict between groups of people 

who feel that their rights are not being justly met. The 

difference between rights and obligations is one of focus. 

Rabbi Tatz gives an example to illustrate this point in the 

following story from the Midrash .11 In Jewish law the 

relationship between master and servant is defined in terms of 

obligations. The master has an obligation to treat his 

servant like a brother and the servant has an obligation to 

treat his master like a master. The Midrash explains that if 

the master and servant concentrate on these obligations there 
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will be harmony. The emphasis on their relationship will be 

on giving. If they reverse this thinking however, and they 

concentrate on their rights towards one another, this will 

resul t in conflict. The master will demand his rights and 

dues in the form of how much labour is due to him from the 

servant, and the servant will concentrate on whether the 

master is fulfilling his brotherly obligations towards him as 

a servant and this will inevitably lead to conflict as their 

prime concern has now been reversed and they are concentrating 

on rights (taking) instead of on obligations (giving). 

The second important area of difference between liberalism and 

Judaism mentioned earlier is that which concerns legislation 

and is directly linked to the contrasting belief of the two 

philosophies regarding the constitution of human nature. It 

has already stated that liberal thinking regards human beings 

as rational creatures, capable of regulating their behaviour 

towards one another without a great deal of legislative 

interference in the private sphere. Contrastingly in Judaism 

the belief is held that human behaviour is governed by certain 

basic desires, namely sex, food and power, and that these 

urges need to be controlled and legislated in order for there 

to be harmony in society. There are 613 laws governing 

people's behaviour in the private and public sphere. The laws 

are designed to channel basic human traits into acceptable 

social behaviour which is regarded as beneficial to the 

perpetuation of the species and the well-being of the 

community. 
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Before examining some of the individual laws and concepts 

pertaining to women in Judaism it is relevant to take 

cognizance of the interpretation given by Rabbi Tatz as to the 

mystical interpretation of the origins of the Universe. This 

interpretation has relevance for an understanding of the 

religious Jewish view of marriage. Rabbi Tatz explains 

marriage as an idea which is directly related to the Jewish 

conception of the Universe as conceived in mystical12 terms. 

He describes the creation of man and woman as one of the first 

things that came about in the creation process. Adam and Eve 

were created as one being with two faces. They had no back. 

They requested to be separated so that they could experience 

the physical pleasure that they witnessed in animals. In 

answer to this request God ripped them apart, creating the 

human "back". The "back" has negative connotations. It is, 

for instance, from the back that excretion takes place. Adam 

and Eve were then given the task of coming together again as 

one through their own effort, as opposed to having been given 

this togetherness as a gift. The word in Hebrew for bride is 

ks.l.g and the root of the word means "complete". They explain 

that the experience of marriage exists to provide a sense of 

"completeness'/ . In Judaism therefore the perfection of being 

human lies in marriage. Rabbi Tatz elaborates on this as 

follows. The essence of what it means to have a successful 

marriage lies in the essence of what it means, in Judaism, to 

be a giver or practice besed.!3 The idea of being human, 

according to Jewish belief, is being given the challenge of 

being a "giver" or a "taker". If one is a "giver" then one 
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lives spiritually and one is considered successful from a 

religious point of view and if one is a "taker" and one wants 

to take from life and from others, rather than give, then it 

is believed that there is no possibility of success in human 

relationships or spiritual progress. The understanding is 

that marriage and parenthood cannot be successful if one bases 

the relationship on taking rather than giving. God is 

believed to have created the universe and the task of 

completion, of creating a perfect world, was left to human 

beings. A human being's task is regarded as being t o do th~ 

will of God. In Rabbi Tatz's interpretation this means that a 

person must make God's will one's own will. Spiritually this 

means that when God created the Universe he was fulfilling a 

"desire". Rabbi Tatz says that he uses the word "desire" 

deliberately as this is where C"the essence of marriage lies. ,) 

In any form of creation, desire is the first part of the 

creative process. If, therefore, one is doing the will of 

God, one is completing this process and completing the circuit 

of creation. 14 If however a person does what she/he wants 

instead of God wants, then one breaks the circuit. This is 

the root of the mystical idea, held in Judaism, that "give" is 

to "live" and to "take" is to "die". 

The Torah definition of "love" is "give". This contrasts with 

secular definitions which frequently regard love as a concept 

of "getting". For instance, the understanding is often held 

in the secular way of thinking that if someone makes you feel 

"good" then you love that person. In Judaism the opposite 
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view is held. The belief is that you mus first) in order 

to love something or someone. You must put something of 

yourself into the object of love and then you will love. In 

mystical terms the operation of this thinking is understood as 

being that if you give of yourself then you will love because 

you love yourself I and therefore you are giving the most 

precious thing there is to give. The directive therefore is 

to gi ve of yourself " not of your material possessions I ( in ) 

order to love and to gain spirituality. 

To sum 1.JP the Jewish view of marriage ,one may say that 

firstly it is linked to the idea of "completion" as described 

in the mystical interpretation of the process of creation~ 
also with the idea 0 giving of oneself) in order to love and 

to emulate God and fulfill God's will. The purpose of 

describing the Jewish ideas of creation and spirituality is to 

illustrate that marriage is central to these ideas. The 

insti tution of marriage is reinforced as a result of its 

mystical interpretation in the body of Jewish beliefs. 

The notion of hesed has a profound effect on relationships 

within marriage. Meiselman15 elaborates on this notion when 

he notes that hesed is the 
/ 

ability to shift the entire focus 

of one's concern. 16 Hesed is not performed for the moral 

pleasure of doing good but rather because of total 

identification with the troubles and sorrows of other people. 

He describes two) distinct mitzvo~ which are integral to hesed. 

The first kind requires the 9iving of money or other material 

sustenance to the poor. The second is more intangible. It 
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requires the donor to feel the pain of the poor and be 

concerned with their problem. Charity must not be seen as a 

means for a person's own moral advantage otherwise one will be 

too concerned with oneself to experience hesed. Hesed 

requires the merging of one's own concerns ~ith those of one's 

nei ghbour so that one no longer thinks only in terms of 

oneself. Hesed begins with those who are closest to us, first - --
with one's t milY, and ~ with one's l1eighbOu~S. To live 

alone is to deny the foundation of Jewish ethics and the 

experience and emotion of hesed. Hesed is required on all 

levels of human existence and it is demanded of both men and 

women in the performance of their tasks. . It is the practice 
... - -- -

of this ethic which ensures that~~n, who ar~ conf ined tq 

the ho e as a result of child-care, ~o not become isolated as 

is sometimes the case with modern western women in suburbia. 

The religious directive to_ be involved in the community_ 

ensures that there is always contact with other women, either 

because one is giving su port to someone Er receiving it J rom 

someone. The belief is that one maY_ Dot live one's life in 

isolation. 

Sexual relations in marriage are considered to be the highest 

expression of hesed. The belief is held in Judaism that(h~n 

~ are uplifted through the union of body and soul. A man 

is required to maintain regular relations with his wife and 

satisfy her physically and emotionally.17 In the Jewish view, 

sex is not considered a 'sin' on the contrary it is often -considered \. blessing. The attitude to sex is that it is 
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neither intrinsically evil nor intrinsically good. People 

must endow it with these traits. At its highest it is of the 

greatest purity and sanctity. At its lowest, it may be 

revolting and obnoxious. To express the essence of the Jewish 

idea simply, sexual relations are ~leva~d only when they are 

~xpressi ve of a deep and permanent relationship be~ween two 

peopLe. Because of the high degree of privacy and intimacy 

they entail, _the reflect a unique relationshiP between the 

two persons concerned. Sexual relations are permitted only 

wi thin the marital framework. A husb...aru and wife are 

understood _to be reserved for one anot_her exclusively 

sexually, and if any aspect of their private relationship is 

exposed to public view, its intimate nature is believed to be 

lessened. Within the marital framework, sexual relations are 

not permitted if either of the partners is not fully committed 

t.,o the et-her-. For instance if divorce is considered, sexual 

relations are forbidden. 
J 

If a couple quarrelled during the --
day they are forbidden to each other that night because the 

view is that such a relationship would be purely physical 

rather than expressive of a deep love. ( It is equated with 

prostitution under such circumstances - devoid of love and 

merely expressive of selfish gratification - this is not 

permitted). Similarly, when either party_is drunk ~~asleep, 

sexual intercourse is not permitted. - . It is tual devot} on I 
which, as the essential ingredient, raises marital relations - . 
to the level of sanctity and purity. 

point. 

Meiselman makes this 
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As R. Menahem Recanti (d. ca. 1290) said 'Had 
relations been only physical the Bible wop~d not 
have referred to them by the term yediah. Sex 

(1) rocreation (2) the mitzvah of onah, 
is CtSi~ed to have three purposes: 19 

(3) ,pn: s-ical,.20 

It is the first two which are considered to endow marital 

relations with sanctity and purity. In the Torah it is 

clearly stated that it is the man's obligation to maintain -
regular relations with his wife and this is ensured through 

the mitzvah known as QDSh. Qngh requires that a man should 

have relations with his wife in accordance with the nature of 

his work. This would depend on whether he was a labourer or - ---
whether his work was intellectual - the suggestion is that the 

labourer would probably indulge more frequently than the man 

who worked with his intellect as it is considered that 

intellectual activities drain one's strength. Moreover, a 

husband is required to have relations with his wife whenever 

she indicates a desire. Furthermore, whenever he can 

anticipate her desire, he must have relations without her 

needing to indicate it to him. Such occasions would include 

the night that she goes to the mikvah 21 and before he departs 

for a trip. Another very important facet of these sexual laws 

is that in addition to establishing the minimum obligation, 

gngh requires a man to ensure his wife's satisfaction. 22 

The laws of abstention from intercourse during menstruation 

are biblical. The laws of niddah 23 have often come under fire 

from secularists as being demeaning to women. The women 

interviewed, however, without exception, all reported that the 
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laws o~niddah are ~ery much to their advantage. 24 They find 

that the practice of these laws ensures renewed appreciation 

of sexual relationships each month, and that ~t is a time to 

relate to one's spouse as a person and not only a sexual 

object. The practice of the laws of niddah requires that, 

amongst other things, the married couple should have a total 

separation from one another, not even touching one another, 

for twelve days each month. 25 

It has a l ready been mentioned that one of the contrasts 

between liberalism and Judaism is concerned with the 

legislation of the private sphere, resulting from a difference 

in view regarding human nature. Aside from the Jewish view, 

which regards legislative control of the private sphere as 

essential because 0 th~ characteristics of human natur~, 

there is also the aspect of Jewish law as being derived from 

God. God is regarded not only as the one who brought the 

physical universe into being but also as the source of moral 

law. In Judaism the moral and physical worlds are 

interdependent. There is a recognition of the two spheres Jbut 
/ 

they are both sheltered under the common umbrella of Jewish 
J 

law. 

Our tradition teaches us that the moral principles 
of the Torah were the prearranged plan which 
determined the patterns of physical creation. The 
laws of the Torah, tradition continues, preceded 
physical creation. to realize the moral end of 
creation, man was fashioned to serve as that being 
who would bring moral order into the universe 
There is, hence, no contradiction between the law~ 
of the Torah and human nature and God is 
considered the source of ethics. 26 
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The facet of Jewish law which affects every minute detail of 
,/ 

daily life and human relationships is known aS ~lakhah. 
-- .-/ 

Halakhah comprises the 613 precepts which comprises the 

accepted interpretation of the written laws. Halakhah is not, 

however, simply a collection of laws. It is a way of 

l living . ~7 Although these laws exist independently of the 

civil laws of a specific government or society and therefore 

violations of these laws are not punishable in civil --- law 
" 

courts, there are nevertheless pressures against individuals 

who commit offences. Taking into account, however, that the 

laws are considered by believers to be God-gi ven, this in 

itself provides a pressure to conform. There are, however, 

rabbinical courts (Beth-Din) which would listen to complaints 

about transgressions and would intervene on behalf of the 

complainant, from the point of view of counselling and 

chastisement. A Beth-Din constitutes a body of Rabbis who 

judge and advis on the administration of halakhah. Women and 

----men have recourse to this body if they need assistance in any 

way regarding problems which they may have in marriage or in 

other spheres of life. Although in secular society a Beth-pin 

does not have the power to conf ine people to gaol, it 

nevertheless exerts a considerable amount of influence on 

believers. 

For a Jew a life directed by halakhah is as near 
perfect a way of life as possible. the sum of its 
parts - ,observing the Sabbath« Kashrut ,28 giving 
to cha,rl. ty, ha~ing a, family, being part of 
communl. ty teachl.ng chl.ldren, studying Torah 
loving God - is infinitely greater than each of 
the parts .•• halakhah is a system that is being 
perf~c.ted continually. Indeed, the rabbinic 
tradl.tl.on stresses humanity's role as a partner in 
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the task of perfecting an imperfect world. One 
cannot tlercei ve halakhah as a fluid, dynamic 
system. 2'9 

The Talmud ) provides a detailed exposition of a man's 
--

obligation~ ~owards his wife financially and also provides for 

the possibility of the working wife. If a woman works she is 
~ . 

entitled to keep her earnings. Individual instances, in this 

regard, were subject to individual rabbinic decisions. The 

fact that financial dependence on individual men continues to 

be problematic for many women who are exploited by men during 

times of child-bearing and child-rearing in particular, is 

largely obviated in Judaism by the fact that this area of 

living is str~?~ly legislated. The legal marriage document in 

Judaism, known as t he ketubah, was ~esigned to protect women 

at times of dependence. Upon marriage a man is obligated to 
I 

care for his wife both on a personal and a legal level. The 

Talmud expresses the underlying philosophy of these laws in 

its directive that ~an must spend ~ore money on his wife's 

needs than on his own. ~ The understanding is that a wife must 

never, under any circumstances, be put in a position where sh~ 

has to ask for money. !loney, in accordance with the man's 

income, must be placed at her disposal. This is halakhic law. 

To have to ask for money is considered demeaning and 

humiliating. 

From a feminist perspective the Ultra-Orthodox JUdaic views 

woman and her roles as wife and mother count as examples 

discrimination. Nevertheless it is important to stress that 

the women interviewed in this study (all of whom are 
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professionally qualified) voluntarily opted to assume the 

major responsibility for child-rearing within their family 

si tuation. In no case did the equivalent of Rabbi Tatz' s 

brain surgeon lead to any significant role reversal. These 

women are, of course, pri vileged in that they have domestic 

help which ensures that they are exempt from some of the 

drudgery of housework. Moreover their financial needs are 

adequately taken care of. Nevertheless the exaltation of the 

woman's role in accordance with contemporary Judaic attempts 

at ideological reinterpretation counts as a further and 

important explanation for that choice. 
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1 Ohr Somayach is the name of the .co.ngregation o~ ultra-:
orthodox Jews in Johannesburg whose sp1r1tua~ leader 1S Rabb1 
Dr. Aki va Tatz, a physician who studied 1n ~ kollel (an 
advanced community for Jewish studies, for marr1ed stude~ts) 
in Jerusalem. He has returned to Johannesburg temporar1ly. 
All the religious women interviewed in this study are members 
of the Ohr Somayach community. 

2 Bleich, D.J., contemporary Halakhic Problems, (Kitav Publ. 
House, Yeshiva Univ. Press, N.Y., 1977), Pg. 13. 

3 I.Qj,g, Pg. 14. 

4 Tatz, A, Anatomy of a Search, (Mesorah Publ., Ltd., New 
York, 1987), Pg. 88. 

5 1Qig, Pg. 89. 

6 These views are explained on a tape entitled "Marriage! 
Mystical and Practical, by Dr. Tatz, issued by the Qlu: 
Somayach. 

7 Brayer, M. M., The Jewish Homan in Rabbinic Literature 
( 1986) Pg. 148. 

TalmudCic) - refers to the body of academic discussion and 
dicial administration of Jewish Law. 

9 Greenberg, B., On Homen and Judaism; A View from Tradition 
(The Jewish PUQlication of America, Philadelphia, 1981), Pg. 
108. 

10 Ohr Somayach tape. 

11 The Midrash refers to the legends and ethics which add 
meaning to the Scriptures. 

12 These mystical ideas are complex and this study does not 
attempt to do them justice. This mystical view of creation is 
related as an illustration of the importance of marriage in 
Jewish thinking. 

13 Hesed is that character trait which JUdaism believes must 
aerlie all interpersonal relationships. It is the basis of 

all Jewish ethics. It is th ability to give to anothe - out 
of a sense of closeness and i entification with that other's 
needs. 

14 Dr. Tatz believes that human beings have been given the 
capacity to destroy the Universe or to complete the creation 
process as God intended. 

15 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Homen in Jewish Law, (Yeshiva Univ. 
Press, 1978), Pg. 26. 

16 IQig, Pg. 23. 
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17 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 119. 

18 Yediah means knowledge. 

19 The concept of QDAh is in marked contra~t to the, wes~e:n 
concept of marital duty, where there ~s the, ~mpl~c~ t 
assumption that marital relation are a husband's r~ght and a 
wife's duty. Jewish tradition insisted that it is the duty of 
both parties, but s~ecial emphasis is placed on the husband's 
dut. The wife's duty to her husband is one of the 
responsibilities contractually assumed by both parties during 
the marriage. The husband's duty is an explicit command of 
the Torah and hence is is not subject to prenuptial waiver. 

20 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 119. 

~A mikvah is a ritual bath. 

22 The only reason that a wife is permitted to ask for a \ 
divorce is if her husband does not satisfy her physically. 
This is a Talmudic law. 

~Niddah - menstrual separation laws. 

24 The practice of niddah - abstention from married sex for a 
period after menstruation - was described by Dr. Ruth 
Westheimer, the noted sex protagonist, as "the most 
sophisticated method of maintaining libido in long-term 
monogamy I have ever encountered". This quote is from an 
article entitled "Jewish Method Builds Libido", Zionist 
Record, (17/8/1990). 

25.I.b.i,g. "Being Jewish is a great help to me in my work as a 
sex therapist, ... The Jewish attitude to sex is incredibly 
enlightened. There is a passage in the Midrash which states 
that it is the husband's obligation to provide his wife with 
food, shelter and sexual gratification. anyone who thinks the 
female orgasm was invented in the '60' s should think again. 
Our sages got there first." 

26 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 26. 

27 The stringent adherence to these laws by Ultra-Orthodox 
Jews accounts for the manner in which they exist in society 
within the parameters of their own value system. 

28 Kashrut is the observance of certain dietary laws. 

29 Greenberg, B., On Women and Judaism; A view From Tradition, 
Pg. 43. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CASE STUDIES 

It is necessary, prior to documenting the interviews carried 

out in this study to clarify certain issues regarding the 

nature of this particular piece of research and some of the 

limi tat ions and parameters which apply to this study and to 

research methods in general, and feminist research in 

particular. 

~ 
The research method chosen for this study is the~ ~~ 
method. This involves the technique o f\ question and answers ) 

in order to arrive at detailed descriptions of the lives 0 ., 

subjects. It attempts to describe the lives of subjects 

holistica!ly~ Examples of qualitative methods are ~ 
history, experiental analysis, participant observation and 

(:ase history. The interpretation of the data is held to be 

subjective. The alternative method is known as the . 
quantitative method. This involves the use of questionnaires. . -
Respons~s in this method are quantified and analysed as . 

l 
\ 

numerical values. This method has as its aim the ~e ting of J 

hypotheses. Claims are made that the results of this method 

are objective. , In considering the value of these two methods 

of research for the feminist community, Toby Jayaratne1 says 

that in the past several years there has been considerable 

debate in feminist circles regarding the merits of traditional 

research in the social sciences and the quantitative 

methodology in particular. She says that . many feminists argue ' 
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that traditional research in the social sciences is used as a 

tool for prompting sexist ideology _ a~d ignores issues of 

concern to women and feminists. Some feminists, therefore, 

have suggested that qualitative research is better suited to 

reflect the nature of human experience. , 

Qualitative data - whatever method is used - do 
conve a deeper feeling for or ore emotional 
c osenes to the ersons studied A detailed 
account of an individual's struggle against 
oppression is more emotionally touching than a 
research report giving statistical evidence of the 
struggle of a group of individuals. For example, 
ethnographic accounts of representatives of 
oppressed groups are very effective in instilling 
empathy for those individuals ... Case histories 
and other accounts in similar style have always 
been interesting and appeal ing to many readers. 
None the less, the interpretation of qualitative 
data is subjective and therefore open 0 a l: of 
the biases inherent in subjective assessments. 

In order that cognizance should be taken of the possibility of ' 

bias in this particular investigation it is necessary to note 

that the researcher is a Jewish, Liberal Feminist, married, 

professional and has raised four children into adulthood, 

having experienced the motherhood-career conflict at first 

hand. These facts may arguably give greater insight into the 

lives of the subjects insofar as they might promote a greater 

intimacy between the interviewer and her subjects. 

Regarding the use of the interview as a method of research, it 

is necessary to comment on th nature of the interviews used 

in this study. Ann oakley3 suggests that there are p'roblems 

in the paradigms of traditional interviewing for feminist 

interviewers whose primary orientation (as is the case in this 
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study), is towards the validation of women's subjective 

experiences as women and as people. She says that the 

traditional criteria for interviewing portray the interviewing 

situation as a one-way process in which the interviewer 

elicits and receives, but does not .give information. She says 

that this situation is absurd. As Roberts puts it, 

Oakley illustrates the absurdity of this situation 
through a discussion of the questions her 
respondents 'asked back'. Second, textbooks 
advise interviewers to adopt an attitude towards 
interviewees which allocates the latter a narrow 
and objectified function as data. Third, 
interviews are seen as having no personal meaning 
in terms of social interaction, so that their 
meaning tends to be confined to their statistical 
comparability with other interviews and the data 
obtained from them.4 

Considering the above comments, it must be stated that the 

interviews in this study wer r conducted inform~ without a 

structured questionnaire and t--oo h-e orm of informal 

conversations, resulting in a two-way exchange of information. 

The size of the sample chosen is in keeping with the fact that 

this study is a ~mini-thesis, constituting only a part of the 

Master's degree. This study may be viewed as a pilot study 
-:::....-----=-

which might point the way to a more detailed and extensive 

i~estigati~n. Given the samp}e) used, DO generalized 

,r-6 laims can be drawn. The concern, however, wi thin the 

framework of a qualitative re~programme, was to gain an 

understanding of why these women chose to live according to 

~he tenets of Ultra-Orthodox Judaism. Since they voluntarily 

adopted Ultra-Orthodox Judaism they are unlikely to be 
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cri tical of its tenets. Their voluntary choice, however, 

testifies to the value they attach to that ethic. It is 

possible that they experienced _ certai c-<lnflicts which they , 

did not commun' :te to the investigator. This might become 

apparent if a larger sample were investigated in greater depth 

than the parameters this study allows. 

Case ODe 

She is a young woman in her early thirties who is the mother 

of seven children, ranging from twelve years to about three 

months of age at the time of the interview. She is a 

qualified doctor with a partially completed speciality in 

nuclear medicine - she discontinued specializing after the 

birth of her third child. 

She was interviewed in her study, which is a large room lined 

with books from floor to ceiling, and in the centre is a table 

surrounded by comfortable chairs. We sat at the table and 

talked while the children played elsewhere in the house. At 

some stage the eldest child came into the room to tell her 

mother that the baby was awake and a friend of Case One's who 

was present during the interview went to see to the child 

while we continued talking. The infant was brought into the 

room and the mother held the baby in her arms while we talked. 

Case One had come from a traditional Jewish family. They did 

not keep a kosher home and only attended synagogue 

occasionally. She turned to Orthodox Judaism during her 
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second year at medical school when she found difficulty 

accepting that there was no more to life than ending up as a 

cadaver on a slab in a medical school dissection hall. She 

wanted answers that were more than she could find in the 

scientific world and she says that she found these answers in 

Judaism. She finds no conflict between Judaism and her 

scientific career. 

On the question of whether she felt she was vegetating as a 

resul t of not pursuing her career in the public sphere, she 

pointed to the books around us and told me that they are not 

there for decoration. She said that she kept up with her 

medical career by reading a great deal - current medical 

journals, and so on - and that she did a great deal of 

voluntary work, from a medical point of view, wi thin the 

community. In this way she could "work" when it suited her as 

her family and her children were by far th~ most important 

factor in her life. When questioned about whether she missed 

"working" in the public sphere her retort was that there was 

no "job" which she could have pursued where she would have the 

opportunity of influencing and shaping the lives of seven 

people in the way she was able to influence her seven 

children. She said that she felt responsible for their 

socialization process and she thought that this was decidedly 

the most exciting and important thing that she could ever do. 

She does not keep a television set in her home because she 

does not approve of some of the values, particularly the 
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violence, and she thought that her children would obtain far 

more pleasure from books than they would from television. 

During the entire interview, which lasted for about an hour, 

we were only interrupted once by one of the children (probably 

a four year old) who came in to show his mother something that 

he had been playing with, and for the rest of the time I was 

not aware of the fact that there were seven young children in 

the house. Her home is considered as a central meeting place 

in the community. She is very much involved in the communal 

acti vi ties of the women in her community. 

someone with a very strong persona 1 it y . 

confident in herself and her life's purpose. 

Case One was 

She appears very 

The interview with her was illustrative of the practice of the 

Jewish belief in knowledge for the sake of knowledge. She did 

not feel that her education was "wasted" simply because she 

was not, at present, using it to earn money. She said that 

the acquisition of an education had helped to equip her in her 

child-rearing tasks and had also enabled her to assist other 

women in her community in a manner which she would otherwise 

not have been able to do. 
"-----" 

Case Two 

Case Two was a young woman of twenty-three who had a baby of 

three months old. She is a Speech Therapist by profession who 

had completed her studies after her marriage and was working 

to pay back a loan which had enabled her to study. Ideally 

she would have preferred to stay at home at this stage of her 
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life and look after her baby but for financial reasons this 

was not possible, so she brought the baby along to work with 

her as she was still breast feeding. Next year she would be 

working mornings only and would be leaving the baby in the 

care of a domestic worker. Her eyes filled with tears when 

she told me about this arrangement as she said that she was 

very concerned that she would miss out on some elements of the 

baby's development, but she hoped that the child would sleep 

for a large part of the time that she was away. 

Case Two had been raised in a non-kosher, traditional home. 

She had attended the local Jewish day school. She said that 

she had been religiously influenced by a particular young 

Rabbi whom she had met during her school-going years. She 

left home to study at a University in another town and there 

she had met a family who had befriended her and introduced her 

to some Ultra-Orthodox young people. After attending some of 

their study groups she found, gradually, that she wanted to 

become involved in a religious way of life. Her husband is 

the son of a very charismatic and influential Rabbi who lives 

overseas and teaches at a Yeshiva. 5 Her husband is one of 

nineteen children, born of one woman, (all single births) and 

this young woman regards her mother- in-law as someone to be 

highly respected for her role as mother to this very large 

family. She said that her mother-in-law had once been asked 

how she managed to divide her love between all her children 

and her reply was that her love was not divided by the 

children - it was multiplied. Case Two's husband, who is 
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thirty years old, is the eldest of the nineteen children who 

were raised in a flat and for twelve years of his life he 

shared a bed with one of his brothers. The mother of these 

children had never been responsible for the disciplining of 

these children - that was regarded as the father's role. 

There were still nine children living at home and Case Two 

said that family gatherings were a great joy and that all the 

children, married or single, showed great respect for their 

parents. She also told me that the Rabbi (her father-in-law) 

helped his wife, not only to look after the children but was 

an excellent cook and assisted her a great deal with the 

running of their home. He considered himself to be a very 

wealthy man as he felt that his children were a far more 

important blessing than any material wealth could be. This 

did not, however, detract from the desirability of material 

wealth which is regarded as a blessing from God. There was 

therefore no shame attached to using one's wealth for pleasure 

or however one desired just as long as one gave away ten per 

cent to charity and was always aware that material wealth was 

not something for which one was responsible oneself, but that 

it was God-given. 

Case Two spent most of our interview explaining the laws of 

niddah (family purity) which she had found to be a very 

positive facet of her religious life. She explained that 

family purity was of such prime importance in Judaism that it 

was encumbent upon a Jewish community to build a mikvah 

(ritual bath) before they built a synagogue. She described in 

detail the ritual attached to the attendance of the mikyah 
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with the emphasis on relaxation (one must relax in a bath for 

a minimum of half an hour before going to the mikyah) and 

bodily cleanliness. She was very positive about the 

psychological effect of the twelve days of physical separation 

from the husband. She said that during this time, because no 

physical contact of any sort was permitted, the husband and 

wife communicate on a level other than the physical and it 

gives them a chance to allow their relationship to grow in 

directions other than the physical. She also said that the 

abstinence from sexual relations ensured that there is, for 

her, a regular monthly renewal of appreciation of the physical 

side of the relationship. She spoke with enthusiasm about the 

return from the mikvah when both husband and wife knew that 

this was the time that they could be together physically. 

When questioned about her husband's role in the home, she said 

that he helps her a great deal, not only with the care of the 

baby, but that before the baby was born, when she was studying 

for her honours degree, she would return home late on a Friday 

afternoon to find that he had prepared the meal, set the 

table, and that everything was ready, waiting for her to light 

the candles. She said that he did this very willingly because 

the Friday night meal is important to them and he felt that it 

did not matter who did the preparation, as long as it was 

done. This young woman experienced Judaism as a decided 

enhancement of married life and motherhood. She has a very 

warm, responsive and loving nature and she finds legitimacy 

for the wholehearted expression of these attributes in 

marriage and motherhood. 

\ 
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Case Three 

Case Three was a twenty-four year old woman and the mother of 

a six-month old baby. She is a psychiatric Social Worker who 

runs a private practice from her mother's home. 

also a social worker by profession, and 

qualification after her children were grown up. 

Her mother is 

gained her 

She spoke of 

her mother with a great deal of love, warmth and respect. 

I was invited into her study-cum-consulting room which was a 

book-lined room furnished with comfortable chairs. I sat 

while she spent most of the interview carrying the baby -

sometimes sitting, and at other times standing, in an effort 

to amuse the child who was not readily distracted, but at no 

stage did she become irritable or annoyed with the baby. She 

alternated between conversing with me, and making comments to 

him, in an effort quietly to keep him amused, which she did 

very successfully. At one stage she seated herself and 

offered him her breast, but he was not interested. When she 

stood with the child she moved constantly with a gently 

swaying movement to keep the child happy. He seemed very 

heavy but she seemed quite comfortable with this arrangement. 

Case Three/s involvement with Orthodox Judaism began shortly 

prior to her marriage. She had attended the Jewish Day School 

but was raised in a non-kosher traditional home. After 

matriculating she went to Israel where she attended a Yeshiva 

(religious college) for a couple of months. At the time she 
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had a boyfriend (whom she subsequently married). She sees her 

involvement with Judaism as an ongoing, learning experience 

and she said that she finds that the more she learns, the more 

involved she becomes. She says that she has had an influence 

on the 1 i ves of her parents, who, although they are not 

religious, give her a great deal of support for her lifestyle. 

She feels that her mother was an example to her that a woman 

can "have it all". Case Three feels that her involvement in 

I Judaism gives her a greater realization of the worth of her 

\ rOle as a mother than she may otherwise have had. She said 

that the most wonderful thing that had ever happened to her 

was giving birth to her child. Motherhood had brought out 

qualities in herself which she never knew she had. She 

regards her child as an extension of herself and through him 

she feels that she will grow in worth as a human being. When 

I questioned her about placing the child in child-care she 

said that she would never do that unless she was compelled to. 

While she is able to, she wants to spend as much time as 

possible with her baby. She said that she would be devastated 

if she missed out on any noteworthy aspect of his development. 

She was very involved in the voluntary work of her community 

and continued with her profession by working around the baby's 

routine. She said that she was fortunate to have her mother's 

assistance, professionally, and with the baby. On questioning 

her about her husband's role in the family, she said that he 

is very willing to assist her. 6 
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Case Four 

Case Four, unlike the other young women I interviewed, had 

attended a secular day school and came from a Reformed Jewish 

home. She said that when she was growing up she knew far more 

about Christianity than she knew about Judaism. She is in her 

early twenties and has a baby of approximately one year old. 

She is pregnant with her second child. She said that her 

invol vement with Judaism began after she had completed her 

schooling and went overseas. As a result of an error in 

travel plans, while she was visiting Israel, she found 

herself, quite unintentionally, at a Yeshiva College. She 

spent a couple of months there and found that what she learnt 

there opened up a whole new world for her. She has a degree 

in English Literature and is at present working on a Master's 

Degree. Up to the time she spent at the Yeshiva she had 

always been searching for answers to the meaning of life and 

she had unsatisfactorily explored numerous artistic and 

philosophical avenues in this regard. She had always felt 

that religion, (as she understood it, prior to her involvement 

with Ultra-Orthodox Judaism) and some of the other ideologies 

which she had come across, were hypocritical. She found that 

there was an enormous gap between ideals and reality - between 

what people said they believed in and what they practiced. In 

Ultra-Orthodox Judaism, however, she said that, because the 

law affected every minor aspect of daily living, she is able, 
V 

for the first time, to life her life as an expression of her 

philosophical beliefs. She said she had always been an 
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individualist, and something of a loner, and that through 

Judaism she has found a new meaning in human relationships. 

Case Five 

This interview was with a woman of approximately fifty years 

of age. I had originally phoned her daughter and when I 

explained what I wanted to speak to her about, she very 

enthusiastically said that she thought that her mother would 

be an ideal person to interview. Wi th great pride, the 

daughter explained that her mother was highly intelligent, 

that she was busy with her doctorate and that she would be 

very worthwhile interviewing. I duly contacted her and 

interviewed her in her home. She was a social worker by 

profession who had been born into a family of immigrant 

parents (from Eastern Europe). Her parents had come to South 

Africa, as had so many immigrant Jews, fleeing the anti-

semitism of Europe. They settled outside a small town where 

her father ran a trading store. Her mother tried against 

great odds, to keep a kosher home, and she, as a child, was 

sent to boarding school for the duration of her school career. 

After qualifying as a social worker she married a pharmacist 

and went to live in a small town in the Transvaal. While 

raising her children she met a Rabbi who had a very strong 

influence on her thinking and through his influence she began 

to study Judaism. She attended his lectures once a week and 

found herself becoming more and more interested in the wealth 

of knowledge about the religion which she had always adhered 
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to but never fully understood. As she learnt more and more, 

over the years, so she became more committed to Judaism as a 

way of life, replacing the values of the secular world in 

which she had been raised. She allowed her children the 

freedom to practise the religion to the degree that they 

wished. She kept a kosher home but left it to them to decide 

what they wanted to eat outside the home. The only rule which 

she applied unbendingly was that pertaining to Friday night -

she insisted that the children should stay at home on a Friday 

and participate in the Sabbath meal. Her husband has only 

recently become seriously committed to Judaism as a way of 

life. Previously he had participated in a somewhat half-

hearted manner. Her three daughters, all of whom are now 

married, are religious, although they were not always that way 

inclined. One is now married to a Rabbi. 

Case Five has always been involved in voluntary work in her 

communi ty but at the same time has always had a job in the 

market-place. She found difficulty in obtaining work as a 

social worker in the small town in which she lived after her 

marriage and as it was necessary for her to work she took a 

job as a sales representative and she has been doing this job 

for many years now - working when it has fitted in with the 

schedule of her family life. She is adamant that her children 

always take priority over any other activities or interests in 

her life. She said that no matter what she was doing she 

always made time to communicate with her children if they 

needed to talk to her and as a result, her children are not 
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only her children, they are also her best and dearest friends. 

Her involvement with Ultra-Orthodox Judaism has been gradual, 

over a period of many years, and is an intellectual as well as 

a practical involvement. She spoke very positively about the 

dignity that she finds as a woman in Judaism and said that the 

.laws of modesty pertaining to Judaism inhibited the treatment 

of women as sexual objects. She is convinced that the family 

purity laws have a positive effect for women in marriage. 

Case six 

Case six was a young woman who had recently qualified as a 

doctor and was about to enter marriage. She came from a home 

where she was aware of JUdaism as a tradition and philosophy. 

She experienced feelings of conflict over what she should do 

with her life after marriage, regarding the prospect of having 

a child and pursuing her career. To give up her career after 

six hard years of study, in order to stay at home and care for 

an infant was something which is difficult to contemplate, 

within the values of western society. She finds however, as a 

result of some contemporary Ultra-Orthodox Jewish friends that 

the conflict is made easier wi thin .the v~lue system of 

Judaism. As a result of this awareness she says that she will 

more readily temporarily put aside her career to care for a 

prospective infant without feeling self-sacrificial or 

apologetic about the role. She has decided to adhere to the 

laws of family purity as she is convinced that they are a 

protection against the human tendency to become bored with 

familiarity in relationships. As a result of her awareness 
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and understanding of certain halakhic laws, she will be able 

to enter into an understanding with her husband regarding 

their finances so that she will not have to ask for money for 

personal or household needs. Money must be placed in a bank 

account for her use, and she must always be provided for 

proportionately to his income so that she should never be made 

to feel that he is doing her a favour by supporting her 

financially. She said that she will be able to do this as she 

feels very strongly about the importance of motherhood. The 

understanding must be that their marriage is a partnership and 

that what she brings into it cannot be_weighed or measured in 

material terms. She said that her appreciation of what family 

life has meant to her has made her want to perpetuate it in 

spite of its general decline in western society. 

The answers to the questions reproduced on the following 

pages, represent summaries of the important theme~ which 

underlay the conversational interview situation. 

1. They were asked how they felt about feminism. 

The women do not profess to have been exposed to a great deal 

of information regarding feminist theory. 

feminism as a movement for the benefit of women in society. 

In these terms they all see themselves as being in favour of / 

feminism as a goal, but say that there are differences between -
f~e~m~l.~· n~' ~-"",nd Ju~m in ...!he means of -attaining this goal. 

They regard themselves as feminists, but regard the main 
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difference between their notion of feminism and Judaism as 

being the ~ifference in unders.tanding of the term equality. 

' They accept that they are different from men but they do~t 

l s~e this difference as demeaning. On the contrary they regard 

themselves as having qualities Ylhic the feel men to not 

have. They feel that their role as mother gives them very 

specific advantages over men. Their suggestion is that no 

matter how good and devoted a father a man may be, he will 

never experience giving birth to a child and breast-feeding 

it. They consider the experience of motherhood . to be a very 

special blessing. Instances in thee Tora~ were quoted as 

examples of women's s~periority over men in certain ways. 

For example, the fact that God spoke to Sarah, in order to 

influence Abraham, is, according to their interpretation an 

indication of the recognition of women's influence over men. 7 

This is further evidenced by an extract from the Talmud: 

How decisive a woman's effect can be upon the life 
of her husband is emphatically pointed out in this 
passage: "It is related of a pious man who was 
married to a pious woman that, being childless, 
they divorced one another. He went and married a 
wicked woman and she made him wicked. She went 
and married a wicked man and made him righteous. 
It follows that all depends upon the woman. 8 

They f !!!. very Qositive and approve of the effect that the 

feminist movement has had on women's lives in the public 

sRh~e ,by minimizing discriminatory legislation against women 

and by providing greater economic opportunities for women in a 

variety of fields. They feel very favourably disposed towards 

feminism as they understand it to mean a movement to eliminate 
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discrimination against women. They feel, howeve~ , (and this 

would not be acceptable in terms of most feminist approaches), 

that the fact that they have different responsibilities and 

different roles from men does not make them inferior - on the 

contrary, the general impression that they give is that they 

feel superior _through their differences. They suggest that 

the bonds that exist between women as a result of the fact 

that they are separated from men at social and religious 

functions, are very conducive, in their view, to a feeling o~ 

sisterhood. 
~ 

They sit together in synagogue and they dance 

together at weddings and other such functions and their 

feelings on this issue of separation from men is that it 

strengthens the bonds between women. They do not experience 

the competi ti ve element which often exists between certain -
women when they are in the presence of men and, this, they 

feel, brings them closer to other women. 

2. Their feelings regarding their and that of their 

husbands in marriage was discussed. 

On this issue they were all adamant that marria9J""'-~ 

partnership between two peopl~ , both different, but neither 

one superior to the other. They regard marriage as a_n 

opportuni ty to become 
~------------------------

"complete". They said that the 
1 

experience of living with another human being, intimately, as 

people were expected to do in marriage, required a great deal 

of compromise and that through compromise they felt that they 

were able to develop a dimension of their own personalities 

which would otherwise lie dormant. 
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Some of the women had higher academic qualifications than 

their husbands. Two examples of this are the medical doctor 

and the woman who is studying for her doctorate in sociology. 

They do not feel that this discrepancy is of any consequence 

to their relationship because, in their view, marriage is a 

partnership where ~o different people bring to one another 

qualities~hich enhance each othe~. 

3. The issue of financial dependence on a husband during 

periods of child-bearing and child-rearing was dealt 

with. 

They all feel very secure about the financial arrangements - . 
which they have with their husbands. They said that because 

~heir husbands are all observant Jews they are aware of their 

financial obligations towards their wives, and, most 

importantly, they are aware that they should never allow their 

wives to be humiliated basking fo ---.........,. Case Two quoted 

the following from the Talmud to illustrate the manner in 

which marriage is viewed in Judaism: 

The ideal of matrimony, which is inculcated by the 
Talmud, is of the highest. . •..•. 'Who loves his 
wife as himself, honours her more than himself, 
leads his sons and daughters in the right path, 
and arranges for their marriage soon after 
puberty, to him the text refers, "Thou shalt know 
that thy tent is in peace" (Job v. 24) ••. 'Honour 
our wife, for thereby you enrich yourself. A man 

should be ever careful about the honour due to his 
wife, because no blessing is experienced in his 
house except on her account'. 'A man s ould sRen 
less than his means on food and drink for himself 
up to his means on his clothes, and above hi~ 
means on honouring his wife and chiLdren. because 
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they are dependent upon him, ~hil~ he is depen~ent 
upon ~im Who sp6ke and the Unl. verse came l.nto 
oeing. -

4. They were asked whether or not their husbands assist with 
/ 

domestic bhores and child-care. 

Because one is dealing here with a relatively privileged class 

of white, professional, South African women, it was generally 

not necessary for the men, or the women, to wash floors and 

clean toilets on a daily basis. All the women, however, said 

that their husbands willingly assist them, particularly with 

regard to caring for the children when they need help. They 

all said, however, that the prime responsibility of caring for 

t e children was t-hei-~s - ~h~ degree of hel varied from 

family to family. 

5. Finally, they were asked about their attitude to the 

family urity laws. 

On this issue they were unanimous. They all regarded these 

laws as advantageous to women. Firstly, they explained that 

s~e_x_u_a_l_ ~elationships in Judaism __ are directed towards the needs 

of the woman and not the man. They backed this claim by 

explaining that a woman may ask for a divorce if her husband 

does not satisfy her sexual needs. For instance, the period 

of abstention is governed by the woman's bodily function, not 

the man's, and he must regulate his behaviour accordingly. 
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They do not regard it as demeaning that as a result of 

biological differences women use the mikvah on a regular basis 

while men only use it when it pleases them. They regard the 

mikvah as a ~ery relaxing and enjoyable experience, often 

accompanied (particularly prior to marriage) by great joy and 

celebrating_ with other women, family and friends. They see 

~he experieace of the mikvah not only as a personal, intimate 

experience, !'ut also as a religious experience which unites 

them in a common feeling with other women. 

Concerning the twelve days of separation, physically, from 

their husbands, during menstruation and thereafter, they 

reported that they found this separation a ~y positiv 

experience. They said that it allowed them time with their 

husbands when they were not viewed as sexual objects, but as 

companions. 

This story from the Midrash 10 illustrates the importance of · 

the idea of hesed as the basic Jewish ethic. The story 

relates to the Jewish perception of Heaven and Hell. Hell is 

depicted as a group of people, seated around a table which is 

laden with food. They all have in their hands large forks 

with which to feed themselves, but the prongs of the forks are 

so long that they are unable to reach into the food and place 

it in their mouths - the forks are longer than an arms length 

and the people sit around the table, in the presence of the 

food and starve. 
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Heaven is depicted as the same place, wi th people seated 

around the same table, laden with the same food and provided 

wi th the same forks. In heaven, however, the people are 

happy and well-fed - they are feeding each other with the long 

forks. 
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CBAPrER FOUR 

CONCLUSION 

It is well-documented that, despite the successes that the 

women's movement h s had in the public sphere regarding 

women's rights and opportunities, legally and economically, 

the lot of the women in the private sphere remains an area 

where abuse and exploitation still persist. 

The practicalities of liberation - that's what 
women have to deal with now. The movement got us 
to where we are, but now how do we live with it? 
We've broken through to get these jobs women never 
had before. How many of us, how long, on whose 
terms? What do you do about life, children, men, 
loneliness, companionship, the need to have a real 
home - things no one thought about when we were so 
obsesses with liberating ourselves? Women in the 
next decade have to find solutions for the 
practical problems, niches for themselves that 
feel more comfortable. We've gone through the 
metamorphosis. We're not worm~ any more, but 
we're not butterflies yet either. 

Freidan contends that for many women life in the private 

sphere has probably worsened relative to the improvements in 

conditions in the public sphere. 2 

Motherhood as a relationship, an occupation, an institution, 

or whatever one may choose to call it, is filled with 

pleasures, pains, anger and tenderness. 3 It is with 

motherhood that this dissertation is concerned, and the manner 

in which a particular group of women, namely Ultra-Orthodox 

Jewish, professional women come to terms with it in a 

patri~rchal society. 
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There are differences between the manner in which liberalism 

and Judaism perceive and define the public/private spheres and 

it is suggested that these differences affect women's 

perception of themsel ves . The reason for this is because 

these differences of perception and definition affect the 

value system of society. The suggestion is that the lack of 

legislation in the private sphere is partially resultant from 

the political interpretation of these spheres. 

The conceptual and ideological system which 
together forms the Aristotelian-power politics 
paradigm serves to perpetuate an arbitrary 
bifurcation between that which is politics and 
that which is not and to promote an ideology which 
severs politics from coherent moral consideration 
and moral issues from that which is explicitly 
political (public).4 

Feminist theory, over the years, has provided a variety of 

reasons and possible solutions for the improvement of women's 

situations in both the private and the public sphere and 

enormous strides have been made in western society regarding 

the attempt to eliminate sexism .. : wi thin the ideologies of -
feminist theor1~s such as socialist, Marxist and radical 

feminism there are a variety of ~ossible solutions to some of ---the problems which women continue to experience in modern 

western society. Some f these theories would postulate 
./ 

revolutionary hanges to society as we know it today. As 

valid and relevant as these theories may be, it is not within 

the reference of this study to consider anything other than 

liberal feminist theory which exists within and recognizes the 

contemporary capitalist system. 
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Connected with the difference in conceptions of 
how radically domestic life needs to be changed 
are other differences concerning how radically 
nondomestic life needs to be changed. Liber 1 
Leminism has tended to accept the basic structures 

, of existing political and economic insti_tution~ 
I pressing hardest on the need to ma~e __ them 

accessible to women. This contrasts Wl. th the 
leftist perspective present in varying degrees in 
radical feminism and strongly in Marxist feminism 
which sees such institutions as hierarchical, 
competitive, and individualistic. 5 

The hypothesis expressed in this study is that as a result of 

certain economic and political developments there has been a 

devaluation of the home and family life in western society. 

ndustrializatio~ did not mean only a change in 
the place where productive activities took place; 
it 'nvolved a fundamental change 'n_ the nature of 
familia r r -elations. The family, to a large 
extent, ceased being a unit of production •...• In 
short, a market economy based on wages and payment 
for factory-produced goods undermined the 
necessity of the family as a means of survival •..• 
this has brought about an :ncreased 
individualization of social life, ~ith indiv~dualS 
replacing families as the basic social unit. - -. 

Further to the above, Hoffnung suggests that one of the main 

reasons that women experience conflict regarding motherhood 

is because of the change in the value system of western 

society. 

But there is no way to accomplish these changes on 
a large scale without a change in social values. 
Our soci does no alu children. They are 
vl.ewe~ as enjoyable objects, necessary to complete 
a faml.ly, but not as valuable or inspiring members 
of society. There is little recognition on the 
part of adult society that children contribute 
something special to the family, the neighborhood 
and the community. Children traditionally wer~ 
valuable as additional productive members of the 
family: now th~y are cost~y. Women traditionally 
had few optl.ons outsl.de of marriage and 
motherhood, but they were important economic 
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contributors to the family. Now women have more 
options, but there is no place for kids in the 
lives of two independent spouses - unless they 
share responsi~ilities. That requires a change in 
social values. 

It has been argued that as a result of this devaluation the 

role of motherhood is reduced in status and therefore women 

who care for their own children suffer from lack of self-

esteem. This is evidenced by the fact that it has become 

increasingly difficult for young, professional women to make 

choices between caring for their infants or pursuing their 

careers. 8 The conflict is heightened as a result of the - - -
greater opportunities which are available for women and the 

concurrent and resultant devaluation of the role of mother and 
A 

housewife. status.) in western society is directly linked to ~ 
achievement in the ublic phere. ~ 

A study by Davies and Welch indicates that the evidence is 

that: 

It is not the mothering of small children or 
motherhood per se that leads to the feelings of 
ambi valence on the part of mothers: it is the 
mothering under a certain set of conditions (in 
the isolation of the nuclear family) and with a 
particular set of beliefs about womanhood and 
mothe~hood that leads to conflict and loss of 
self. 

In this regard it is suggested that the ethic of individualism 

(as it is understood in liberalism) is not as conducive to 

good relations in the private sphere of human relations, such 

as between mother and child and husband and wife as is the 

ethic of Judaism, that is hesed. In the recent article in ~ 
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Natal Mercury, entitled "working on Marriage", the following 

was published concerning attitudes within marriage: 

studies have shown that one of the characteristics 
happy marriages most commonly share is the ability 
of husband and wife to recognise each's hidden 
qualities and nurture them. Experts agree that 
the Number One goal of a marriage should be 
improvement and growth - both as individuals and 
ogether as a couple. TlJ.e more one trusts the 

relationship the more one will feel free to change 
wi thin it. The idea of mutual education and 
growth within a marriage represents a turning away 
from some of the me-first values of recent 
decades. 10 

It is argued in this study that there are two factor inherent 

in liberal feminism \ which may contribute to the fact that 

women's situation regarding marriage and motherhood remains . ' 

_proble~atic for some women in modern western society. The two 

factors are, \ firstlY, thf? value system of western capitalism 

and the individualistic ethic of liberalism, and secondly, ~he 
~ 

fact that there is inadequate legislation in modern western 

society to protect wo en from exploitation within the private 

sphere of marriage. 11 

Concerning the legislation of the private within the 

parameters of liberal thinking, Jaggar sees the problem for 

liberal theorists as being the necessity to . devise social ) 

institutions that will protect each individual's right to a 

fair share of the available resources w~ile simultaneously 

C\llowing him or her the maximum opportunity of autonomy and 

self-fulfillment. 
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Liberal answers to this dilemma are framed 
traditionally in terms of justification and 
delimitations of the power of the state. For the 
state is the institution that liberals charge with 
protecting p~rsons and ,property ~nd, simul
taneously, with guarantee long the maXlomum freedom 

, h ' d' 'd I 12 from lonterference to eac lon loVlo ua • 

The feminist movement evolved alongside the political movement 

of liberalism and then flourished with the civil Rights 

Movement in the United states. It has used political 

ideologies as its main means of emancipating women. Efforts 

to end discrimination against women have been modelled on 

legislation against political, economic and race 

discrimination. This is effective in the public, political II 
sphere but has not been effective in the private ~phere where 

.' 
abuse continues largely outside the realm of jurisdiction. 

The particular areas of concern which need to be redressed for 

women today are those pertaining to physical anQ sexual abuse 

of women generally and economic exploitation by men of women 

during child-bearing and child-caring years. Oakley suggests 

that two of the main reasons that these abuses persist, or 

perhaps worsen, is firstly because of the value system of 

western society and secondly the lack of legislation in the I , 

private sphere . 
• Oakley suggests13 that the reason for the 

failure of the feminist movement to achieve certain 

improvements in the private sphere is rooted in the value 

system of the public sphere. She says that " under 

capi talism women have been put in charge not only of 

humanity's lowest needs, but also of its highest n~cessities. 

This is not recognised by male-dominated culture by men or 

women) . Women's work, because it doesn't enhance self-
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development, I is seen as inferior. \ Hence women's chronic low 

self- esteem: their proness to depression, and the problem of 

'underachievement'. It is difficult to reverse these dominant 

values. Nevertheless it is essential, if we are to see what 

is unworkable about the prevailing model of sex equality. A 

female utopia - a world in which women know they are doing 

good - cannot occur within the prevailing value system." 

~he difference beteen the value systems of Judaism and that of 

liberal feminism, as operative in western capitalism, allows 

a comparison between the two regarding attitudes to 

motherhood . It was evident from the interviews that ul tra-

.>t: Orthodox Jewish womeIL feel valued for their roJ es as mothers 

~d as a result of this the p'ursu~ motherhood with a 

relatively positive ~titude. There is no suggestion in this 

study that the solution which these women have found is in any 

lI@Y -.£.ractical a~ a unive~l~olutio~ t~wom~s prob~ g.f 

motherhood, career, isolation, male dependence and sexual - -- - -- - -
abuse. The intention of this study is to examine some -ot- the _ 

atti tudes of these mothers and career women who have 

voluntarily opted for a way of life which seems to be in r' __ -

com~te contrast to some of the options which would be -
available to them in modern western society. From a feminist 

point of view it would appear that these women have been 

-"conned" into an acceptance of a - --- - - - - - - --
~nsures that they still have the rna 'or burden of housework on - - - - - - - -
their shoulders and c~y ~e ~n r~ponsibili ty r~gard-in. 

the caring for children. Nevertheless, as has been argued, 
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their status as wife and mother has be reinterpreted and is 
... 

exalted in the level of ideolo y. The purpose of the study, --
however, is not to deal with the power of the patriarchal 

order of western society, and the variety of forms in which it 

presents itself, nor to suggest universally applicable 

solutions. This study is a description and comparison of the 

of certai~ultra-orthodoX professional Jewish women '~ attitudes 

regarding particular problems in western capitalist society 

which, it has been suggested, liberal feminism fails to 

address adequately. 

' oakley14 suggests that men's position in the public world 

outside the home always puts them 'on top'. The contention is 

that male dominance ensures that the standards of humanity and 

~ocial participation to which women aspire are those of men. 

Since female activities, resources and values are ignored in 

this ideological transformation, very little will be achieved. 

A few women will gain access to male positions, but . the 

situation of most will remain unaffected. It is a question of 

how women see themselves. Are having and rearing children, 

and a sense of emotional connection with, and responsibility 

fo~ others, capacities that women must be liberated from in 

order to become human - that is to become equal to men? She 

ponders the question of why one talks about the 

I "underachievement" of women in public life outside the home, 

rather than about the "under-achievement" of men in the home, 

with children and also in personal relationships. 

The concept of equality, and the political and personal 

• 
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connotations attached to the word in the public and private 

sphere was another term which was viewed comparatively in this 
study regarding the different interpretation of the term 

within liberal feminism and Judaism. It is a contentious 

concept and was seen as being relevant to the manner in which 

these Jewish women viewed their role. For them ~tequali ty" 

does not necessarily mean "same". 

Elshtain15 regards equality as one of the most nettlesome 

concepts in political life and thought. She defines equality 

as a "cluster concept" around which political life is focused, 

and suggests that constants over its range of applicability 

help to constitute the activity of politics ..... The historic 

experience of the liberal democracies demonstrates that ~qual 

rights neither entails nor necessarily conduces towards full 

political equality. In Elshtain' s view an equality of 

opportunity formula pushes Feminist analysis away from an 

examination of the oppression of classes of persons, male and 

female. She says that if, however, the focus shifts from a 

consideration of "rights" or "opportunities" to be a concern 

wi th what persons are ( or ought to be free to become) an 

understanding of the obstacles . which militate against the 

emergence of persons thus conceived is facilitated. In her 

opinion the adoption of equal i ty of opportunity as the 

rallying cry for a Feminist movement must ultimately be seen 

as undermining the range of moral claims a version of equality 

of treatment or respect would affirm or validate. 

I return, therefore, to the second of the two 
meanings of equality as description which is in 
turn, tied to equality of respect. An empirical 
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presumption for equality requires the analyst to 
seek those social arrangements, relations and 
institutions which will promote, encourage and 
preserve equality of respect and treatment ...• The 
problems of thinking about equality along the 
entire range of its possible appreciation are by 
no means solved in their (Rowbotham and Mitchell) 
analyses gnd crucial questions remain 
unanswered. 1 

Contingent on the concept of equality and its interpretation 

regarding role differentiation, it has been suggested by some 

theorists that there are differences in power structures 

within relationships which should be taken cognizance of when 

evaluating women's situation in the family. 

As soon as the presence of power in all 
relationships between men and women is recognized 
and their articulation with the formal state 
apparatus examined, a completely new light is shed 
upon the whole issue. As Oakley has it, while the 
traditional wife-mother-housewife role 'is 
correlated with certain types of powerlessness, it 
also has its own avenues of influence,.17 

Further evidence regarding the conflict of roles for men and 

women in the public/private sphere is discussed by Randal118 

who suggests that as the value of women's contribution to both 

public life and to the family purse is incontrovertibly 

established, so men will come under increasing pressure to 

share domestic chores. She says however, as they concede with 

this approach, in the short run it will serve to lower still 

further the status of child-care and housework, making them 

less not more attractive to men (Adams and Winston, 1980). 

She sees a contradiction between women asserting the value of 

'parenthood' and family life and their demanding public 

policies to reduce their domestic burden. There is no simple 
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solution to the question of the relationship between women's 

liberation and motherhood. 

The women's movement is more,over far too diverse 
in its membership and too decentralised to produce 
any single answer. But as the polit1cal backl~sh 
and growing female unemployment threaten to dr1ve 
women back into domesticity whether they will or 
not, it is an issue feminists will find 
increasingly difficult to ignore. 19 

That it may be of relevance to feminist thinking to have 

explored and described some of the issues and situations of 

specific women, as was done in this study, is expressed by 

Hooks in the following lines: 

Between women, male supremacist values are 
expressed through suspicious, defensive, 
competi ti ve behaviour. It is sexism that leads 
women to feel threatened by one another without 
cause. While sexism teaches women to be sex 
objects for men, it is also manifest when women 
who have repudiated this role feel contemptuous 
and superior in relation to those women who have 

~\ not. Sexism leads women to devalue parenting work 
while inflating the value of jobs and careers •... 

Hooks makes the point that 

The fierce negative disagreements that have taken 
place in feminist circles have led many feminist 
activists to shun group or individual interaction 
where there is likely to be disagreement which 
leads to confrontation. Expression of hostility 
as an end in itself is a useless activity, but 
when it is the catalyst pushing us on to greater 
clarity and understanding, it serves a meaningful 
function. Women need to have the experience of 
working through hostility to arrive at 
understanding and solidarity if only to free 
ourselves from the sexist socialization that tells 
us to avoid confrontation because we will be 
victimized or destroyed •....•. Women do not need 
to eradicate difference to feel solidarity. We 
do not need. to share common oppression to fight 
equally to end oppression. e do not need anti
male sentiments to bond us together, so great is 
the wealth of experience, culture · arid ideas we . , 
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have to share with one another. We can be sisters 
united by shared interests and beliefs, united in 
our appreciation for diversity, united in our 
struggle to end sexist oppression, ~nited in 

-political solidarity.20 
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(i) 

ABSTRACT~ 

A comparison is made between the manner in which motherhood is 

perceived from a liberal feminist point of view within the 

patriarchal framework of modern western society, and the way in 

which it is viewed in ultra-orthodox Judaism among middle-class 

women. In considering some aspects of motherhood and marriage, a 

comparison is made between the ethics of liber 1-£eminism, rooted 

as they are in liberal ideology, and the ethics of ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism. The problem of the exploitation of women during child

rearing and child-bearing years, as a result of financial 

dependence on an individual man, and the lack of legislation and 

protection for women in the private sphere regarding physical and 

mental abuse in marriage, is considered and compared with that of 

ul tra-Orthodox Judaism where the private sphere is religiously 

legislated. 



(ii) 

PREFACE 

participation in the Women's Studies course created an awareness 

in me of certain divergent theoretical approaches to feminism 

that prevail today and stimulated a particular interest in 

liberal feminism. Despi te thirty years of acti vi ty and marked 

progress and success in the political or public sphere, there 

remain within the parameters of liberal feminist thinking, facets 

within the private sphere which are still considered by certain 

liberal feminists to be problematic for some women. - ~ - .--~ 
Motherhood 

and career conflict, and male dependence during child-bearing and 

child-rearing periods are some of the issues referred to. This 

study is a description of the attitudes and practices of a small .---
gro p~of ultra-Orthodox Jewish women who contend with motherhood 

and career choices in a manner which is largely prescribed by 

thei~ religion. 
.r - ~ 

The hypothesis in this st"udy is tha,t a 

comparison between liberal feminist ethics, within the framework 

:;; western, capitalistic democracy, and the ethics of ultr - ,I;' 
Orthodox Judaism indicates certain differences which qre p~rhaps 

',- ---
relevant to women's attitudes to motherhood'. The comparison, as 

carried out in this study, is onl relevant within the arameters 

of liberal feminist theor. The reason for this is that 

alternative feminist theories such as socialist, Marxist and 

r:.-a::.d=-=i-=c-=a:.:l=-=f-=ec.-m..:::..=i~.........,,,,--=embod y eth i c sand ideo 1 og i e s ~h i ch d iff e r 

somewhat from that of liberalism and would therefore not be 

~imilarly comparable. These other ideologies would offer 



(iii) 

theories and propositions which would not be ideally operable 

wi thin the framework of the status quo, unlike both liberal 

feminism and ultra-Orthodox Judaism. An aspect of this study is 

a consideration of the fact that, unlike · modern western 

capitalist democrag~, where there is little legislation 

pertaining to what ~s understood as the private sphere, tpe 

private spher~ in ultra-Orthodox Judaism is subject to religious 

law dictating the behaviour of the people within marriage. Some 

the treatment of women are perused, 

p~rticularLy those in relation to sexual behaviour in marriage. 

The recognition and discussion of the problems defined in this 

study are carried out in the spirit of Women's Studies. 

As Bowles has pointed out 

Women's Studies emerged out of a political 
movement and very practical concerns. To pose the 
problem first and then devise the method has 
always been our way and I would not like to see 
these origins in experience change. For me, then, 
the choice of the problem is crucial. (Of course, 
this assumes an ability to recognize problems.) 
For me that means what do we need to know in order 
to survive? (This takes us to such 'problems' as 
nuclear power and ecology.) And, if we do 
survive, what do we have to know in order to live 
relatively peacefully and happily together? (This 
takes us to such 'problems' as the relationships 
between people of different sexes and races and 
classes.) Now these are very large questions and 
very political ones. They are quite unlike .most 
of ~he questions the academic disciplines are 
ask~ng now. Yet our concepts of Women's Studies 
force these questions upon us. These are the 



questions which are real to us, we who are both 
scholars and members of the women's community. 
Our constant reassert ion of this link, a 
vigilance, .even, will help to keep women's studies 
from becoming just another academic discipline, 
removed from the daily worlds of all of us. 

(iv) 

Unless indicated to the contrary in the text, this 
dissertation is representative of my own work . . 

1 Bowles, G. and Klein, R.D. ed. Theories of Women's Studies 
(Routledge London, N.Y. 1983) Bowles, G. "Is Women's Studies 
an Academic Discipline?" 
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INTRODUCTION 

In elucidating and evaluating the attitudes of Ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism towards motherhood and child-rearing, a comparison 

will be made with some of the attitudes and concerns of 

certain well-known liberalv feminist with regard to these 

issues. 2 

Liberal feminism is, of course, simply one of the modes of 

modern feminism. Its use in this thesis as the one pole of 

comparison therefore needs to be explained. First to deal 

with all the strands of feminism would entail going beyond the 

nature and scope of this thesis which is ~ of course-work 

for a Masters degree. At the same time, it is argued that the 

position of liberal feminism, especially insofar as it 

advocates a distinction between the private and public 

spheres, makes it especially appropriate as a contrast to 

Ultra-Orthodox Judaic law which penetrates the private realm, 

regulating all aspects of the relationship between women and 

men. It is, of course, true that 

~minism co31ld equally be used as a basis of comparison, 3 but 

the fact that liberal feminism addresses itself specifically 

to ~ ~las~ women endorses the perspective chosen, given 

that the Ultra-Orthodox women selected as case studies are 

themselves members of that class. 

Liberal feminism has made enormous strides in improving legal 

and economic conditions for women in the public sphere, but 
i 

has failed to eradicate certai~ problems in th~ private 
) ~-
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sphere. It is with some of these problems and the manner in 

which they are dealt with by married Ultra-Orthodox Jewish 

women that this study is concerned. 

main concerning women in marriage will be 

considered here. The ~s~ is that western societ attaches - -/ 
low_ status to housewor ------- and child-care : This study is 

-

concerned with middle-class, white South Africans. The 

situation in South African society is aggravated because 

housework and child-care are tasks which are usually carried 

out by lowly paid Black women, thus increasing the reluctance 

of many men to become involved in these tasks. ultra-orthodox f 

Jewish women opt for motherhood as a priority J although they ~ 

frequently simultaneously pursue careers. They live with a 

value system which has motherhood and child-rearing as its 

, highest spiritual level ~ The contention is that this 

spiritual elevation serves to diminish their conflict between 

motherhood and career. 4 In modern western society, status and 

prestige are measured by success in the public sphere. 
r-
Motherhood and family life do not rank high, therefore, within 

this value system, on the ladder of esteem. Some of the 

e conomic and social conditions which have led to this 

devaluation will be explored. 

Because the home had gained an array of new 
functions by the early 19th Century a cult of 
domestici ty came into being. Because the home 
represented values antithetical to those of market 
capitalism, domesticity fuelled reform energies in 
the antebellum years. Because the home enjoyed 
such esteem in the culture, women could use it to 
justify their activism in the public sphere. But 
even as the wo~d 'hom~' was being invoked by both 
men and women ~n the~r pleas for various reforms 
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in the late nineteenth century, its capacity to 
play this overarching role was bein~ undermine~: 
the instituti~n of the American home ltse1f was ln 
rapid flux, and the society that came into being 
during the Gilded Age .made much of the context for 
the ideology of domesticity obso1ete. 5 

The second facet which will be considered is that of 

legislation. Western society, given its liberal ideology, 

fails largely to legislate behaviour in the private sphere. 6 

By contrast 

The /Jewish ~e1igion is unique~in that it controls 
and regulates every- ph-ase of daily life. Its 
rules of conduct regulate dealings with people, 
every-day actions-l the conduct of one's private 
life and home.? 

Every facet of personal life and personal relationships are 

legislated for in ha1akhic law. 8 The pressure to abide by 

ha1akhic law is exerted by the fact that it is believed by 

observers to be divinely inspired as it emanates from the 

Torah. 9 

Liberal feminism and Judaism will briefly be defined and the 

historical origins and certain ideological tenets of both will 

be considered. Aspects of the two philosophies pertaining to 

specific areas concerning motherhood and family life will then 
--.. 

be examined. The specifi issues which will b 

( the 

and the isolation of the woman in the nuclear family in 

~rbanized Western society. The problem of financial 
I...-,. . 

dependence on an individual male during child-rearing and 

child-care, the concepts of public versus private and finally 

the issue of sex within marriage will also be discussed. 
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six interviews form the basis of the empirical part of this 

dis s ertation. Ultra-Orthodoxy was voluntarily adopted by five 

of the abovementioned women in their adult years. They are 

all professionally qualified. The sixth interview was with a 

young, newly-qualified doctor from a traditional Jewish home 

(not Ultra- Orthodox), who had adopted some of the ethics of 

Judaism in an effort to cope with the conflict which she 

anticipates will arise between career and the prospect of 

motherhood. She intends using the family purity laws as she 

feels that they may obviate some of the common problems 

encountered in marriage regarding sexual relationships. 

Many women experience a great deal of conflict over whether tO f 

pursue their careers or take care of their i nfants.!O Young 

women today have, as a result of the success of the feminist 

struggle and also of a variety of economic, technological and 

scientific innovations (such as sophisticated birth control 

measures), gained a degree of freedom and a variety of life

style choices far beyond the wildest dreams of the previous 

generations. Desirable though they may seem, these choices 

are often the cause of great conflict in the lives of mothers. 

A considerable amount of literature has been produced on this 

subject!! and although the general contention seems to be that 

adequate and affordable child-care facilities would provide 

one answer to this problem, it is contended that it is 

not true that all women desire that al ternati ve. Moreover, 

although one finds that inadequate child-care facilities may 

be a problem in America and Europe, this is not the case in 

South Africa where most middle-class professional women would 
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not have much difficulty in obtaining adequate child-care in 

the form of a domestic worker in their own home. For some 

women, however, child-care is not the issu~ . The issue is in 

parting with their children - they ant to care for them 

personally but they experience great conflict regarding this ----
situation largely because child-care has a very low status in 

western urban society, and also because it places them in a 

positio!l of economic dependence - usually on an individual 

male. It is because these women feel that . Ultra-orthodox 

Judaism reduces some of these conflicts that it has been 

chosen as a life-styl~ despite its seemingly anti-feminist and 

patriarchal image. 
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1 The feminist views which will be considered are 
specifically those of Friedan, Hewlett, Matthews as they are 
expressed in The Second Stage, (Sphere Books, London, 1983) -
Just A Housewife (Oxford Univ. Press N.Y. 1987) and A Lesser 
~ (Michael Joseph, 1987) respectively. The work of Tong, 
Jaggar and Neustatter will also be referred to. 

2 The aspects of Judaism which will be considered will be 
confined specifically to those dictates of the religion which 
pertain to marriage, sex and motherhood. 

3 The Radical feminist slogan that "the personal is 
political," and Marxist feminism's criticisms that the liberal 
feminists' distinction between mental and manual work is a 
social construction ultimately serving the interests of the 
middle classes clearly provide foci for other comparative 
studies. 

4 Davies, Band D'arne Welsch, "Motherhood and Feminism: Are 
They Compatible? The Ambience of Mothering" ANZJS Vol. 22, 
No.3, November 1986. 

" - it is not the mothering of small children or 
motherhood per se that leads to the feeling of 
ambivalence - it is the mothering under a particular set 
of conditions and beliefs about womanhood and motherhood 
that leads to conflict and loss of self." 

5 Matthews, G., Just a Housewife, Pg. 92. 

6 In S.A. there is no legislation guarding against rape in 
marriage - it is still under discussion - The Natal Mercury, 
April 24, 1990 and The Natal Mercury, February 14, 1990. 

7 Goldin, D. H. The ' Jewish Woman in Her Home, (Hebrew Publ. 
Co. N.Y., 1941) - Pg. 72. 

8 Halakhah is the rabbinical law which governs ~very aspect 
of daily life in Judaism. 

9 The Torah is the entirety of Jewish law and knowledge and 
is considered to be God-given. I 

10 Friedan! B., The Second Stage, Hewlett, S.A., (1983). 
A Lesser L1fe, Matthews, G., Just A Housewife (1987). 

11 Friedan,.B., The Second Stag~, Hewlett, S.A., (1983). 
A Lesser L1f~,.Matthews, G., Just A Housewife (1987). 
Tong! R. Fem1n1st Thought : A Comprehensive Introduction, 
(Unw1n. Hyman, 1989). Neustatter, A. Hyenas in Petticoats, 
(Pengu1n, 1989). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LIBERAL FEMINISM'S VIEW ON MARRIAGE AND MOTHERHooD 

Three decades of feminism still finds certain feminists 

agonizing over the dilemma of motherhood. 

It is not just feminists who are confused, about 
motherhood; the received images in a male-defined 
cul ture contain their own contradictions. A 
pregnant w~ is both weak and powerful, sick and 
serene within the iconography ... seeking change 
in the circumstances of fertility and childcare 
has led to a radical search for alternative social 
possibilities both in terms of changes in 
relationships and division of activity and in 
demands for greater access and control over the 
resources of society.Hl 

Women cont inue to suffer , rape and assault within marriage and 
r--

tqanx. women are exploited by husbands during their years of 

child-bear' ng and child-raising, as a result of their 
,~ 

financial dependence during these periods. Sheila Rowbotham 

suggests that women's liberation, as a movement, created a 

political space in which women were able to consider 

motherhood as an option and not a prescribed fate . 

.J A formative tenet of the women's movement has been 
'} that there should be a conscious decision whether 

or not to have a child. 2 - -- '_ 

Given this freedom of choice, however, there is still evidence 

to indicate that, having chosen motherhood as an option, many 

women are placed in situations in which they are as vulnerable 

a...nd open to exploitation by men as they were prior to the 

existence of the feminist movement. 3 
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Further, regarding financial dependence on men, Raya Levin for 

example has argued that, 

For working-class women, their feminism depends 
basically on them having a choice between work~ng 
on terms which are acceptable to them, and be~ng 
mothers without being dependent on men. This is 
what I felt so much at Holloway. What they needed 
was financial independence. They said they 
couldn't put up with having to coax the man round 
to getting a new coat - the humi I iation - they 
would rather pinch it. They were not conformist 
women, they could bring it out much more openly. 
They didn't want to have to sweeten him up in 
order to get what they wanted. One could put it 
in a very simplistic way by saying that mothers 
should get a wage for looking after children and 
everybody else should contribute to a fund; all 
males and all female non-parents, i.e. all non
mothers, should contribute to this fund. Looking 
after children, bringing up children - women who 
want to do it - it should be open to them. Some 
or even many may not want to do it. But if they 
want to do it they should not have to fallon 
individual men. 4 

This study is not concerned with the prospect of 

, revolutionizing society through feminist ideology. Its 

concern is with women who deal with the reality of being 

~~herf!--aE.d ~aving careers ~d ~e_ conflict_ an~ fre }:lent 

that results from this situation of dependenc¥ in / 

m9dern western society for ~men who 'Choose to--:=e for their 

children themselves during their children's infancy. 

To define feminism in very broad terms is a fairly simple 

be described as a commitment to end woman's 

subordination. When it comes to a detailed analysis of how 

the basis of that SUbordination is explained, however, the 

definition becomes more complex. Bell Hooks says that 
"'-
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A central problem wi thin feminist discourse has 
been our inability to either arrive at a consensus 
of opinion about what feminism is or accept 
def ini tion (s) that could serve as points of 
unification. Without agreed-upon definition(s), 
we lack a sound foundation on which to constsuct 
theory or engage in overall meaningful praxis. 

Despite the tremendous legal and economic strides that have 

been made by liberal feminists in particular for the benefit 

of many women, there is still difficulty in defining what it 

is that feminism stands for, and for many women feminism has 

not meant "emancipation" . 

• In order to understand liberal feminism as we find it today, 

it is essential to know something of its roots. Liberalism, 

the philosophy of the em~rging middle clas~es, had as its 

brief the issue of human rights, the freedom of individuals to 

~bol'se.l ~nd the notion of ~ Whi;;;; ';;;-s defined in legal 

~nd civic terms. The liberal conceptions of the state saw its 

role as the protection of these rights in order to allow the 

maximum opportunities for individuals to exercise their 

capacity for rational choice and self fulfillment, reason 

being accorded the greatest value in society. The limits 

which liberalism therefore set to the state's authority were 

defined in accordance with the distinction between the pUbl~c 

realm, within which legislation was required to ensure the 

protection of rights,( and the private realm, held to be exempt 

from state intervention. In accordance with the value placed 

on reason, manual work was considered by liberals to be less 

valuable than the use of one's intellect, or reason, a 
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distinction which was in keeping with liberalism's historical 

association with the middle class~ 

) Feminism emerged alongside liberalism in 19th ceqtury Europe 

and America finding fertile ground in the belief that 

individuals a~ __ free ! and equal and should be emancipated from 

the existing hierarchical bonds of tradition. Although these 

ideals and aspirations were originally confined to the 

political and legal front and considered relevant to men, it 

did not take women long to seize the opportunity to adopt the 

language of equality and emancipation. Although the term 

"feminism", was only coined in the late 19th century, its 

first seeds were sown and its first shoots became evident with 

the writings of Mary Wollstonecroft as early as 1792 with her 

the treatise, Vindi9ation of the Rights of Women published in 

Britain. 6 In America, feminism was born alongside the 

movement to abolish slavery in the 1830' s. 7 It was this 

struggle for equal human rights in both continents which 

stimulated the desire for equal status for women. Political 

analysts have regarded the main catalyst for feminism as being 

~ the extension to women of philosophical notions about the 

rights and responsibilities of the individual and the ideal of 

the 'natural' sexuality of all human beings, although these 

initially excluded women. But the philosophy of individualism 

which nurtured the ideal of the importance of self, was 

adopted by feminism as a justification for the elimination of 

the subordination of women. Early liberal feminists saw their 

task as relatively straightforward. Since traditional liberal 
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theory ascribed rights to persons on the basis of their 

capacity to reason, early feminists had to argue for women's 

rights by showing that women were indeed capable of reason. 8 

Alison Jaggar characterizes liberal feminism as a logical 

extension of traditional liberalism. 

It accepts the traditional liberal conception of 
human nature and the characteristic liberal values 
of individual dignity, equality, autonomy and 
self-fulfillment. It also accepts the liberal 
ideal of creating a society which maximizes 
individual autonomy and in which all individuals 
have an equal opportunity to ~ursue their own 
interests as they perceive them. . ~ 

- I ]}) 

In the early years of feminist politics, in spite of strong 

opposi tion from both males and females to the changing of 

traditional male-female roles in society I feminists saw the 

realization of many of their claims and demands in the public 

sphere. This was probably because they were in accord with 

the general trend of social and political developments at the 

time. ~inists of the so-called first wave in the 19th 

century therefore focused mainly on education, on women's 

right to property, on ma~ed women's rights and, in 

, particular I on the vote. Indeed early feminists, including 

Wollstonecroft and John Stuart Mill, held the illusion that 

universal suffrage would emancipate women. That this was not 

the case is evidenced by tne fact that today, in spite of a 

second wave of feminism which accompanied the political 

demands for human rights in the 1950's and 1960's, wo~en's 

aspirations at achieving equality, freedom, or emancipation 

with regard to their situation in the private sphere have 

fallen short of expectation. 
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After 1920, feminism lay dormant for about 40 years until the 

re-awakening in the 1960's with the founding of The National 

Organization for Women by Betty Friedan and her followers. 

The twentieth century brought with it an awareness that 

discrimination on the basis of biological factors such as skin 

colour and sex need not be tolerated, and the struggle against 

racial differentiation and discrimination grew hand in hand 

with the fight against sexual discrimination. This time, 

however, there was an ingredient which assisted women in their 

struggle for equality with men, giving them a new-found 

possibility of freedom and a choice of whether to procreate or 

not - the advent of more advanced contraceptive technology. 

The impact therefore of industria-lization, which had the 

effect of removing many traditional female functions from the 

home, coupled with capitalism and its accompanying ethic of 

liberalism and individualism, and the new-found freedom 

brought by contraception, provided women with a readiness and 

opportunity to apply equal rights doctrines to themselves with 

fervour. At the same time, however, one saw the effect of the 

capital~st "work-ethic" alter the perceived values of 

supposedly non-productive occupations such as housework and 

child-care, resulting in lowered self-esteem for people 

performing such tasks. It is arguable that this devaluation 

of the home, caused largely by the redundancy of the family as 

an economically productive unit, has served to denigrate the 

role of motherhood and child-care. Friedan in her book, ~ 

Feminine Mystique (1963),10 deals precisely with this state of 

affairs. In interviewing many middle-class with American 
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women, Friedan showed that despite living their lives which 

supposedly exemplified domesticity, these women were, unhappy 

unfulfilled and expressed feelings of low self-esteem and 

isolation. This work therefore seemed to confirm the liberal 

feminist argument that women could not find fulfillment in the 

private sphere. Friedan advocated as her solution to the 

"problem with no name" that women enter the public sphere. In 

so doing she effectively further devalued motherhood and did 

not address the issue of how women could simultaneously pursue 

both career and motherhood. Her views are in accordance with 

liberal feminism's acceptance of the dichotomy between the 

public and private spheres. Housework and the care of 

children are regarded as unskilled and therefore not involving 

the full use of women's rational faculties. While liberal 

feminists devalue domestic work, they argue that self 

fulfillment will be achieved through the exercise of reason in 

the public sphere. 
\~V' 

Friedan's identification of the "problem with no name" 

reflected some of the changes which had affected the lives of 

middle class women in the domestic sphere. In Just a 

Housewife, Glenna Matthews suggests that marriage has not 

always been regarded as a liability for the man and as a sort 

of favour conferred upon woman, invol ving for her a life 

insurance for a minimum premium. It was regarded as a 

necessity for all, both for their personal fulfillme 

their economic benefit. Only when growi 9 industrialization - .--
transferred more and more productive activitie~ from th; home 

to the factory, when machines relieved woman of a great part 
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of her household duties, and schools took over the education 

of her children, did woman's economic value as a contributor 

to the family income decline, particularly in the middle 

classes. 

Where before women and children had assisted in providing for 

• the needs of the family, this responsibility now devolved upon - .. 
o e man Women _ and. children became an economic liability - - , 
rather than an asset, and marriage was increasingly felt to be -- -
a burden for the man. The emotional satisfaction which it may 

have offered to both man and woman was not enough to make good 

the loss of self-respect incurred on women by the knowledge of 

their economic uselessness. Thus as Glenna Matthews puts it 

I started this book (Just a Housewife) with the 
realization that while American women were 
relegated to a separate sphere in 1850, it was a 
sphere that was central to the culture. One 
hundred years later, most American women were 
still functioning as housewives in some fashion, 
but the home was no longer central, and this made 
the role of housewife much more problematic for 
uhose who filled it. In fact by the mid-twentieth 
century many women had begun to think of 
themsel ves as "just a housewife". In 1850 a 
housewife knew she was essential not only to her 
family but also to her society. History would be 
affected by the cumulative impact of women 
creating good homes. Advice books, popular 
novels, and even the wri tings of male 
intellectuals set forth this theme and elaborated 
the ideal of the "notable housewife." In 1950, 
the suburban, middle-class housewife was doubly 
isolated: physically by the nature of housing 
patterns, and spiritually, because she had become 
the general factotum for her family. She was a 
CO? in the econom~c machine, necessary for the 
~aln~enanc7 of natlonal prosperity but overlooked 
ln dlScusslons of the gross national product. The 
desperate letters sent to Betty Friedan after she 
identified "the -problem that has no na~e" - that 

\ 
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is, the emptiness of man~ housewives' 1 i ve~ -
testify to the damage infll.cte~ by the twentl.eth 
century version of domesticity. 1 

Liberal feminism's prescription for the emancipation of women 

has provoked much criticism in contemporary society and in so 

doing helped to cast doubt on the relevance of liberal 

feminism for the lives of middle class women. 12 Concerning 

the application of liberal ideology to women, Jaggar says that 

In applying this ideal to women, however, 
underlying difficulties emerge. Liberal feminists 
may not confront these difficulties directly but, 
implicitly or explicitly, their demands raise the 
questions about the viability of some of the major 
tenets of liberal theory and even about the 
consistency of the liberal theory of human 
nature. 13 

Rosemary Tong discusses the controversy which still pervades 

much of the feminist thinking regarding the concepts of 

"equali ty" and "difference". In a discussion of Friedan's 

work, she says that in The Second Stage (1983) Friedan 

reminded her readers that single mothers living on 

substantially reduced incomes cannot be said to have the same 

opportunities to compete in the market-place as do women who 

are fully supported by men. Friedan insisted that if equal 

opportunity is society's goal, then the government must 

provide single mothers, as well as widowed and/or divorced 

homemakers, with an adequate subsidy. Tong suggests that 

Friedan has been moving away from her 1960's advocation of 

gender-neutral laws as the type most likely to achieve 

equality between the sexes, in the direction, in the 1980's of 
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more gender-specific laws. Tong notes that in 1986 Friedan 

joined a coalition supporting a California law requiring 

employers to grant as much as four months unpaid leave to 

women disabled by pregnancy or child-birth. 

In taking this stand, she alienated those members 
of the National Organization for Women who 
believed that to treat men and women equally 
should mean to treat them in the same way. If men 
should not receive special treatment on account of 
their sex, then neither should women. According 
to Friedan, this line of reasoning, which she 
herself pressed in the 1960's, is misguided. It 
asks the· law to treat women as "male clones", when 
in fact there has to be a concept of equality 
that takes into account that women are the ones 
who have the babies. 14 

Concerning the issue of applying liberal principles to women 

as well as men, Jaggar notes that as well as opposing laws 

that establish different rights for women and for men, liberal 

feminists have also promoted legislation that actually 

prohibits various kinds of discrimination against women. She 

says that such ~l=e~.~== req~ires that women b~ equal to men 

regarding a variety of legal and economic situations. 

Maternity benefits and the establishment of child-care centers 

are also issues of concern. Jaggar says that 

This historical shift in the focus of liberal 
f~min.is.m, from the emphasis on opposing 
d~~cr~m~natory laws to the more recent emphasis on 
us~ng the law to oppose other forms of discrimi
nation, has some interesting consequences for 
liberal political theory and for the theory of 
human nature on which it rests. 5 

Jaggar argues that in spite of liberalism's contribution to 

feminism the liberal conception of human nature and of 
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political philosophy cannot constitute the philosophical 

foundation for an adequate theory of women's liberation. 

Jaggar draws attention to some of the problems associated with 

the liberal theory of human nature. 

My criticisms have been organized round the 
overlapping topics of normative dualism, abstract 
individualism, and rationality. • .. One of the 
fundamental problems that I have identified in 
liberal theory is its incapacit~ to provide a 
sUbstantive conception of the good life and a way 
of identifying genuine human needs. These 
questions certainly are not simple; as we shall 
see, they confront every political theory, 
including every theory of women's liberation, and 
it is far from clear that any theory has an 
entirely satisfactory answer to them. 16 

Tong suggests that liberalism may be wrong to deny the 

differences between men and women and to press for gender-

neutral laws and gender-blind policies. She sees the task of 

the liberal feminist as being to determine what liberty and 

equality mean in the lives of concrete men and women and not 

what liberty and equality are for abstract rational persons. 

She regards this as a difficult and dangerous task as she 

considers that the possibility exists that if women as a group 

are allowed special benefits, they will be open to charges of 

inferiori ty, and, at the same time, if all differences are 

denied, as has often been the case in the women's movement, 

then she sees the attention from the disadvantages which women 

labour under as being deflected. 

Is there really a way to treat women and men 
differently yet egually without falling into some 
version of the pernicious "separate but equal" 
approach that characterized official race 
relations in the United States until the early 
1960's? Or must liberal feminists work towards 
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the elimination of differences as the first step 
towards true equality? If so, should women become 
like men in order to be equal with men? Or should 
men become like women in order to be equal with 
men? Or should both men and women become 
androgynous, each person combining the co:r7ct 
blend of positive masculine and femlnlne 
characteristil~ in order to be equal with every 
other person? 

With regard to the liberal ethic of individualism, Jaggar says 

..• liberals do tend towards a general agreement on 
the probable objects of most people's desire. 
This agreement results from two assumptions that 
underlie liberal thought. One of these is the 
metaphysical assumption of the abstract 
individualism •.. According to this assumption, 
each human individual has desires, interests, etc. 
that in principle can be fulfilled quite 
separately from the desires and interests of other 
people. The second assumption is ostensibly about 
the world rather that about human nature. It is 
that the resources necessary to sustain human life 
are always limited; in other words, that humans 
always inhabit an environment of relative 
scarci ty. Gi ven these two assumptions, liberal 
oli tical theorists tend to suppose that-each ~, 
h~n -i ndividual will be motivated by the desire 
t Q secure as large an indivigual share as possible 
of the available resources. 

The implications for women of the individualistic ethic of 

liberalism is examined by Tong with reference to Jean 

Elshtain. Tong refers to Elshtain as a controversial 

poli tical theorist who has debated with many feminists the 

nature and function of the family. Although Elshtain's 

opponents claim that she is a neoconservative intent on 

redrawing the nineteenth-century boundary between a pri vate 

"female" domain and a public "male" domain. Elshtain insists 

this is not her intention. She considers her purpose as being 

to point out to liberal feminists that their emphasis on the 

priority of the individual over the community prevents people 

--
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from coming together. 19 Elshtain says that there is no way to 

create real communities out of an aggregate of 'freely' 

choosing adults. She is dissatisfied with what she perceives 

as the liberal feminist position on the individual-community 

balance and this is coupled with her dissatisfaction with what 

she perceives as the liberal feminist position on so-called 

"male" values. Tong describes 'Elshtain accusers', such as 

the Friedan of the 1960's, as equating male being with human 

being, and maqly virtue with human virtue. Tong s~s that in 

her critiqUe, _Why Can't a Woman Be More Like a Man? Elshtain 

identified what, in her opinion, were three major flaws in 

liberal feminism. They were, irstly, liberal feminism's 

claim that women~become like ~ they set their mindS~ 
~9 it; secondly, that most wome want to become like men; and 

want to become like 

men, to aspire to masculine values. She says that Elshtain 

accepts the view that some sex-based differences cannot be 

erased overnight without in some way doing violence to the 

personal identities of the men and women which they transform . . 

Elshtain believes that certain biological and psychological 

differences between men and women should be recognized 

..• unless we wish to do what Plato suggested in 
The Republic - namely, banish everyone over the 
age of twelve and begin an intensive program of 
centrally controlled and uniform socialization 
from infancy onward - we cannot hope, in just a 
few generations, to eliminate these differences 
b7tween men and women. In sum, women cann~t..-be 
l ~ke men unless they are prepared to commit 
tlieme7~es to the kind of social engip eering and 
geha~our modification that is incompatible with 
the 2scPi.rit, if not also the letter, of liberal 
law. 
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Regarding motherhood and child-care, it is very clear, from an 

historical perspective, that those issues which were discussed 

earlier relating to the devaluation of the family and the new 

freedom for women from the biological function of child

bearing, have radically changed the lives of many women. At 

the same time, however, this has resulted in increased 

conflict between motherhood and career, particularly in middle 

class women. The change in women's historical, pol i tical 

reality is that motherhood - which was once her necessity and 

passive destiny, and which confined, defined and used up her 
M~ ",' 'Z . 

whole life - is no longer necessity, but choice, but even when ( fll-1) 

chosen, no longer can define or even use up most of her life. 

However, liberal feminism has arguably tended not to make that 

conflict a priority. 

Friedan's Second Stage, which stands as an autocritique, may 

be seen as her move away from her early liberal feminist 

position. In this work she argued that younger women were 

experiencing more psychological stress than their counterparts 

in the 1950's and '60's as a result of conflict and the added 

stress of pursuing career and motherhood. She suggests that 

there is a danger in not recognizing the realities of the 

lives of many millions of women. On the contrary it has 

arguably intensified the conflict and the prospect of 

relinquishing career opportunities to take on tasks which are 

regarded by many people as "mindless" (i .e. child-care and 
" 

housework) has made this option unappealing for many women. 
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... these past few years, fulfilling my 
professional and political commitmen~s, and 
picking up the pieces of my personal l~fe, for 
which the women's movement has been the focus for 
nearly twenty years, I have been nagged by a new, 
uneasy urgency that won't let me leave. Listening 
to my own daughter and sons, and others of their 
generation whom I meet, lecturing at universities 
or professional conferences or feminist networks 
around the country and around the world, I sense 
something Q!t, out of focus, going wrong in terms 
by which they are trying to live the equality we 
fought for. 

From these daughters - getting older now, working 
hard, determined not to be trapped as their 
mothers were, and expecting so much, taking for 
granted the opportunities we had to struggle for -
I've begun to hear undertones of pain and 
puzzlement, a queasiness, and uneasiness, almost a 
bitterness that they hardly dare admit. As if 
with all those opportunities that we won for them, 
and envy them, now can they ask out loud certain 
questions, talk about certain other needs they 
aren't supposed to worry about - those old needs 
which shaped our 1 i ves , and trapped us, and 
against which we rebelled?21 

Friedan's final comment in The Second Stage is that false 

polarities should be eliminated and that the limits and true 

potential of women's power should be recognized and utilized 

in the new human politics that she expects to emerge. 

And this new human liberation will enable us to 
take back the day and the night, and use the 
precious, limited resources of our earth and the 
limitless resources of our human capital to erect 
new kinds of homes for all our dreams, affirm new 
and old family bonds that can evolve and nourish 
us through all the changes of our lives and use 
the time that is our life to enrich our human 
possibili ty sp'elling our own names, at last, as 
women and men. 22 

There is evidence that Friedan is not alone in her re-

examination of some early feminist thinking. anet is a 
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feminist who suggests that child-care, which was one of the 

main cries from the feminist movement to enable women to be 

free to pursue careers, may not provide solutions for certain 

women. 

I know people have said it's wrong to perceive the 
early women's movement as being against children 
and mothering, and I'm not saying it was actively 
against them. But what I did pick up as being 
really primary for women was to be yourself in 
your own right. And for mothers that meant not 
falling for this so-called myth of motherhood. I 
completely accepted this line. The demands we 
formulated like the one for 24-hour nurseries, 
sprang from those beliefs that mothering oppressed 
women - and children too, in fact. The assumption 
was, it wasn't good for children to be too closely 
identified with the mother, that it was good for 
children to have working mothers whose lives 
weren't focused only on them. But there was a 
clash for me, even though at the time I didn't 
allow it to surface. I loved family life - I 
wanted to re-create it along the lines of how my 
own family had been before my mother died. It was 
a very conventional aspiration. And really the 
time was not right for those feelings of the 
family, not in the women's movement of early 
seventies - or at least not in th~ socialist 
feminist part of it I identified with. 3 

These thoughts are reiterated in the words Of~ 

'I feel feminism has taken away the value of being 
a mother, but it had to be like that because the 
other thing had been so inbuilt into us. Perhaps 
we had to scream to be heard. I never f el t 
feminism should be about saying you must not be a 
mother nor did many of the liberal women I know 
think that, but for a while I felt ashamed of just 
being a mother.' .•• Turning against motherhood may 
have seemed an appropriate reaction to some women 
but other feminists who had deliberated over thi~ 
in the early Seventies began to consider the 
implications of denying themselves children. 24 

Neustatter says that for some women there was a 

childbearing is the one thing that women have 
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as uniquely their own, and that they should work harder at 

drawing men into child-care, or finding other innovative 

solutions, rather than refusing to participate in procreation. 

For women who had not altered their theoretical position on 

the oppressiveness of children in our society, she suggests 

there began to be an awareness of the positive side of having 

children, with discussion on how childbearing and the raising 

of children could be empowering in a world where power was 

denied them in many areas. One of the suggestions made by 

Neustatter25 is that there should be greater invol vement of 

the state in child-care, and consequently, in the private 

sphere. This is evidence of what Tong describes as a move 

away from the classical liberal ethic of minimal state 

intervention in the private sphere, to what she refers to as 

"welfare" or "egalitarian" liberals, although the latter were 

not advocating a revolutionary re-organization of society's 

wealth. 26 

In western urban society the devaluation, economically and 

politically, of the private sphere has resulted in a situation 

where there is arguably a need to re-evaluate the existing 

definition of th two spheres ) The desire for the personal to 

be politicized (evident in some feminist thinking) is 

indicative of the need to re-examine the manner in which these 

spheres are defined. Elshtain notes that there are no neatly 

defined limits on the boundaries of what we regard as 

political and what is not political. She points out that the 

boundary shifts in the understanding of what is political and 

therefore what is public and what is private have taken place 
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throughout the history of western life and thought. She 

contends that if all conceptual boundaries are blurred and all 

distinctions between public and private are eliminated, no 

politics can exist by definition. 

Feminist analysts, be they radical, liberal 
Marxist, and psychoanalytic, share one overrid~ng 
imperative and that is that they would redefl.ne 
the boundaries of the public and the private, the 
personal and the political, in a manner that opens 
up certain questions of inquiry.27 

At present, in modern western society the area which is 

understood as private, including the area pertaining to the 

relationships between husband and wife, parents and children, 

is subjected to a minimal amount of legislation. The 

regulation of relationships wi thin this area is reliant 

largely on the goodwill of the individuals concerned. It is 

in this regard that one of the main problem areas exists 

concerning the dependence of women on individual men during 

child-bearing and child-care. There is evidence of abuse in 

this connection by men who take advantage of this dependence 

and this frequently results in untold suffering on the part of 

unprotected women. Women are often not given adequate money 

for their personal requirements are frequently subjected to 

e the humiliation" of having to ask for money from the man on 

whom they are dependent. Rape within marriage and a variety 

of other forms of brutality are not always legislated against 

in western society because they take place in the private, 

domestic sphere. In Judaism, however, the ri~te sphere is 

( highlY regulated and subject to_ very strict laws and it is 

their effects on women that are perused in the following 

Chapter. 

) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ULTRA-ORTHODOX JEWISH VIEWS ON MARRIAGE AMP MOTHERHOOD 

In this chapter some of the basic tenets of Judaism, as they 

pertain to marriage and motherhood are described and 

discussed. The particular interpretation of Jewish law and 

ethics which is utilized in this thesis is derived largely 

from the Ohr somayach Community 1 in Johannesburg. 

Despite the fact that the central core of the Jewish ethic has 

remained unchanged since biblical times, there is a certain 

degree of flexibility with regard to the interpretation of 

some laws. David Bleich says that 

Jewish teaching recognizes that two conflicting 
conclusions may at times, be derived from 
identical sources by different scholars. Which is 
correct? Both are correct! If two conflicting 
conclusions may be derived by the same corpus of 
law, then both must be inherent therein. In the 
realm of theory both are correct, both are Torah. 2 

It is this flexibility of interpretation which has allowed 

young, professional Jews to re-interpret Jewish law in 

accordance with modern thinking and at times, along the lines 

of certain feminist principles and attitudes. The 

interpretation of existing laws have altered, without change 

in the laws as such. 

Although the Torah itself is immutable the sages 
teach that the interpretation of its many laws and 
regula~ions is entirely within the province of 
human lntellect. Torah is divine but .. it is not 
~n the heavens." (Deut. 30:12) it is to be 
lnterpreted and applied by human beings. 3 
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An example of how modern p I tra-Orthodox women have re

interpreted Jewish law to their advantage is evident in the 

~nner in which they carry out the law which prescribes that 

married women should cover their heads in public. In the past 

this was an example of discriminatory practice. 

A woman's hair is often referred to as her "crowning glory", 

and the directive to cover the hair after marriage had the 

effect of minimizing a wom~n's attractiveness in public. 

Ul tra-Orthodox women today use this directive to their 

advantage. They abide by the law of covering their heads with 

scarves and wigs which enhance their looks rather than detract 

from them which was the case until recent times. This, of 

course, defeats the purpose for which the law was originally 

intended. 

In Rabbi Tatz's interpretation, the concepts male and female 

form the complements of any creative process. The male is 

representative of the source of the spark of inspiration and 

the female is representative of the power to accept this spark 

and nurture it, while maintaining it alive as a generati ve 

force, into an independent entity which is itself alive and 

capable of further creation. 

The least abstracted model for this interacting 
duality is the biological relationship between man 
and woman, and the parallel is not simply an 
analogy, but is identical to and of the essence of 
the concept. The male contributes the seminal 
spark, microscopic in dimension and yet containing 
the germ of that which is to develop. The female 
has the ability to hold this speck of almost
nothing within herself and build it, consistently 
and over an extended period of time, into a 
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complete life. She contributes its to~al 
environment its nutrition and thus all 1. ts 
physical co~position with the exception of the 
infini testimally small contribution of the male, 
she is the source of maintenance of life itself 
for the concepts, and the transi tion ~rom 
dependence to independence as a complete ent1. ty , 
birth, is from her being. ... Maleness tends. to 
the pole of infinite conceptual genes1.s, 
femaleness to the pole of the I.taterializing 
forces, the construction of reality. 

Despite this differentiation between maleness and femaleness, 

Tatz also claims that: 

In the practical world there is no pure expression 
of either maleness or femaleness, both men and 
women contain elements of each other's identity 
and their relationship is therefore a complex and 
tightly interdependent resonance .... There is a 
tremendous respect of each partner for the 
abilities of the other; each has a power far 
distant from the realm of the other, a man cannot 
nurture a pregnancy and give birth and similarly 
he is not emotionally and spiritually equipped for 
the non-physical correlates of these acti vi ties. 
Only a fool would argue about which set of 
function is "better" or envy the other's; a wise 
person chooses to develop his or her particular 
sphere of expertise to the maximum and thrives on 
the complementary function of a partner in a 
relationship which is an organic unity.5 

This conception has implications for the roles played by men 

and women within the family. Rabbi Tatz explains that what is 

important in a marriage, and in6 the perpetuation of 

tradi tional family life, is that certain functions are 

performed by certain individuals. This division of labour 

need not necessarily be based on the biological characteristic 

of sex. He says that although the generalizations dealt with 

above, may act as a guideline for role division within a 

family, it is far more important to allocate role according to 
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, individual talent rather than to the prescribed factor of sex . ... 
In his view, if the female partner in a marriage has the 

ability to "be a brain surgeon", then the male partner should 

assist her in performing this role and he should take on 

greater responsibility regarding child-care and other domestic 

responsibilities. He stresses that what is important is not 

who performs the roles, or tasks, but that these roles, or 

tasks, must be performed. For instance, the children must be 

educated in accordance with certain ethics and principles, and 

the home must be run in accordance with certain religious 

regulations, and there should always be a clear understanding 

of who performs which tasks and there should be no uncalled-- - -- - -

for interfe~ence by ~n~ partner or the other in these spheres 

of responsibility. _Role-division _is _regar_ded as imperative in 

family life, but that it should be based on individual 

ability, desire and talent, rather than on se ..is further ---
evidence of the manner in which feminist attitudes have 

influenced the interpretation of modern Ultra-Orthodox 

Judaism. 

Perhaps some of the most discriminatory words against women in 

Jewish lore are contained in the morning prayer recited by 

men. "Blessed are Thou who has not made me a woman". In the 

light of the Women's Movement, scholars have therefore tried 

to explain away that discrimination by focusing on women's 

role as mother and its 'attendant blessings in a posi ti ve 

light. Thus, for example, Brayer argues, 
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Men do not have to suffer physically, as women do, 
in fulfilling their function of child-bearing ~nd 
child-raising. When women say their own mornl.ng 
blessing "Blessed art Thou •.. who has made me 
according to Thy will," the belief is held that, 
although the functions of the woman are filled 
with pain, her recompense is a joy that no man, no 
matter how tender and loving a father, can 
experience. 7 

Traditionally the Jewish view of menstruation as expressed in 

Leviticus was that it rendered woman unclean. Hence the need 

for the ritual bath or Mikvah which women were obliged to take 

after seven days in order to be purified or become "clean" 

again. Feminists have analysed widespread taboos against 

menstruation in an attempt to illustrate how these 

discriminate against women. Blu Greenberg shows how Judaism 

has been influenced by feminist ideas and thus she speaks of 

"white" rather than "clean", thereby avoiding the connotations 

surrounding the latter word. 

(A word about the use of the term "whites" I do 
not like the term seven "clean" days, which all of 
the English sources employ, for it evokes its 
counterpart, "unclean". I therefore prefer 
"whites", which is the literal translation of the 
talmudic 8 "leyanim", the white garments that 
women were required to wear during those seven 
days in order to facilitate the search for 
stains.) 9 

While acknowledging the possibility of reinterpretation within 

Jewish law, it is clear that from a feminist point of view the 

fundamental tenet that a woman's role is essentially that of 

wife and mother has not significantly been challenged, in any 

of the examples above. Thus despite Rabbi 'Tatz's support of 

the possibility of role models being changed, such a situation 
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would be the exception rather than the rule. What feminism 

has done is to provide an approbatory ideology which will 

presumably reward women for their roles by exalting. a woman's 

st~tus as wife and mother. In the final analysis there can be 

no question of that traditional family pattern being changed. 

Judaism is a patriarchal religion and the Jewish family 

upholds and reinforces male authority. Judaism lays great 

stress on the family which plays an important role in the 

perpetuation of the Judaic ethic. It is therefore essential 

that family unity be upheld. Hence the central role of the 

woman. But given the advent of the woman's movement Judaism 

has been forced to acknowledge its impact on the lives of 

women and especially middle-class Jewish women who pursue 

careers. Thus it has had to deal with overt instances of 

discrimination which are supposedly compensated for by an 

affirming justification of traditional roles. 

In an explanation of some of the religious principles of 

Judaism, Rabbi Tatz notes that Torah values are almost 

invariably the direct opposite to the values of the secular 

world. There is a considerable amount of evidence to 

sUbstantiate this view when one contrasts some of the 

principles on which liberal thinking for instance, are based, 

with certain Jewish ethics and beliefs. Two of the basic, or 

prime tenets of liberalism, are firstly, the importance of the 

individual and individual rights in society, and secondly, the 

basic premise that human beings are rational and will behave 

in a rational manner towards one another, which finds its 

concomitant in minimal legislation in the private sphere. On 
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both these issues Judaism holds views which are directly 

opposite to this manner of thinking. On the first issue, that 

of individualism and the importance of individual rights, the 

Jewish belief is held that , although the individual is 

important, the behaviour of the individual must be governed by 

an attitude of concern for others rather than for oneself. 

The concept of individual "rights" is contrasted with a 

concern for individual "obligations". Rabbi Tatz explains 

this view as follows. 10 Contracts between people is the ideal 

consti tutional model on which much of Western democracy is 

based, and it is considered to be a formula for good political 

and human relationships. It is based on the indi vidual's 

right to "take" from society what is due to her/him. This 

involves the individual's rights to free speech, rights to 

free assembly, rights to property ownership and so on. (There 

are, of course, obligations as well as rights in western 

society, but in the Torah there is never a mention of rights, 

there are only obligations). There is evidence that demands 

for rights often leads to conflict between groups of people 

who feel that their rights are not being justly met. The 

difference between rights and obligations is one of focus. 

Rabbi Tatz gives an example to illustrate this point in the 

following story from the Midrash .11 In Jewish law the 

relationship between master and servant is defined in terms of 

obligations. The master has an obligation to treat his 

servant like a brother and the servant has an obligation to 

treat his master like a master. The Midrash explains that if 

the master and servant concentrate on these obligations there 
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will be harmony. The emphasis on their relationship will be 

on giving. If they reverse this thinking however, and they 

concentrate on their rights towards one another, this will 

resul t in conflict. The master will demand his rights and 

dues in the form of how much labour is due to him from the 

servant, and the servant will concentrate on whether the 

master is fulfilling his brotherly obligations towards him as 

a servant and this will inevitably lead to conflict as their 

prime concern has now been reversed and they are concentrating 

on rights (taking) instead of on obligations (giving). 

The second important area of difference between liberalism and 

Judaism mentioned earlier is that which concerns legislation 

and is directly linked to the contrasting belief of the two 

philosophies regarding the constitution of human nature. It 

has already stated that liberal thinking regards human beings 

as rational creatures, capable of regulating their behaviour 

towards one another without a great deal of legislative 

interference in the private sphere. Contrastingly in Judaism 

the belief is held that human behaviour is governed by certain 

basic desires, namely sex, food and power, and that these 

urges need to be controlled and legislated in order for there 

to be harmony in society. There are 613 laws governing 

people's behaviour in the private and public sphere. The laws 

are designed to channel basic human traits into acceptable 

social behaviour which is regarded as beneficial to the 

perpetuation of the species and the well-being of the 

community. 
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Before examining some of the individual laws and concepts 

pertaining to women in Judaism it is relevant to take 

cognizance of the interpretation given by Rabbi Tatz as to the 

mystical interpretation of the origins of the Universe. This 

interpretation has relevance for an understanding of the 

religious Jewish view of marriage. Rabbi Tatz explains 

marriage as an idea which is directly related to the Jewish 

conception of the Universe as conceived in mystical12 terms. 

He describes the creation of man and woman as one of the first 

things that came about in the creation process. Adam and Eve 

were created as one being with two faces. They had no back. 

They requested to be separated so that they could experience 

the physical pleasure that they witnessed in animals. In 

answer to this request God ripped them apart, creating the 

human "back". The "back" has negative connotations. It is, 

for instance, from the back that excretion takes place. Adam 

and Eve were then given the task of coming together again as 

one through their own effort, as opposed to having been given 

this togetherness as a gift. The word in Hebrew for bride is 

ks.l.g and the root of the word means "complete". They explain 

that the experience of marriage exists to provide a sense of 

"completeness'/ . In Judaism therefore the perfection of being 

human lies in marriage. Rabbi Tatz elaborates on this as 

follows. The essence of what it means to have a successful 

marriage lies in the essence of what it means, in Judaism, to 

be a giver or practice besed.!3 The idea of being human, 

according to Jewish belief, is being given the challenge of 

being a "giver" or a "taker". If one is a "giver" then one 
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lives spiritually and one is considered successful from a 

religious point of view and if one is a "taker" and one wants 

to take from life and from others, rather than give, then it 

is believed that there is no possibility of success in human 

relationships or spiritual progress. The understanding is 

that marriage and parenthood cannot be successful if one bases 

the relationship on taking rather than giving. God is 

believed to have created the universe and the task of 

completion, of creating a perfect world, was left to human 

beings. A human being's task is regarded as being t o do th~ 

will of God. In Rabbi Tatz's interpretation this means that a 

person must make God's will one's own will. Spiritually this 

means that when God created the Universe he was fulfilling a 

"desire". Rabbi Tatz says that he uses the word "desire" 

deliberately as this is where C"the essence of marriage lies. ,) 

In any form of creation, desire is the first part of the 

creative process. If, therefore, one is doing the will of 

God, one is completing this process and completing the circuit 

of creation. 14 If however a person does what she/he wants 

instead of God wants, then one breaks the circuit. This is 

the root of the mystical idea, held in Judaism, that "give" is 

to "live" and to "take" is to "die". 

The Torah definition of "love" is "give". This contrasts with 

secular definitions which frequently regard love as a concept 

of "getting". For instance, the understanding is often held 

in the secular way of thinking that if someone makes you feel 

"good" then you love that person. In Judaism the opposite 
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view is held. The belief is that you mus first) in order 

to love something or someone. You must put something of 

yourself into the object of love and then you will love. In 

mystical terms the operation of this thinking is understood as 

being that if you give of yourself then you will love because 

you love yourself I and therefore you are giving the most 

precious thing there is to give. The directive therefore is 

to gi ve of yourself " not of your material possessions I ( in ) 

order to love and to gain spirituality. 

To sum 1.JP the Jewish view of marriage ,one may say that 

firstly it is linked to the idea of "completion" as described 

in the mystical interpretation of the process of creation~ 
also with the idea 0 giving of oneself) in order to love and 

to emulate God and fulfill God's will. The purpose of 

describing the Jewish ideas of creation and spirituality is to 

illustrate that marriage is central to these ideas. The 

insti tution of marriage is reinforced as a result of its 

mystical interpretation in the body of Jewish beliefs. 

The notion of hesed has a profound effect on relationships 

within marriage. Meiselman15 elaborates on this notion when 

he notes that hesed is the 
/ 

ability to shift the entire focus 

of one's concern. 16 Hesed is not performed for the moral 

pleasure of doing good but rather because of total 

identification with the troubles and sorrows of other people. 

He describes two) distinct mitzvo~ which are integral to hesed. 

The first kind requires the 9iving of money or other material 

sustenance to the poor. The second is more intangible. It 
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requires the donor to feel the pain of the poor and be 

concerned with their problem. Charity must not be seen as a 

means for a person's own moral advantage otherwise one will be 

too concerned with oneself to experience hesed. Hesed 

requires the merging of one's own concerns ~ith those of one's 

nei ghbour so that one no longer thinks only in terms of 

oneself. Hesed begins with those who are closest to us, first - --
with one's t milY, and ~ with one's l1eighbOu~S. To live 

alone is to deny the foundation of Jewish ethics and the 

experience and emotion of hesed. Hesed is required on all 

levels of human existence and it is demanded of both men and 

women in the performance of their tasks. . It is the practice 
... - -- -

of this ethic which ensures that~~n, who ar~ conf ined tq 

the ho e as a result of child-care, ~o not become isolated as 

is sometimes the case with modern western women in suburbia. 

The religious directive to_ be involved in the community_ 

ensures that there is always contact with other women, either 

because one is giving su port to someone Er receiving it J rom 

someone. The belief is that one maY_ Dot live one's life in 

isolation. 

Sexual relations in marriage are considered to be the highest 

expression of hesed. The belief is held in Judaism that(h~n 

~ are uplifted through the union of body and soul. A man 

is required to maintain regular relations with his wife and 

satisfy her physically and emotionally.17 In the Jewish view, 

sex is not considered a 'sin' on the contrary it is often -considered \. blessing. The attitude to sex is that it is 
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neither intrinsically evil nor intrinsically good. People 

must endow it with these traits. At its highest it is of the 

greatest purity and sanctity. At its lowest, it may be 

revolting and obnoxious. To express the essence of the Jewish 

idea simply, sexual relations are ~leva~d only when they are 

~xpressi ve of a deep and permanent relationship be~ween two 

peopLe. Because of the high degree of privacy and intimacy 

they entail, _the reflect a unique relationshiP between the 

two persons concerned. Sexual relations are permitted only 

wi thin the marital framework. A husb...aru and wife are 

understood _to be reserved for one anot_her exclusively 

sexually, and if any aspect of their private relationship is 

exposed to public view, its intimate nature is believed to be 

lessened. Within the marital framework, sexual relations are 

not permitted if either of the partners is not fully committed 

t.,o the et-her-. For instance if divorce is considered, sexual 

relations are forbidden. 
J 

If a couple quarrelled during the --
day they are forbidden to each other that night because the 

view is that such a relationship would be purely physical 

rather than expressive of a deep love. ( It is equated with 

prostitution under such circumstances - devoid of love and 

merely expressive of selfish gratification - this is not 

permitted). Similarly, when either party_is drunk ~~asleep, 

sexual intercourse is not permitted. - . It is tual devot} on I 
which, as the essential ingredient, raises marital relations - . 
to the level of sanctity and purity. 

point. 

Meiselman makes this 
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As R. Menahem Recanti (d. ca. 1290) said 'Had 
relations been only physical the Bible wop~d not 
have referred to them by the term yediah. Sex 

(1) rocreation (2) the mitzvah of onah, 
is CtSi~ed to have three purposes: 19 

(3) ,pn: s-ical,.20 

It is the first two which are considered to endow marital 

relations with sanctity and purity. In the Torah it is 

clearly stated that it is the man's obligation to maintain -
regular relations with his wife and this is ensured through 

the mitzvah known as QDSh. Qngh requires that a man should 

have relations with his wife in accordance with the nature of 

his work. This would depend on whether he was a labourer or - ---
whether his work was intellectual - the suggestion is that the 

labourer would probably indulge more frequently than the man 

who worked with his intellect as it is considered that 

intellectual activities drain one's strength. Moreover, a 

husband is required to have relations with his wife whenever 

she indicates a desire. Furthermore, whenever he can 

anticipate her desire, he must have relations without her 

needing to indicate it to him. Such occasions would include 

the night that she goes to the mikvah 21 and before he departs 

for a trip. Another very important facet of these sexual laws 

is that in addition to establishing the minimum obligation, 

gngh requires a man to ensure his wife's satisfaction. 22 

The laws of abstention from intercourse during menstruation 

are biblical. The laws of niddah 23 have often come under fire 

from secularists as being demeaning to women. The women 

interviewed, however, without exception, all reported that the 
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laws o~niddah are ~ery much to their advantage. 24 They find 

that the practice of these laws ensures renewed appreciation 

of sexual relationships each month, and that ~t is a time to 

relate to one's spouse as a person and not only a sexual 

object. The practice of the laws of niddah requires that, 

amongst other things, the married couple should have a total 

separation from one another, not even touching one another, 

for twelve days each month. 25 

It has a l ready been mentioned that one of the contrasts 

between liberalism and Judaism is concerned with the 

legislation of the private sphere, resulting from a difference 

in view regarding human nature. Aside from the Jewish view, 

which regards legislative control of the private sphere as 

essential because 0 th~ characteristics of human natur~, 

there is also the aspect of Jewish law as being derived from 

God. God is regarded not only as the one who brought the 

physical universe into being but also as the source of moral 

law. In Judaism the moral and physical worlds are 

interdependent. There is a recognition of the two spheres Jbut 
/ 

they are both sheltered under the common umbrella of Jewish 
J 

law. 

Our tradition teaches us that the moral principles 
of the Torah were the prearranged plan which 
determined the patterns of physical creation. The 
laws of the Torah, tradition continues, preceded 
physical creation. to realize the moral end of 
creation, man was fashioned to serve as that being 
who would bring moral order into the universe 
There is, hence, no contradiction between the law~ 
of the Torah and human nature and God is 
considered the source of ethics. 26 
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The facet of Jewish law which affects every minute detail of 
,/ 

daily life and human relationships is known aS ~lakhah. 
-- .-/ 

Halakhah comprises the 613 precepts which comprises the 

accepted interpretation of the written laws. Halakhah is not, 

however, simply a collection of laws. It is a way of 

l living . ~7 Although these laws exist independently of the 

civil laws of a specific government or society and therefore 

violations of these laws are not punishable in civil --- law 
" 

courts, there are nevertheless pressures against individuals 

who commit offences. Taking into account, however, that the 

laws are considered by believers to be God-gi ven, this in 

itself provides a pressure to conform. There are, however, 

rabbinical courts (Beth-Din) which would listen to complaints 

about transgressions and would intervene on behalf of the 

complainant, from the point of view of counselling and 

chastisement. A Beth-Din constitutes a body of Rabbis who 

judge and advis on the administration of halakhah. Women and 

----men have recourse to this body if they need assistance in any 

way regarding problems which they may have in marriage or in 

other spheres of life. Although in secular society a Beth-pin 

does not have the power to conf ine people to gaol, it 

nevertheless exerts a considerable amount of influence on 

believers. 

For a Jew a life directed by halakhah is as near 
perfect a way of life as possible. the sum of its 
parts - ,observing the Sabbath« Kashrut ,28 giving 
to cha,rl. ty, ha~ing a, family, being part of 
communl. ty teachl.ng chl.ldren, studying Torah 
loving God - is infinitely greater than each of 
the parts .•• halakhah is a system that is being 
perf~c.ted continually. Indeed, the rabbinic 
tradl.tl.on stresses humanity's role as a partner in 
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the task of perfecting an imperfect world. One 
cannot tlercei ve halakhah as a fluid, dynamic 
system. 2'9 

The Talmud ) provides a detailed exposition of a man's 
--

obligation~ ~owards his wife financially and also provides for 

the possibility of the working wife. If a woman works she is 
~ . 

entitled to keep her earnings. Individual instances, in this 

regard, were subject to individual rabbinic decisions. The 

fact that financial dependence on individual men continues to 

be problematic for many women who are exploited by men during 

times of child-bearing and child-rearing in particular, is 

largely obviated in Judaism by the fact that this area of 

living is str~?~ly legislated. The legal marriage document in 

Judaism, known as t he ketubah, was ~esigned to protect women 

at times of dependence. Upon marriage a man is obligated to 
I 

care for his wife both on a personal and a legal level. The 

Talmud expresses the underlying philosophy of these laws in 

its directive that ~an must spend ~ore money on his wife's 

needs than on his own. ~ The understanding is that a wife must 

never, under any circumstances, be put in a position where sh~ 

has to ask for money. !loney, in accordance with the man's 

income, must be placed at her disposal. This is halakhic law. 

To have to ask for money is considered demeaning and 

humiliating. 

From a feminist perspective the Ultra-Orthodox JUdaic views 

woman and her roles as wife and mother count as examples 

discrimination. Nevertheless it is important to stress that 

the women interviewed in this study (all of whom are 
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professionally qualified) voluntarily opted to assume the 

major responsibility for child-rearing within their family 

si tuation. In no case did the equivalent of Rabbi Tatz' s 

brain surgeon lead to any significant role reversal. These 

women are, of course, pri vileged in that they have domestic 

help which ensures that they are exempt from some of the 

drudgery of housework. Moreover their financial needs are 

adequately taken care of. Nevertheless the exaltation of the 

woman's role in accordance with contemporary Judaic attempts 

at ideological reinterpretation counts as a further and 

important explanation for that choice. 
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1 Ohr Somayach is the name of the .co.ngregation o~ ultra-:
orthodox Jews in Johannesburg whose sp1r1tua~ leader 1S Rabb1 
Dr. Aki va Tatz, a physician who studied 1n ~ kollel (an 
advanced community for Jewish studies, for marr1ed stude~ts) 
in Jerusalem. He has returned to Johannesburg temporar1ly. 
All the religious women interviewed in this study are members 
of the Ohr Somayach community. 

2 Bleich, D.J., contemporary Halakhic Problems, (Kitav Publ. 
House, Yeshiva Univ. Press, N.Y., 1977), Pg. 13. 

3 I.Qj,g, Pg. 14. 

4 Tatz, A, Anatomy of a Search, (Mesorah Publ., Ltd., New 
York, 1987), Pg. 88. 

5 1Qig, Pg. 89. 

6 These views are explained on a tape entitled "Marriage! 
Mystical and Practical, by Dr. Tatz, issued by the Qlu: 
Somayach. 

7 Brayer, M. M., The Jewish Homan in Rabbinic Literature 
( 1986) Pg. 148. 

TalmudCic) - refers to the body of academic discussion and 
dicial administration of Jewish Law. 

9 Greenberg, B., On Homen and Judaism; A View from Tradition 
(The Jewish PUQlication of America, Philadelphia, 1981), Pg. 
108. 

10 Ohr Somayach tape. 

11 The Midrash refers to the legends and ethics which add 
meaning to the Scriptures. 

12 These mystical ideas are complex and this study does not 
attempt to do them justice. This mystical view of creation is 
related as an illustration of the importance of marriage in 
Jewish thinking. 

13 Hesed is that character trait which JUdaism believes must 
aerlie all interpersonal relationships. It is the basis of 

all Jewish ethics. It is th ability to give to anothe - out 
of a sense of closeness and i entification with that other's 
needs. 

14 Dr. Tatz believes that human beings have been given the 
capacity to destroy the Universe or to complete the creation 
process as God intended. 

15 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Homen in Jewish Law, (Yeshiva Univ. 
Press, 1978), Pg. 26. 

16 IQig, Pg. 23. 
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17 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 119. 

18 Yediah means knowledge. 

19 The concept of QDAh is in marked contra~t to the, wes~e:n 
concept of marital duty, where there ~s the, ~mpl~c~ t 
assumption that marital relation are a husband's r~ght and a 
wife's duty. Jewish tradition insisted that it is the duty of 
both parties, but s~ecial emphasis is placed on the husband's 
dut. The wife's duty to her husband is one of the 
responsibilities contractually assumed by both parties during 
the marriage. The husband's duty is an explicit command of 
the Torah and hence is is not subject to prenuptial waiver. 

20 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 119. 

~A mikvah is a ritual bath. 

22 The only reason that a wife is permitted to ask for a \ 
divorce is if her husband does not satisfy her physically. 
This is a Talmudic law. 

~Niddah - menstrual separation laws. 

24 The practice of niddah - abstention from married sex for a 
period after menstruation - was described by Dr. Ruth 
Westheimer, the noted sex protagonist, as "the most 
sophisticated method of maintaining libido in long-term 
monogamy I have ever encountered". This quote is from an 
article entitled "Jewish Method Builds Libido", Zionist 
Record, (17/8/1990). 

25.I.b.i,g. "Being Jewish is a great help to me in my work as a 
sex therapist, ... The Jewish attitude to sex is incredibly 
enlightened. There is a passage in the Midrash which states 
that it is the husband's obligation to provide his wife with 
food, shelter and sexual gratification. anyone who thinks the 
female orgasm was invented in the '60' s should think again. 
Our sages got there first." 

26 Meiselman, M.M., Jewish Women in Jewish Law, Pg. 26. 

27 The stringent adherence to these laws by Ultra-Orthodox 
Jews accounts for the manner in which they exist in society 
within the parameters of their own value system. 

28 Kashrut is the observance of certain dietary laws. 

29 Greenberg, B., On Women and Judaism; A view From Tradition, 
Pg. 43. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CASE STUDIES 

It is necessary, prior to documenting the interviews carried 

out in this study to clarify certain issues regarding the 

nature of this particular piece of research and some of the 

limi tat ions and parameters which apply to this study and to 

research methods in general, and feminist research in 

particular. 

~ 
The research method chosen for this study is the~ ~~ 
method. This involves the technique o f\ question and answers ) 

in order to arrive at detailed descriptions of the lives 0 ., 

subjects. It attempts to describe the lives of subjects 

holistica!ly~ Examples of qualitative methods are ~ 
history, experiental analysis, participant observation and 

(:ase history. The interpretation of the data is held to be 

subjective. The alternative method is known as the . 
quantitative method. This involves the use of questionnaires. . -
Respons~s in this method are quantified and analysed as . 

l 
\ 

numerical values. This method has as its aim the ~e ting of J 

hypotheses. Claims are made that the results of this method 

are objective. , In considering the value of these two methods 

of research for the feminist community, Toby Jayaratne1 says 

that in the past several years there has been considerable 

debate in feminist circles regarding the merits of traditional 

research in the social sciences and the quantitative 

methodology in particular. She says that . many feminists argue ' 
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that traditional research in the social sciences is used as a 

tool for prompting sexist ideology _ a~d ignores issues of 

concern to women and feminists. Some feminists, therefore, 

have suggested that qualitative research is better suited to 

reflect the nature of human experience. , 

Qualitative data - whatever method is used - do 
conve a deeper feeling for or ore emotional 
c osenes to the ersons studied A detailed 
account of an individual's struggle against 
oppression is more emotionally touching than a 
research report giving statistical evidence of the 
struggle of a group of individuals. For example, 
ethnographic accounts of representatives of 
oppressed groups are very effective in instilling 
empathy for those individuals ... Case histories 
and other accounts in similar style have always 
been interesting and appeal ing to many readers. 
None the less, the interpretation of qualitative 
data is subjective and therefore open 0 a l: of 
the biases inherent in subjective assessments. 

In order that cognizance should be taken of the possibility of ' 

bias in this particular investigation it is necessary to note 

that the researcher is a Jewish, Liberal Feminist, married, 

professional and has raised four children into adulthood, 

having experienced the motherhood-career conflict at first 

hand. These facts may arguably give greater insight into the 

lives of the subjects insofar as they might promote a greater 

intimacy between the interviewer and her subjects. 

Regarding the use of the interview as a method of research, it 

is necessary to comment on th nature of the interviews used 

in this study. Ann oakley3 suggests that there are p'roblems 

in the paradigms of traditional interviewing for feminist 

interviewers whose primary orientation (as is the case in this 
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study), is towards the validation of women's subjective 

experiences as women and as people. She says that the 

traditional criteria for interviewing portray the interviewing 

situation as a one-way process in which the interviewer 

elicits and receives, but does not .give information. She says 

that this situation is absurd. As Roberts puts it, 

Oakley illustrates the absurdity of this situation 
through a discussion of the questions her 
respondents 'asked back'. Second, textbooks 
advise interviewers to adopt an attitude towards 
interviewees which allocates the latter a narrow 
and objectified function as data. Third, 
interviews are seen as having no personal meaning 
in terms of social interaction, so that their 
meaning tends to be confined to their statistical 
comparability with other interviews and the data 
obtained from them.4 

Considering the above comments, it must be stated that the 

interviews in this study wer r conducted inform~ without a 

structured questionnaire and t--oo h-e orm of informal 

conversations, resulting in a two-way exchange of information. 

The size of the sample chosen is in keeping with the fact that 

this study is a ~mini-thesis, constituting only a part of the 

Master's degree. This study may be viewed as a pilot study 
-:::....-----=-

which might point the way to a more detailed and extensive 

i~estigati~n. Given the samp}e) used, DO generalized 

,r-6 laims can be drawn. The concern, however, wi thin the 

framework of a qualitative re~programme, was to gain an 

understanding of why these women chose to live according to 

~he tenets of Ultra-Orthodox Judaism. Since they voluntarily 

adopted Ultra-Orthodox Judaism they are unlikely to be 
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cri tical of its tenets. Their voluntary choice, however, 

testifies to the value they attach to that ethic. It is 

possible that they experienced _ certai c-<lnflicts which they , 

did not commun' :te to the investigator. This might become 

apparent if a larger sample were investigated in greater depth 

than the parameters this study allows. 

Case ODe 

She is a young woman in her early thirties who is the mother 

of seven children, ranging from twelve years to about three 

months of age at the time of the interview. She is a 

qualified doctor with a partially completed speciality in 

nuclear medicine - she discontinued specializing after the 

birth of her third child. 

She was interviewed in her study, which is a large room lined 

with books from floor to ceiling, and in the centre is a table 

surrounded by comfortable chairs. We sat at the table and 

talked while the children played elsewhere in the house. At 

some stage the eldest child came into the room to tell her 

mother that the baby was awake and a friend of Case One's who 

was present during the interview went to see to the child 

while we continued talking. The infant was brought into the 

room and the mother held the baby in her arms while we talked. 

Case One had come from a traditional Jewish family. They did 

not keep a kosher home and only attended synagogue 

occasionally. She turned to Orthodox Judaism during her 
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second year at medical school when she found difficulty 

accepting that there was no more to life than ending up as a 

cadaver on a slab in a medical school dissection hall. She 

wanted answers that were more than she could find in the 

scientific world and she says that she found these answers in 

Judaism. She finds no conflict between Judaism and her 

scientific career. 

On the question of whether she felt she was vegetating as a 

resul t of not pursuing her career in the public sphere, she 

pointed to the books around us and told me that they are not 

there for decoration. She said that she kept up with her 

medical career by reading a great deal - current medical 

journals, and so on - and that she did a great deal of 

voluntary work, from a medical point of view, wi thin the 

community. In this way she could "work" when it suited her as 

her family and her children were by far th~ most important 

factor in her life. When questioned about whether she missed 

"working" in the public sphere her retort was that there was 

no "job" which she could have pursued where she would have the 

opportunity of influencing and shaping the lives of seven 

people in the way she was able to influence her seven 

children. She said that she felt responsible for their 

socialization process and she thought that this was decidedly 

the most exciting and important thing that she could ever do. 

She does not keep a television set in her home because she 

does not approve of some of the values, particularly the 
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violence, and she thought that her children would obtain far 

more pleasure from books than they would from television. 

During the entire interview, which lasted for about an hour, 

we were only interrupted once by one of the children (probably 

a four year old) who came in to show his mother something that 

he had been playing with, and for the rest of the time I was 

not aware of the fact that there were seven young children in 

the house. Her home is considered as a central meeting place 

in the community. She is very much involved in the communal 

acti vi ties of the women in her community. 

someone with a very strong persona 1 it y . 

confident in herself and her life's purpose. 

Case One was 

She appears very 

The interview with her was illustrative of the practice of the 

Jewish belief in knowledge for the sake of knowledge. She did 

not feel that her education was "wasted" simply because she 

was not, at present, using it to earn money. She said that 

the acquisition of an education had helped to equip her in her 

child-rearing tasks and had also enabled her to assist other 

women in her community in a manner which she would otherwise 

not have been able to do. 
"-----" 

Case Two 

Case Two was a young woman of twenty-three who had a baby of 

three months old. She is a Speech Therapist by profession who 

had completed her studies after her marriage and was working 

to pay back a loan which had enabled her to study. Ideally 

she would have preferred to stay at home at this stage of her 
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life and look after her baby but for financial reasons this 

was not possible, so she brought the baby along to work with 

her as she was still breast feeding. Next year she would be 

working mornings only and would be leaving the baby in the 

care of a domestic worker. Her eyes filled with tears when 

she told me about this arrangement as she said that she was 

very concerned that she would miss out on some elements of the 

baby's development, but she hoped that the child would sleep 

for a large part of the time that she was away. 

Case Two had been raised in a non-kosher, traditional home. 

She had attended the local Jewish day school. She said that 

she had been religiously influenced by a particular young 

Rabbi whom she had met during her school-going years. She 

left home to study at a University in another town and there 

she had met a family who had befriended her and introduced her 

to some Ultra-Orthodox young people. After attending some of 

their study groups she found, gradually, that she wanted to 

become involved in a religious way of life. Her husband is 

the son of a very charismatic and influential Rabbi who lives 

overseas and teaches at a Yeshiva. 5 Her husband is one of 

nineteen children, born of one woman, (all single births) and 

this young woman regards her mother- in-law as someone to be 

highly respected for her role as mother to this very large 

family. She said that her mother-in-law had once been asked 

how she managed to divide her love between all her children 

and her reply was that her love was not divided by the 

children - it was multiplied. Case Two's husband, who is 
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thirty years old, is the eldest of the nineteen children who 

were raised in a flat and for twelve years of his life he 

shared a bed with one of his brothers. The mother of these 

children had never been responsible for the disciplining of 

these children - that was regarded as the father's role. 

There were still nine children living at home and Case Two 

said that family gatherings were a great joy and that all the 

children, married or single, showed great respect for their 

parents. She also told me that the Rabbi (her father-in-law) 

helped his wife, not only to look after the children but was 

an excellent cook and assisted her a great deal with the 

running of their home. He considered himself to be a very 

wealthy man as he felt that his children were a far more 

important blessing than any material wealth could be. This 

did not, however, detract from the desirability of material 

wealth which is regarded as a blessing from God. There was 

therefore no shame attached to using one's wealth for pleasure 

or however one desired just as long as one gave away ten per 

cent to charity and was always aware that material wealth was 

not something for which one was responsible oneself, but that 

it was God-given. 

Case Two spent most of our interview explaining the laws of 

niddah (family purity) which she had found to be a very 

positive facet of her religious life. She explained that 

family purity was of such prime importance in Judaism that it 

was encumbent upon a Jewish community to build a mikvah 

(ritual bath) before they built a synagogue. She described in 

detail the ritual attached to the attendance of the mikyah 
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with the emphasis on relaxation (one must relax in a bath for 

a minimum of half an hour before going to the mikyah) and 

bodily cleanliness. She was very positive about the 

psychological effect of the twelve days of physical separation 

from the husband. She said that during this time, because no 

physical contact of any sort was permitted, the husband and 

wife communicate on a level other than the physical and it 

gives them a chance to allow their relationship to grow in 

directions other than the physical. She also said that the 

abstinence from sexual relations ensured that there is, for 

her, a regular monthly renewal of appreciation of the physical 

side of the relationship. She spoke with enthusiasm about the 

return from the mikvah when both husband and wife knew that 

this was the time that they could be together physically. 

When questioned about her husband's role in the home, she said 

that he helps her a great deal, not only with the care of the 

baby, but that before the baby was born, when she was studying 

for her honours degree, she would return home late on a Friday 

afternoon to find that he had prepared the meal, set the 

table, and that everything was ready, waiting for her to light 

the candles. She said that he did this very willingly because 

the Friday night meal is important to them and he felt that it 

did not matter who did the preparation, as long as it was 

done. This young woman experienced Judaism as a decided 

enhancement of married life and motherhood. She has a very 

warm, responsive and loving nature and she finds legitimacy 

for the wholehearted expression of these attributes in 

marriage and motherhood. 

\ 
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Case Three 

Case Three was a twenty-four year old woman and the mother of 

a six-month old baby. She is a psychiatric Social Worker who 

runs a private practice from her mother's home. 

also a social worker by profession, and 

qualification after her children were grown up. 

Her mother is 

gained her 

She spoke of 

her mother with a great deal of love, warmth and respect. 

I was invited into her study-cum-consulting room which was a 

book-lined room furnished with comfortable chairs. I sat 

while she spent most of the interview carrying the baby -

sometimes sitting, and at other times standing, in an effort 

to amuse the child who was not readily distracted, but at no 

stage did she become irritable or annoyed with the baby. She 

alternated between conversing with me, and making comments to 

him, in an effort quietly to keep him amused, which she did 

very successfully. At one stage she seated herself and 

offered him her breast, but he was not interested. When she 

stood with the child she moved constantly with a gently 

swaying movement to keep the child happy. He seemed very 

heavy but she seemed quite comfortable with this arrangement. 

Case Three/s involvement with Orthodox Judaism began shortly 

prior to her marriage. She had attended the Jewish Day School 

but was raised in a non-kosher traditional home. After 

matriculating she went to Israel where she attended a Yeshiva 

(religious college) for a couple of months. At the time she 
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had a boyfriend (whom she subsequently married). She sees her 

involvement with Judaism as an ongoing, learning experience 

and she said that she finds that the more she learns, the more 

involved she becomes. She says that she has had an influence 

on the 1 i ves of her parents, who, although they are not 

religious, give her a great deal of support for her lifestyle. 

She feels that her mother was an example to her that a woman 

can "have it all". Case Three feels that her involvement in 

I Judaism gives her a greater realization of the worth of her 

\ rOle as a mother than she may otherwise have had. She said 

that the most wonderful thing that had ever happened to her 

was giving birth to her child. Motherhood had brought out 

qualities in herself which she never knew she had. She 

regards her child as an extension of herself and through him 

she feels that she will grow in worth as a human being. When 

I questioned her about placing the child in child-care she 

said that she would never do that unless she was compelled to. 

While she is able to, she wants to spend as much time as 

possible with her baby. She said that she would be devastated 

if she missed out on any noteworthy aspect of his development. 

She was very involved in the voluntary work of her community 

and continued with her profession by working around the baby's 

routine. She said that she was fortunate to have her mother's 

assistance, professionally, and with the baby. On questioning 

her about her husband's role in the family, she said that he 

is very willing to assist her. 6 
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Case Four 

Case Four, unlike the other young women I interviewed, had 

attended a secular day school and came from a Reformed Jewish 

home. She said that when she was growing up she knew far more 

about Christianity than she knew about Judaism. She is in her 

early twenties and has a baby of approximately one year old. 

She is pregnant with her second child. She said that her 

invol vement with Judaism began after she had completed her 

schooling and went overseas. As a result of an error in 

travel plans, while she was visiting Israel, she found 

herself, quite unintentionally, at a Yeshiva College. She 

spent a couple of months there and found that what she learnt 

there opened up a whole new world for her. She has a degree 

in English Literature and is at present working on a Master's 

Degree. Up to the time she spent at the Yeshiva she had 

always been searching for answers to the meaning of life and 

she had unsatisfactorily explored numerous artistic and 

philosophical avenues in this regard. She had always felt 

that religion, (as she understood it, prior to her involvement 

with Ultra-Orthodox Judaism) and some of the other ideologies 

which she had come across, were hypocritical. She found that 

there was an enormous gap between ideals and reality - between 

what people said they believed in and what they practiced. In 

Ultra-Orthodox Judaism, however, she said that, because the 

law affected every minor aspect of daily living, she is able, 
V 

for the first time, to life her life as an expression of her 

philosophical beliefs. She said she had always been an 
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individualist, and something of a loner, and that through 

Judaism she has found a new meaning in human relationships. 

Case Five 

This interview was with a woman of approximately fifty years 

of age. I had originally phoned her daughter and when I 

explained what I wanted to speak to her about, she very 

enthusiastically said that she thought that her mother would 

be an ideal person to interview. Wi th great pride, the 

daughter explained that her mother was highly intelligent, 

that she was busy with her doctorate and that she would be 

very worthwhile interviewing. I duly contacted her and 

interviewed her in her home. She was a social worker by 

profession who had been born into a family of immigrant 

parents (from Eastern Europe). Her parents had come to South 

Africa, as had so many immigrant Jews, fleeing the anti-

semitism of Europe. They settled outside a small town where 

her father ran a trading store. Her mother tried against 

great odds, to keep a kosher home, and she, as a child, was 

sent to boarding school for the duration of her school career. 

After qualifying as a social worker she married a pharmacist 

and went to live in a small town in the Transvaal. While 

raising her children she met a Rabbi who had a very strong 

influence on her thinking and through his influence she began 

to study Judaism. She attended his lectures once a week and 

found herself becoming more and more interested in the wealth 

of knowledge about the religion which she had always adhered 
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to but never fully understood. As she learnt more and more, 

over the years, so she became more committed to Judaism as a 

way of life, replacing the values of the secular world in 

which she had been raised. She allowed her children the 

freedom to practise the religion to the degree that they 

wished. She kept a kosher home but left it to them to decide 

what they wanted to eat outside the home. The only rule which 

she applied unbendingly was that pertaining to Friday night -

she insisted that the children should stay at home on a Friday 

and participate in the Sabbath meal. Her husband has only 

recently become seriously committed to Judaism as a way of 

life. Previously he had participated in a somewhat half-

hearted manner. Her three daughters, all of whom are now 

married, are religious, although they were not always that way 

inclined. One is now married to a Rabbi. 

Case Five has always been involved in voluntary work in her 

communi ty but at the same time has always had a job in the 

market-place. She found difficulty in obtaining work as a 

social worker in the small town in which she lived after her 

marriage and as it was necessary for her to work she took a 

job as a sales representative and she has been doing this job 

for many years now - working when it has fitted in with the 

schedule of her family life. She is adamant that her children 

always take priority over any other activities or interests in 

her life. She said that no matter what she was doing she 

always made time to communicate with her children if they 

needed to talk to her and as a result, her children are not 
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only her children, they are also her best and dearest friends. 

Her involvement with Ultra-Orthodox Judaism has been gradual, 

over a period of many years, and is an intellectual as well as 

a practical involvement. She spoke very positively about the 

dignity that she finds as a woman in Judaism and said that the 

.laws of modesty pertaining to Judaism inhibited the treatment 

of women as sexual objects. She is convinced that the family 

purity laws have a positive effect for women in marriage. 

Case six 

Case six was a young woman who had recently qualified as a 

doctor and was about to enter marriage. She came from a home 

where she was aware of JUdaism as a tradition and philosophy. 

She experienced feelings of conflict over what she should do 

with her life after marriage, regarding the prospect of having 

a child and pursuing her career. To give up her career after 

six hard years of study, in order to stay at home and care for 

an infant was something which is difficult to contemplate, 

within the values of western society. She finds however, as a 

result of some contemporary Ultra-Orthodox Jewish friends that 

the conflict is made easier wi thin .the v~lue system of 

Judaism. As a result of this awareness she says that she will 

more readily temporarily put aside her career to care for a 

prospective infant without feeling self-sacrificial or 

apologetic about the role. She has decided to adhere to the 

laws of family purity as she is convinced that they are a 

protection against the human tendency to become bored with 

familiarity in relationships. As a result of her awareness 
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and understanding of certain halakhic laws, she will be able 

to enter into an understanding with her husband regarding 

their finances so that she will not have to ask for money for 

personal or household needs. Money must be placed in a bank 

account for her use, and she must always be provided for 

proportionately to his income so that she should never be made 

to feel that he is doing her a favour by supporting her 

financially. She said that she will be able to do this as she 

feels very strongly about the importance of motherhood. The 

understanding must be that their marriage is a partnership and 

that what she brings into it cannot be_weighed or measured in 

material terms. She said that her appreciation of what family 

life has meant to her has made her want to perpetuate it in 

spite of its general decline in western society. 

The answers to the questions reproduced on the following 

pages, represent summaries of the important theme~ which 

underlay the conversational interview situation. 

1. They were asked how they felt about feminism. 

The women do not profess to have been exposed to a great deal 

of information regarding feminist theory. 

feminism as a movement for the benefit of women in society. 

In these terms they all see themselves as being in favour of / 

feminism as a goal, but say that there are differences between -
f~e~m~l.~· n~' ~-"",nd Ju~m in ...!he means of -attaining this goal. 

They regard themselves as feminists, but regard the main 
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difference between their notion of feminism and Judaism as 

being the ~ifference in unders.tanding of the term equality. 

' They accept that they are different from men but they do~t 

l s~e this difference as demeaning. On the contrary they regard 

themselves as having qualities Ylhic the feel men to not 

have. They feel that their role as mother gives them very 

specific advantages over men. Their suggestion is that no 

matter how good and devoted a father a man may be, he will 

never experience giving birth to a child and breast-feeding 

it. They consider the experience of motherhood . to be a very 

special blessing. Instances in thee Tora~ were quoted as 

examples of women's s~periority over men in certain ways. 

For example, the fact that God spoke to Sarah, in order to 

influence Abraham, is, according to their interpretation an 

indication of the recognition of women's influence over men. 7 

This is further evidenced by an extract from the Talmud: 

How decisive a woman's effect can be upon the life 
of her husband is emphatically pointed out in this 
passage: "It is related of a pious man who was 
married to a pious woman that, being childless, 
they divorced one another. He went and married a 
wicked woman and she made him wicked. She went 
and married a wicked man and made him righteous. 
It follows that all depends upon the woman. 8 

They f !!!. very Qositive and approve of the effect that the 

feminist movement has had on women's lives in the public 

sRh~e ,by minimizing discriminatory legislation against women 

and by providing greater economic opportunities for women in a 

variety of fields. They feel very favourably disposed towards 

feminism as they understand it to mean a movement to eliminate 
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discrimination against women. They feel, howeve~ , (and this 

would not be acceptable in terms of most feminist approaches), 

that the fact that they have different responsibilities and 

different roles from men does not make them inferior - on the 

contrary, the general impression that they give is that they 

feel superior _through their differences. They suggest that 

the bonds that exist between women as a result of the fact 

that they are separated from men at social and religious 

functions, are very conducive, in their view, to a feeling o~ 

sisterhood. 
~ 

They sit together in synagogue and they dance 

together at weddings and other such functions and their 

feelings on this issue of separation from men is that it 

strengthens the bonds between women. They do not experience 

the competi ti ve element which often exists between certain -
women when they are in the presence of men and, this, they 

feel, brings them closer to other women. 

2. Their feelings regarding their and that of their 

husbands in marriage was discussed. 

On this issue they were all adamant that marria9J""'-~ 

partnership between two peopl~ , both different, but neither 

one superior to the other. They regard marriage as a_n 

opportuni ty to become 
~------------------------

"complete". They said that the 
1 

experience of living with another human being, intimately, as 

people were expected to do in marriage, required a great deal 

of compromise and that through compromise they felt that they 

were able to develop a dimension of their own personalities 

which would otherwise lie dormant. 
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Some of the women had higher academic qualifications than 

their husbands. Two examples of this are the medical doctor 

and the woman who is studying for her doctorate in sociology. 

They do not feel that this discrepancy is of any consequence 

to their relationship because, in their view, marriage is a 

partnership where ~o different people bring to one another 

qualities~hich enhance each othe~. 

3. The issue of financial dependence on a husband during 

periods of child-bearing and child-rearing was dealt 

with. 

They all feel very secure about the financial arrangements - . 
which they have with their husbands. They said that because 

~heir husbands are all observant Jews they are aware of their 

financial obligations towards their wives, and, most 

importantly, they are aware that they should never allow their 

wives to be humiliated basking fo ---.........,. Case Two quoted 

the following from the Talmud to illustrate the manner in 

which marriage is viewed in Judaism: 

The ideal of matrimony, which is inculcated by the 
Talmud, is of the highest. . •..•. 'Who loves his 
wife as himself, honours her more than himself, 
leads his sons and daughters in the right path, 
and arranges for their marriage soon after 
puberty, to him the text refers, "Thou shalt know 
that thy tent is in peace" (Job v. 24) ••. 'Honour 
our wife, for thereby you enrich yourself. A man 

should be ever careful about the honour due to his 
wife, because no blessing is experienced in his 
house except on her account'. 'A man s ould sRen 
less than his means on food and drink for himself 
up to his means on his clothes, and above hi~ 
means on honouring his wife and chiLdren. because 
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they are dependent upon him, ~hil~ he is depen~ent 
upon ~im Who sp6ke and the Unl. verse came l.nto 
oeing. -

4. They were asked whether or not their husbands assist with 
/ 

domestic bhores and child-care. 

Because one is dealing here with a relatively privileged class 

of white, professional, South African women, it was generally 

not necessary for the men, or the women, to wash floors and 

clean toilets on a daily basis. All the women, however, said 

that their husbands willingly assist them, particularly with 

regard to caring for the children when they need help. They 

all said, however, that the prime responsibility of caring for 

t e children was t-hei-~s - ~h~ degree of hel varied from 

family to family. 

5. Finally, they were asked about their attitude to the 

family urity laws. 

On this issue they were unanimous. They all regarded these 

laws as advantageous to women. Firstly, they explained that 

s~e_x_u_a_l_ ~elationships in Judaism __ are directed towards the needs 

of the woman and not the man. They backed this claim by 

explaining that a woman may ask for a divorce if her husband 

does not satisfy her sexual needs. For instance, the period 

of abstention is governed by the woman's bodily function, not 

the man's, and he must regulate his behaviour accordingly. 
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They do not regard it as demeaning that as a result of 

biological differences women use the mikvah on a regular basis 

while men only use it when it pleases them. They regard the 

mikvah as a ~ery relaxing and enjoyable experience, often 

accompanied (particularly prior to marriage) by great joy and 

celebrating_ with other women, family and friends. They see 

~he experieace of the mikvah not only as a personal, intimate 

experience, !'ut also as a religious experience which unites 

them in a common feeling with other women. 

Concerning the twelve days of separation, physically, from 

their husbands, during menstruation and thereafter, they 

reported that they found this separation a ~y positiv 

experience. They said that it allowed them time with their 

husbands when they were not viewed as sexual objects, but as 

companions. 

This story from the Midrash 10 illustrates the importance of · 

the idea of hesed as the basic Jewish ethic. The story 

relates to the Jewish perception of Heaven and Hell. Hell is 

depicted as a group of people, seated around a table which is 

laden with food. They all have in their hands large forks 

with which to feed themselves, but the prongs of the forks are 

so long that they are unable to reach into the food and place 

it in their mouths - the forks are longer than an arms length 

and the people sit around the table, in the presence of the 

food and starve. 
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Heaven is depicted as the same place, wi th people seated 

around the same table, laden with the same food and provided 

wi th the same forks. In heaven, however, the people are 

happy and well-fed - they are feeding each other with the long 

forks. 
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CBAPrER FOUR 

CONCLUSION 

It is well-documented that, despite the successes that the 

women's movement h s had in the public sphere regarding 

women's rights and opportunities, legally and economically, 

the lot of the women in the private sphere remains an area 

where abuse and exploitation still persist. 

The practicalities of liberation - that's what 
women have to deal with now. The movement got us 
to where we are, but now how do we live with it? 
We've broken through to get these jobs women never 
had before. How many of us, how long, on whose 
terms? What do you do about life, children, men, 
loneliness, companionship, the need to have a real 
home - things no one thought about when we were so 
obsesses with liberating ourselves? Women in the 
next decade have to find solutions for the 
practical problems, niches for themselves that 
feel more comfortable. We've gone through the 
metamorphosis. We're not worm~ any more, but 
we're not butterflies yet either. 

Freidan contends that for many women life in the private 

sphere has probably worsened relative to the improvements in 

conditions in the public sphere. 2 

Motherhood as a relationship, an occupation, an institution, 

or whatever one may choose to call it, is filled with 

pleasures, pains, anger and tenderness. 3 It is with 

motherhood that this dissertation is concerned, and the manner 

in which a particular group of women, namely Ultra-Orthodox 

Jewish, professional women come to terms with it in a 

patri~rchal society. 
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There are differences between the manner in which liberalism 

and Judaism perceive and define the public/private spheres and 

it is suggested that these differences affect women's 

perception of themsel ves . The reason for this is because 

these differences of perception and definition affect the 

value system of society. The suggestion is that the lack of 

legislation in the private sphere is partially resultant from 

the political interpretation of these spheres. 

The conceptual and ideological system which 
together forms the Aristotelian-power politics 
paradigm serves to perpetuate an arbitrary 
bifurcation between that which is politics and 
that which is not and to promote an ideology which 
severs politics from coherent moral consideration 
and moral issues from that which is explicitly 
political (public).4 

Feminist theory, over the years, has provided a variety of 

reasons and possible solutions for the improvement of women's 

situations in both the private and the public sphere and 

enormous strides have been made in western society regarding 

the attempt to eliminate sexism .. : wi thin the ideologies of -
feminist theor1~s such as socialist, Marxist and radical 

feminism there are a variety of ~ossible solutions to some of ---the problems which women continue to experience in modern 

western society. Some f these theories would postulate 
./ 

revolutionary hanges to society as we know it today. As 

valid and relevant as these theories may be, it is not within 

the reference of this study to consider anything other than 

liberal feminist theory which exists within and recognizes the 

contemporary capitalist system. 
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Connected with the difference in conceptions of 
how radically domestic life needs to be changed 
are other differences concerning how radically 
nondomestic life needs to be changed. Liber 1 
Leminism has tended to accept the basic structures 

, of existing political and economic insti_tution~ 
I pressing hardest on the need to ma~e __ them 

accessible to women. This contrasts Wl. th the 
leftist perspective present in varying degrees in 
radical feminism and strongly in Marxist feminism 
which sees such institutions as hierarchical, 
competitive, and individualistic. 5 

The hypothesis expressed in this study is that as a result of 

certain economic and political developments there has been a 

devaluation of the home and family life in western society. 

ndustrializatio~ did not mean only a change in 
the place where productive activities took place; 
it 'nvolved a fundamental change 'n_ the nature of 
familia r r -elations. The family, to a large 
extent, ceased being a unit of production •...• In 
short, a market economy based on wages and payment 
for factory-produced goods undermined the 
necessity of the family as a means of survival •..• 
this has brought about an :ncreased 
individualization of social life, ~ith indiv~dualS 
replacing families as the basic social unit. - -. 

Further to the above, Hoffnung suggests that one of the main 

reasons that women experience conflict regarding motherhood 

is because of the change in the value system of western 

society. 

But there is no way to accomplish these changes on 
a large scale without a change in social values. 
Our soci does no alu children. They are 
vl.ewe~ as enjoyable objects, necessary to complete 
a faml.ly, but not as valuable or inspiring members 
of society. There is little recognition on the 
part of adult society that children contribute 
something special to the family, the neighborhood 
and the community. Children traditionally wer~ 
valuable as additional productive members of the 
family: now th~y are cost~y. Women traditionally 
had few optl.ons outsl.de of marriage and 
motherhood, but they were important economic 
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contributors to the family. Now women have more 
options, but there is no place for kids in the 
lives of two independent spouses - unless they 
share responsi~ilities. That requires a change in 
social values. 

It has been argued that as a result of this devaluation the 

role of motherhood is reduced in status and therefore women 

who care for their own children suffer from lack of self-

esteem. This is evidenced by the fact that it has become 

increasingly difficult for young, professional women to make 

choices between caring for their infants or pursuing their 

careers. 8 The conflict is heightened as a result of the - - -
greater opportunities which are available for women and the 

concurrent and resultant devaluation of the role of mother and 
A 

housewife. status.) in western society is directly linked to ~ 
achievement in the ublic phere. ~ 

A study by Davies and Welch indicates that the evidence is 

that: 

It is not the mothering of small children or 
motherhood per se that leads to the feelings of 
ambi valence on the part of mothers: it is the 
mothering under a certain set of conditions (in 
the isolation of the nuclear family) and with a 
particular set of beliefs about womanhood and 
mothe~hood that leads to conflict and loss of 
self. 

In this regard it is suggested that the ethic of individualism 

(as it is understood in liberalism) is not as conducive to 

good relations in the private sphere of human relations, such 

as between mother and child and husband and wife as is the 

ethic of Judaism, that is hesed. In the recent article in ~ 
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Natal Mercury, entitled "working on Marriage", the following 

was published concerning attitudes within marriage: 

studies have shown that one of the characteristics 
happy marriages most commonly share is the ability 
of husband and wife to recognise each's hidden 
qualities and nurture them. Experts agree that 
the Number One goal of a marriage should be 
improvement and growth - both as individuals and 
ogether as a couple. TlJ.e more one trusts the 

relationship the more one will feel free to change 
wi thin it. The idea of mutual education and 
growth within a marriage represents a turning away 
from some of the me-first values of recent 
decades. 10 

It is argued in this study that there are two factor inherent 

in liberal feminism \ which may contribute to the fact that 

women's situation regarding marriage and motherhood remains . ' 

_proble~atic for some women in modern western society. The two 

factors are, \ firstlY, thf? value system of western capitalism 

and the individualistic ethic of liberalism, and secondly, ~he 
~ 

fact that there is inadequate legislation in modern western 

society to protect wo en from exploitation within the private 

sphere of marriage. 11 

Concerning the legislation of the private within the 

parameters of liberal thinking, Jaggar sees the problem for 

liberal theorists as being the necessity to . devise social ) 

institutions that will protect each individual's right to a 

fair share of the available resources w~ile simultaneously 

C\llowing him or her the maximum opportunity of autonomy and 

self-fulfillment. 
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Liberal answers to this dilemma are framed 
traditionally in terms of justification and 
delimitations of the power of the state. For the 
state is the institution that liberals charge with 
protecting p~rsons and ,property ~nd, simul
taneously, with guarantee long the maXlomum freedom 

, h ' d' 'd I 12 from lonterference to eac lon loVlo ua • 

The feminist movement evolved alongside the political movement 

of liberalism and then flourished with the civil Rights 

Movement in the United states. It has used political 

ideologies as its main means of emancipating women. Efforts 

to end discrimination against women have been modelled on 

legislation against political, economic and race 

discrimination. This is effective in the public, political II 
sphere but has not been effective in the private ~phere where 

.' 
abuse continues largely outside the realm of jurisdiction. 

The particular areas of concern which need to be redressed for 

women today are those pertaining to physical anQ sexual abuse 

of women generally and economic exploitation by men of women 

during child-bearing and child-caring years. Oakley suggests 

that two of the main reasons that these abuses persist, or 

perhaps worsen, is firstly because of the value system of 

western society and secondly the lack of legislation in the I , 

private sphere . 
• Oakley suggests13 that the reason for the 

failure of the feminist movement to achieve certain 

improvements in the private sphere is rooted in the value 

system of the public sphere. She says that " under 

capi talism women have been put in charge not only of 

humanity's lowest needs, but also of its highest n~cessities. 

This is not recognised by male-dominated culture by men or 

women) . Women's work, because it doesn't enhance self-
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development, I is seen as inferior. \ Hence women's chronic low 

self- esteem: their proness to depression, and the problem of 

'underachievement'. It is difficult to reverse these dominant 

values. Nevertheless it is essential, if we are to see what 

is unworkable about the prevailing model of sex equality. A 

female utopia - a world in which women know they are doing 

good - cannot occur within the prevailing value system." 

~he difference beteen the value systems of Judaism and that of 

liberal feminism, as operative in western capitalism, allows 

a comparison between the two regarding attitudes to 

motherhood . It was evident from the interviews that ul tra-

.>t: Orthodox Jewish womeIL feel valued for their roJ es as mothers 

~d as a result of this the p'ursu~ motherhood with a 

relatively positive ~titude. There is no suggestion in this 

study that the solution which these women have found is in any 

lI@Y -.£.ractical a~ a unive~l~olutio~ t~wom~s prob~ g.f 

motherhood, career, isolation, male dependence and sexual - -- - -- - -
abuse. The intention of this study is to examine some -ot- the _ 

atti tudes of these mothers and career women who have 

voluntarily opted for a way of life which seems to be in r' __ -

com~te contrast to some of the options which would be -
available to them in modern western society. From a feminist 

point of view it would appear that these women have been 

-"conned" into an acceptance of a - --- - - - - - - --
~nsures that they still have the rna 'or burden of housework on - - - - - - - -
their shoulders and c~y ~e ~n r~ponsibili ty r~gard-in. 

the caring for children. Nevertheless, as has been argued, 
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their status as wife and mother has be reinterpreted and is 
... 

exalted in the level of ideolo y. The purpose of the study, --
however, is not to deal with the power of the patriarchal 

order of western society, and the variety of forms in which it 

presents itself, nor to suggest universally applicable 

solutions. This study is a description and comparison of the 

of certai~ultra-orthodoX professional Jewish women '~ attitudes 

regarding particular problems in western capitalist society 

which, it has been suggested, liberal feminism fails to 

address adequately. 

' oakley14 suggests that men's position in the public world 

outside the home always puts them 'on top'. The contention is 

that male dominance ensures that the standards of humanity and 

~ocial participation to which women aspire are those of men. 

Since female activities, resources and values are ignored in 

this ideological transformation, very little will be achieved. 

A few women will gain access to male positions, but . the 

situation of most will remain unaffected. It is a question of 

how women see themselves. Are having and rearing children, 

and a sense of emotional connection with, and responsibility 

fo~ others, capacities that women must be liberated from in 

order to become human - that is to become equal to men? She 

ponders the question of why one talks about the 

I "underachievement" of women in public life outside the home, 

rather than about the "under-achievement" of men in the home, 

with children and also in personal relationships. 

The concept of equality, and the political and personal 

• 
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connotations attached to the word in the public and private 

sphere was another term which was viewed comparatively in this 
study regarding the different interpretation of the term 

within liberal feminism and Judaism. It is a contentious 

concept and was seen as being relevant to the manner in which 

these Jewish women viewed their role. For them ~tequali ty" 

does not necessarily mean "same". 

Elshtain15 regards equality as one of the most nettlesome 

concepts in political life and thought. She defines equality 

as a "cluster concept" around which political life is focused, 

and suggests that constants over its range of applicability 

help to constitute the activity of politics ..... The historic 

experience of the liberal democracies demonstrates that ~qual 

rights neither entails nor necessarily conduces towards full 

political equality. In Elshtain' s view an equality of 

opportunity formula pushes Feminist analysis away from an 

examination of the oppression of classes of persons, male and 

female. She says that if, however, the focus shifts from a 

consideration of "rights" or "opportunities" to be a concern 

wi th what persons are ( or ought to be free to become) an 

understanding of the obstacles . which militate against the 

emergence of persons thus conceived is facilitated. In her 

opinion the adoption of equal i ty of opportunity as the 

rallying cry for a Feminist movement must ultimately be seen 

as undermining the range of moral claims a version of equality 

of treatment or respect would affirm or validate. 

I return, therefore, to the second of the two 
meanings of equality as description which is in 
turn, tied to equality of respect. An empirical 
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presumption for equality requires the analyst to 
seek those social arrangements, relations and 
institutions which will promote, encourage and 
preserve equality of respect and treatment ...• The 
problems of thinking about equality along the 
entire range of its possible appreciation are by 
no means solved in their (Rowbotham and Mitchell) 
analyses gnd crucial questions remain 
unanswered. 1 

Contingent on the concept of equality and its interpretation 

regarding role differentiation, it has been suggested by some 

theorists that there are differences in power structures 

within relationships which should be taken cognizance of when 

evaluating women's situation in the family. 

As soon as the presence of power in all 
relationships between men and women is recognized 
and their articulation with the formal state 
apparatus examined, a completely new light is shed 
upon the whole issue. As Oakley has it, while the 
traditional wife-mother-housewife role 'is 
correlated with certain types of powerlessness, it 
also has its own avenues of influence,.17 

Further evidence regarding the conflict of roles for men and 

women in the public/private sphere is discussed by Randal118 

who suggests that as the value of women's contribution to both 

public life and to the family purse is incontrovertibly 

established, so men will come under increasing pressure to 

share domestic chores. She says however, as they concede with 

this approach, in the short run it will serve to lower still 

further the status of child-care and housework, making them 

less not more attractive to men (Adams and Winston, 1980). 

She sees a contradiction between women asserting the value of 

'parenthood' and family life and their demanding public 

policies to reduce their domestic burden. There is no simple 
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solution to the question of the relationship between women's 

liberation and motherhood. 

The women's movement is more,over far too diverse 
in its membership and too decentralised to produce 
any single answer. But as the polit1cal backl~sh 
and growing female unemployment threaten to dr1ve 
women back into domesticity whether they will or 
not, it is an issue feminists will find 
increasingly difficult to ignore. 19 

That it may be of relevance to feminist thinking to have 

explored and described some of the issues and situations of 

specific women, as was done in this study, is expressed by 

Hooks in the following lines: 

Between women, male supremacist values are 
expressed through suspicious, defensive, 
competi ti ve behaviour. It is sexism that leads 
women to feel threatened by one another without 
cause. While sexism teaches women to be sex 
objects for men, it is also manifest when women 
who have repudiated this role feel contemptuous 
and superior in relation to those women who have 

~\ not. Sexism leads women to devalue parenting work 
while inflating the value of jobs and careers •... 

Hooks makes the point that 

The fierce negative disagreements that have taken 
place in feminist circles have led many feminist 
activists to shun group or individual interaction 
where there is likely to be disagreement which 
leads to confrontation. Expression of hostility 
as an end in itself is a useless activity, but 
when it is the catalyst pushing us on to greater 
clarity and understanding, it serves a meaningful 
function. Women need to have the experience of 
working through hostility to arrive at 
understanding and solidarity if only to free 
ourselves from the sexist socialization that tells 
us to avoid confrontation because we will be 
victimized or destroyed •....•. Women do not need 
to eradicate difference to feel solidarity. We 
do not need. to share common oppression to fight 
equally to end oppression. e do not need anti
male sentiments to bond us together, so great is 
the wealth of experience, culture · arid ideas we . , 
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have to share with one another. We can be sisters 
united by shared interests and beliefs, united in 
our appreciation for diversity, united in our 
struggle to end sexist oppression, ~nited in 

-political solidarity.20 
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